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Abstract
P2P (Peer-to-Peer) technologies are well established and have now become accepted
as a mainstream networking approach. However, the explosion of participating users
has not been replicated within the mobile networking domain. Until recently the lack
of suitable hardware and wireless network infrastructure to support P2P activities was
perceived as contributing to the problem. This has changed with ready availability
of handsets having ample processing resources utilising an almost ubiquitous mobile
telephone network. Coupled with this has been a proliferation of software applications
written for the more capable ‘smartphone’ handsets. P2P systems have not naturally
integrated and evolved into the mobile telephone ecosystem in a way that ‘client-server’
operating techniques have. However as the number of clients for a particular mobile
application increase, providing the ‘server side’ data storage infrastructure becomes
more onerous. P2P systems offer mobile telephone applications a way to circumvent
this data storage issue by dispersing it across a network of the participating users
handsets.
The main goal of this work was to produce a P2P Application Framework that sup-
ports developers in creating mobile telephone applications that use distributed storage.
Effort was assigned to determining appropriate design requirements for a mobile hand-
set based P2P system. Some of these requirements are related to the limitations of
the host hardware, such as power consumption. Others relate to the network upon
which the handsets operate, such as connectivity. The thesis reviews current P2P
technologies to assess which was viable to form the technology foundations for the
framework. The aim was not to re-invent a P2P system design, rather to adopt an ex-
isting one for mobile operation. Built upon the foundations of a prototype application,
the P2P framework resulting from modifications and enhancements grants access via
a simple API (Applications Programmer Interface) to a subset of Nokia ‘smartphone’
devices. Unhindered operation across all mobile telephone networks is possible through
a proprietary application implementing NAT (Network Address Translation) traversal
techniques.
Recognising that handsets operate with limited resources, further optimisation of the
P2P framework was also investigated. Energy consumption was a parameter chosen
for further examination because of its impact on handset participation time.
This work has proven that operating applications in conjunction with a P2P data
storage framework, connected via the mobile telephone network, is technically feasible.
It also shows that opportunity remains for further research to realise the full potential
of this data storage technique.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Peer to Peer (P2P) networking technologies are considered to be a distributed system
and are a part of the established, mainstream network architectures today. A dis-
tributed system is defined as ‘a collection of independent computers that appears to its
users as a single coherent system’ [14]. Implied within this statement is that the num-
ber of participating computers can vary and all must act autonomously. P2P networks
are also described as an ‘overlay’ functioning on top of other networking technologies
and thereby abstracting themselves from the complexities of hardware and operating
systems (OS). P2P networking technologies at a fundamental level require three factors
to establish themselves effectively:
• Networked Capability: A large scale, unified communication mechanism that
provide a means to connect nodes participating in the P2P overlay network.
• Host Technology: Viable host technology (software and hardware) to host the
1
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overlay of distributed node software.
• Social Adoption: Wide scale ‘social need / desire / acceptance’ to use the
applications associated with the P2P overlay network.
These factors have come together for P2P overlay networks hosted within the ‘tradi-
tional’ Internet connected, desktop personal computer (PC) environment. The same
could now be said for the mobile device environment as the following paragraphs will
justify.
Networked Capability: Many factors have contributed to the unification of mobile
telephone technologies across the globe, adoption of common standards and increased
technological capability being just two of the dominant reasons. The GSM telephone
network standard is the most commonly adopted system in the world, with in excess
of 4 billion subscribers [15] and more than 650 operators across 220 countries [16].
More significantly however, by 2013 industry analysts Gartner [17] predict that mobile
telephones will overtake PC’s as the most common device for Internet access worldwide.
Therefore the term ‘unification’ can also be applied to the closer integration of the
mobile telephone networks and the Internet.
Host Technology: The use of mobile telephone devices with significant processing
capabilities (frequently referred to as ‘smartphones’) have been around since the early
1990’s [18]. Combining the properties of personal organisers and mobile telephones
into one ‘smart’ device seemed a natural evolution of two categories of hardware. From
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the 1990’s onwards manufactures such as Nokia, RIM and Apple have all produced
handsets that have increased in complexity and capability enabled by their increase
in computational processing power. As hardware evolved to include larger colour dis-
plays, keyboards and more recently touch sensitive interfaces, the operating software
has also improved considerably. Progressing from basic applications such as a calen-
dar or contact manager, the hosting of fully Internet capable and configurable third
party applications on a flexible OS is now commonplace on higher specification devices.
In more recent years, industry commentators have made comparisons between smart-
phones and ‘mini computers’ as the specifications of the mobile devices continue to
improve [18–20]. More recent examples of these devices include Nokia’s ‘E’ / ‘N’ series
handsets, RIM’s Blackberry and Apple’s iPhone. All have made significant consumer
sales out of an estimated 57.3 million smartphones shipped in Quarter 1, 2010 [21].
Considering the telephone network capability of using a ‘smartphone’, data rates have
increased substantially in the wireless sector since the popular adoption of 2G GPRS /
WAP services around 2003/04 [22]. Currently operating at data transfer speeds up to
7.2 MBps, 3G high speed data access to Internet services has allowed the proliferation
of data centric applications to appear on mobile telephones. Arguably, users have until
recently thought of their phone usage on the Internet as solely through a mobile web
browser. However, other data oriented applications such as mapping (e.g. Google’s
or Nokia’s Mobile Maps [23, 24]) or music streaming services (e.g. Last FM’s Mobbler
[25]) installed onto the device have helped to change users’ perceptions.
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Social Adoption: Sociological influences are decisive in a different way in guiding
whether a new software concept or application is adopted by the public at large. This is
particularly applicable to P2P systems where optimum operating efficiency is achieved
in large scale implementations; node volumes in the order of thousands up to millions
are a realistic expectation [2, 26–28]. For example Skype, a popular P2P based VOIP
application, has online user numbers in the range of millions each day [29]. Although
large node volumes are not an essential requirement for operation of a P2P network,
it does supports the design objectives of content availability and network reliability.
Content of a P2P network, whilst a huge influence on the adoption success (e.g. Napster
[1]), is a requirement only for the overlay to the extent that it should be flexible enough
to support a variety of shared digital content at the application level. Currently content
typically includes text data, pictures, music files and voice conversations but future
forecasts include video and television media [30, 31]. Ultimately, as with so many other
underlying technologies (like the telephone itself), it could be argued that if P2P works
seamlessly for the applications that use it then the user will not actually care about
the details of implementation mechanisms.
1.1.1 Consideration of MANETs
Distributed systems can be implemented at numerous conceptual levels by using dif-
ferent structures. In addition to the prior introduced P2P Networks, Mobile Ad-Hoc
Networks (MANETs) are another established technology worthy of consideration. A
MANET system can be defined as ‘a collection of wireless mobile nodes dynamically
forming a temporary network without the use of any existing network infrastructure or
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centralized administration’ [32]. The key characteristics of a MANET system comprise:
mobile nodes, no centralised network administration, no pre-existing network infras-
tructure (e.g. ‘base stations’) and multi-hop communication [33]. MANET inter-node
communication is typically wireless and not associated with any one specific protocol.
MANETs are typically employed to address network connectivity at the lower levels
of the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) network architecture. BlueTooth, ZigBee
and 802.11 WiFi are all examples of protocols that can be utilised within MANETs.
Connection is between single nodes with inter-node communication via a ‘multi-hop’
approach. The dynamic and loosely organised nature of the node interconnection state
presents data exchange challenges. A fundamental issue concerning the optimal rout-
ing path of data between nodes can arise [34]. Whilst some research effort has been
conducted to address this problem [34, 35], some classifications of P2P networks intrin-
sically accommodate inter-node routing with more determinable results (see section
2.4).
This thesis is concerned with dissemination of data at application level within the OSI
model. Gerla et al. [36] describe MANET routing functionality as several OSI layers
below that offered by a P2P network and inadequate to provide the services needed
by sophisticated mobile applications. Furthermore, for this work node interconnection
is across an established mobile and fixed public switched telephone network (PSTN)
where the strength of MANETs is not applicable (i.e. communication where there
is no infrastructure). With a PSTN as the data transport mechanism, reliable data
location and retrieval becomes a higher priority. For these reasons research focused on
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P2P networking technologies to solve the data distribution challenges. Some research
has even been conducted into combining the complimentary properties of these two
technologies [36] but is beyond the remit of this thesis.
1.1.2 Capitalisation on Circumstances
A significant proportion of today’s Internet traffic is data associated with P2P overlays
[37]. Coupled with significant numbers of users online using smartphones (and the pre-
diction of more in the future [38]), a viable ecosystem in which mobile P2P technologies
can thrive has been established. Whilst ultimately it is the content and applications
sitting on top of the overlay network that will dictate the adoption rate success of
the framework, the underlying technology will also have a significant influence. The
P2P Application Development Framework (codename Bushfire1) discussed within this
thesis helps developers overcome the remaining technical challenges and capitalise on
these current beneficial circumstances.
Developed as part of a UK Government Sponsored Funding initiative, the enhanced
P2P Application Framework was the result of research and development activities con-
ducted between Systems & Networks Ltd. (SysNet) and The University of Stirling.
Project funding management was through a scheme called Knowledge Transfer Part-
nerships based out of the East of Scotland KTP Centre [39]. The project was com-
missioned to support SysNet’s mobile application development commercial activities
as well as forge links with local Universities. Consultancy and validation of research
1The name choice inspired by the ‘spontaneous’ nature with which P2P networks form and disband.
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activities was conducted through regular liaison with academics at The University
of Stirling. Some aspects of the research were demonstrated at the IEEE Consumer
Communications & Networking Conference (CCNC) 2009 [5]. The commercial reasons
behind the instigation of this project meant that both the timescales and direction of
the venture were more guided / restricted than a purely research driven activity. In
addition to assembly of the Bushfire Framework itself (see section 4.2), several appli-
cations of varying purpose and completeness were also developed and are presented
within this thesis (see section 5). The main requirements and limitations for this work,
including applicable commercial demands, are shown within chapters 3 and 4, sections
3.1, 3.2.3, 4.1 and 4.2.
1.2 Aims of this Work
The introduction has postulated that conditions are now right for wide scale adoption
of P2P technologies within the mobile telephone network environment. However to
date the adoption level could be argued as limited, because of several key factors which
this thesis proposed to address. Therefore the aims of this thesis are to:
• Provide an appropriate P2P framework that operates on ‘smartphone’ handsets
using an Internet connection across the mobile telephone network.
• Provide an appropriate P2P framework within which third party applications
could be easily developed using a clearly defined application programming inter-
face (API).
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• Provide observational data, analysis and guidance on operating behaviour both
for the implementation discussed within this thesis and for further research effort.
An ‘appropriate’ P2P framework is defined as a current mainstream technology (i.e.
from a desktop computer networked environment) that has properties that are also
pertinent within a mobile environment. As chapter 2 will show, to limit the scope
of work it was accepted that the most suitable candidate technology would be chosen
from a selection of proven technologies already in existence.
1.3 Contributions of this Work
Some authors have indicated that operating a P2P network upon a mobile carrier
network is not realistic [40]. However, the material discussed within this thesis offers a
practical solution to the current technical limitations that hinder wider scale adoption.
Furthermore, a contribution is made to the suggested direction of further research in
known areas of weakness and limitation. The most significant contributions of this
thesis are:
• Review of existing mainstream P2P technologies to determine the requirements
for an overlay appropriate for use within a mobile telephone network environment.
(Refer to chapters 2 and 3.)
• Enhancement and extension of an existing P2P application towards a P2P frame-
work by devising a clear and uncomplicated API for use by third party applica-
tions. (Refer to chapter 4.)
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• Devising a proprietary mechanism to navigate limitations introduced by Network
Address Translation (NAT) technology within the public data networks. This ap-
proach was subsequently integrated with the P2P framework. (Refer to chapters
3 and 4.)
• Development and implementation of three applications using the P2P framework.
These were to test and demonstrate its functionality and behaviour. (Refer to
chapter 5.)
• Collection of operational data for a small mobile P2P network to assess the meth-
ods for optimising operation (such as improving energy and data consumption).
(Refer to chapter 6.)
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis has been structured to present the reader with a logical progression into
the Bushfire Framework. The following list introduces the topics covered within each
chapter:
• Chapter 2: Established P2P Technologies.
P2P technologies are defined and classifications of the various design implementa-
tions are presented. Two of the largest groupings, ’structured’ and ’unstructured’
are discussed in further detail. An overall evaluation of the technologies presented
summarises the chapter.
• Chapter 3: Considering P2P upon a Mobile Telephone Network.
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Operation of a P2P network within a mobile environment presents challenges
that need to be acknowledged within the system design. This chapter introduces
the main influences affecting operation within this domain. Discussion also in-
cludes Network Address Translation (NAT) as it has a dominant influence on the
operation of P2P networks. A chapter summary presents the outcome of relevant
design decisions embedded within the BushFire framework.
• Chapter 4: Development and Implementation of a P2P Framework.
Having presented the underlying technology and the operating environment, this
chapter discusses the solution that was developed on this research project: the
Bushfire Framework. Introduced with the requirements, further design details
relating to architecture and implementation of the framework are progressively
revealed. Design solutions to the major obstacles of working within the mobile
networked environment are presented.
• Chapter 5: P2P Framework Applications.
As part of the research activities, several applications were constructed to work
with the Bushfire Framework. The first was intended as a test/development plat-
form whilst the second and third were proof of concept and commercial grade (al-
pha release) respectively. Working on the principle that developing applications
helped to influence design decisions and highlight errors within the framework,
this approach yielded good results. The applications also offer some practical
context to the hitherto theoretical discussions.
• Chapter 6: Optimisation of P2P Framework Performance.
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Once the design of any system has been completed, optimisations are frequently
sought to improve performance. The same process was applied to the Bushfire
Framework, focusing on a key design parameter/performance metric: energy con-
sumption. Arguments are presented as to why the chosen parameters should be
considered as well as reviewing results of experimentation. Conclusions are drawn
from the data collated and presented to the reader.
• Chapter 7: Conclusions and Further Work.
The thesis is concluded with a review of the research work producing the Bushfire
Framework, covering existing technology, optimisations and suggested further
areas of research activity.
Chapter 2
Established P2P Technologies
Adoption of P2P technologies has been rapid and substantial since appearing notably
on the public stage in 1999 with the music file sharing service Napster [2]. P2P is
a network model that has the concept of equality at the centre of its development
philosophy. The operating paradigm is one of mutual cooperation. Implied by this
equality is the ability to scale upwards in size. Since passing the 1 billionth internet
user in 2005 with an estimated 18% growth rate of new users per year [41], P2P systems
offer one of several viable solutions to the escalating problems of distribution and load
balancing for data and processing power respectively.
2.1 Defining Peer to Peer
Each node participating within a P2P network is of equal status through equivalence of
capabilities, resources and responsibilities [42]. P2P networks can also be described as
autonomous in behaviour: they exhibit self-organising, self-optimising, self-protecting
and self-healing characteristics [43]. All of these properties are vital for reliable network
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operation as it is an accepted assumption that nodes will not be available all of the time.
A node will join and leave the network at random time intervals and without warning
purely because of the different operating constraints for each of the host machines. Each
node is capable of communicating with any of the other nodes within the peer network.
Communication can be either direct between nodes or via multiple requests to establish
the link. Figure 2.1 illustrates simplistically a typical topology of a P2P network. There
is a lack of ‘centralised server control’ for the data communication paths, implying there
is a direct interaction between nodes. A single node both utilises and provides services
and data to other nodes within the network, mimicking the functionality of both a
client and server respectively.
Figure 2.1: Simplified P2P Network Topology
Nodes participating within a P2P network do so primarily to share data amongst each
other. The underlying P2P networks put no limitations on the type of data that is
shared as this is specified by the application operating at a higher level of abstraction
within the P2P system. Whilst practical constraints might exist, any networked appli-
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cation could be linked in this manner. Only issues such as availability of resources will
determine if it is the best use of the P2P model in comparison to alternatives such as
the client/server model.
Implicit within the process of sharing data storage is the distributed processing and
organisation of this data. Constraints also exist relating to connectivity of nodes to
the network. Connectivity can be defined in terms of time period or bandwidth and
will vary because of the large volume and differing operating constraints of nodes. The
frequency of arrival and departure of nodes within a P2P network is referred to as
‘churn’. To compensate for the variable availability of nodes, data resources can be
distributed multiple times within a network to ensure the desired level of accessibility.
Whilst 100% data availability is only achievable through the use of impracticable levels
of resources, good approximations to this are possible by using much fewer resources.
Typically, data is also widely distributed across nodes with no reference to physical
locality, only network locality.
P2P technologies are referred to as an overlay network. An overlay is the term for
a network topology that is constructed on top of another. More precisely, an overlay
network is defined as ‘a virtual network of nodes and links built upon the top of an
existing network with the purpose to implement a network that is not available upon
the existing network’ [1]. In the case of P2P networks, the underlying technology is
typically the Internet Protocol (IP) network. This hierarchy of networks is illustrated
in Figure 2.2. An overlay network does not take into account physical proximity of
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nodes, only boundaries in terms of the nodes operating within that network overlay.
The various overlay implementations all aim to ensure that each node is equal in line
with the criteria of a P2P network. The reality of real world constraints and variations
however often means that this is not achieved. For example, the overlay protocol
running on each node may be identical but there will be differences in the network
connectivity bandwidth, data storage capacity and processing power.
P2P Overlay Network
 
Internet TCP/IP Network
(Underlay Network)
Figure 2.2: The P2P Overlay Network Concept
P2P systems, within the context of the commonly cited four-layer TCP/IP network
architecture (excluding the physical layer) [44], belong at the top level ’Application
Layer’. Additionally, P2P systems themselves can be considered to be formed of a
three layer architecture comprising:
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• P2P application layer.
• P2P overlay network layer.
• Underlay network layer (e.g. TCP/IP (Internet) network).
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Figure 2.3: A P2P System Layer Diagram
Each layer operates within a set of defined boundaries and communicates across inter-
faces with the surrounding layers of software. This layered concept is illustrated within
Figure 2.3. This design approach ensures scope and design complexity of individual
software components is kept within manageable limits. The software infrastructure
that implement these algorithms permit the building of more complex services that
reside at the application layer such as file sharing and content distribution systems. It
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should also be noted that P2P system nodes operate ‘outside’ the view of the Domain
Name System (DNS) infrastructure, relying instead upon the search algorithms and
identifiers assigned by the P2P network system.
2.2 Peer to Peer Classifications
As the P2P domain has advanced and broadened through academic research and practi-
cal application, the different overlay design configurations developed have been grouped
into several classifications. Figure 2.4 illustrates the organisation and inter-relation of
the P2P overlay network categorisations adapted from proposals by Buford et al [1],
Ross et al [2] and Buford & Ross [3]. At the top of the classification hierarchy are
two broad groups: structured and unstructured (an approach also supported by Lua
et al [4]). This terminology is with reference to the operational approach of the search
algorithm employed on each node within the network. As discussed later, a structured
overlay exhibits properties of a more organised and efficient network communication
system. Below this classification are sub-groups defined by the distinct property of
that particular overlay design.
From the late 1990s until recently, P2P development and implementation has been
primarily within the desktop computer domain using the Internet protocol as the un-
derlying network transport protocol. The growth of Internet activity and access band-
width from the mid 1990s has fueled the transition of the P2P concept from academia
into the mainstream public domain. This transition was instigated primarily by the
appearance of music file-sharing web sites such as Napster in 1999 [43]. Since then
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Figure 2.4: Simplified P2P Network Taxonomy Inspired by Existing Categorisation
Proposals [1–4]
acceptance of P2P applications has been steadily increasing, with it accounting for
around 50% of network traffic through Internet Service Providers in the USA in May
2008 [45]. In order to evaluate the requirements and suitability of a P2P overlay for
the mobile environment, an insight is achieved through analysis of the properties of
existing categories of P2P overlays.
2.3 Unstructured P2P Overlay Network
An unstructured P2P overlay network is defined as one where the links between the
participating nodes are established arbitrarily. Links are established depending upon
whether a node has been previously searched or its proximity in the network to the
current node issuing the search request. A search query for information in the network
is passed throughout the overlay network to the entire node population through a pro-
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cess that appears random. To facilitate the establishment of the links between nodes,
an unstructured overlay network can have a coordinating server machine at the core of
its network. Designs vary however and the server element is not mandatory. If present,
this server would only have the responsibility of coordinating routing link information
between nodes. Peers are individually responsible for hosting the data on the network.
Even with routing coordination functionality supporting link establishment, unstruc-
tured overlay networks permit varying and unknown levels of data repetition within the
network. Unstructured P2P overlay networks have both advantages and disadvantages
as a mechanism for storing and retrieving data amongst network nodes. For this design
approach they include:
• Advantage: Relatively simple implementation computationally, compared with
a structured design approach, reduces complexity of software operating on peer
nodes.
• Advantage: Low overheads in terms of processing or communication requirements
for a new peer to join an existing network. A node typically copies routing
information from another peer present on the network.
• Disadvantage: Search query broadcasting causes a high amount of signalling
traffic within the network, which directly competes for bandwidth along with the
desired data.
• Disadvantage: No correlation between the peer and the content managed by it.
• Disadvantage: Search queries for data may not always be successfully resolved as
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normally this type of network has poor search efficiency. The design does permit
a situation where a query across a network will not find a peer with the desired
data even when it is present.
The unstructured overlay implementation was common in designs during the early
years of public adoption of P2P networks. This was primarily due to its relative ease
of implementation and limited impact on processing resources of the node host ma-
chine. The simplicity of design promoted flexibility and adaptability which helped the
widespread adoption of P2P systems in general. More recently the focus of academic
activity has switched to structured overlays as the cost of processing power and data
storage has diminished. However, unstructured overlays remain present in the public
domain, implemented in some commercial systems such as Gnutella [46], eDonkey [47]
and BitTorrent [48].
There are two sub-categories of unstructured P2P overlays that reflect the general
routing behavior of the nodes within their network. The efficiency of either system in
comparison to structured overlay networks is comparatively low [1]. However, when
used on hardware and IP networks that have generous resource allocations of commu-
nication bandwidth and/or storage capacity, these overlay designs provide a perfectly
viable mechanism for resource sharing. The two categories of overlay presented are
termed ‘Flooding’ and ‘Random Walk’ which trade off speed and efficiency against
each other.
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2.3.1 Overlay Classification: Flooding
Network overlays fitting this classification exhibit behavior where a piece of data is
retrieved from the network by placing lots of query requests to all of the participat-
ing network nodes across the entire network. This action is referred to as the process
of ‘flooding’ the network with data requests. This approach has little coordination
between nodes and requires only relatively simple processing algorithms to be imple-
mented within each node. This algorithm primarily implements a ‘familiarity forward
blocking’ logic to prevent search requests that have been seen on a particular node
re-propagating from it. However the trade-off for a simple implementation algorithm is
the inefficient propagation of a large number of request messages around the network,
usually resulting in either the extreme situations of no data or multiple data sources
being found. The flooding approach, whilst not particularly efficient, is fast compared
with the alternative search request method employed in the ‘random walk’ overlay net-
work. This flooding approach was adopted by many of the early successful public file
sharing networks such as Napster and the later developed open-source Gnutella. These
implementations are frequently described as disruptive technologies as they proved the
concept that truly wide scale operation of P2P overlay networks was possible. These
particular implementations are no longer used in great numbers but a modern successor
that exhibits ‘flooding like’ behaviour, Bit Torrent, continues to remain popular. Bit
Torrent has found a use as one of the most common protocols for transferring large files
across the internet. One internet usage report indicated that in 2008/09, Bit Torrent
accounted for approximately 27-55% of all Internet traffic depending on geographical
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location [49].
2.3.2 Overlay Classification: Random Walk
The ‘Random Walk’ algorithm is considered to be a primitive but justifiable search
mechanism within unstructured overlay networks [50]. It represents a classification
within P2P overlay networks where data requests are made with what appears to be
random nodes that are dispersed across the network. Search requests are simply prop-
agated from one node to an adjoining node repetitively until the desired data is located
or the search is stopped. The difference between this approach and the flooding tech-
nique is that dispersion of search request messages is more controlled and thus makes
more efficient use of the network bandwidth. The node search algorithm primarily
consists of logic implementing a ‘hop’ or ‘Time to Live’ (TTL) counter to prevent
searches propagating indefinitely around the network. Efficiency is improved further
when the overlay network is in one of two circumstances: highly clustered or minimal
node churn [50]. The negative impact of this approach however is the time taken to find
the desired data within the network. Given that request dissemination is controlled
and finding the data is based upon random selection of the correct node, time taken
to retrieve the data can vary but will usually be slower than the ‘Flooding’ technique.
This network overlay approach was adopted by academics in early theoretical studies
[1, 50, 51] of P2P overlay networks but appears to have been eclipsed by the popular
aforementioned flooding based overlays such as Gnutella and Bit Torrent.
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2.3.3 Overlay Classification: Guided Random Walk
The third classification is primarily an extension of the Random Walk algorithm de-
signed to add organisation to the task of navigation through the node search space.
Organisation is typically achieved through keeping information on the surrounding
nodes of a particular node within the network. Information may consist of either prob-
ability samples of the likelihood of data being held on a particular adjacent node [52] or
‘traces’ of the content itself that allude to its existence [53]. The resultant outcome of
these approaches, in comparison to the other unstructured classifications, is a reduced
level of network traffic and shorter search times when requesting content [53]. Several
academic implementations of network overlays within this classification exist [52–54]
but it largely remains outside the commercial domain at present as focus has moved
towards implementations of structured overlay networks.
2.4 Structured P2P Overlay Network
A structured P2P overlay network requires nodes to be logically organised with respect
to each other in the system. Nodes are commonly organised in geometric structures
that promote inter-connectivity and routing efficiency. The coordination of nodes in
a logically organised manner is achieved by applying an identical routing protocol
across all nodes participating within the overlay network. The result ensures both
communication messages and the data storage/retrieval process occurs in a controlled,
efficient manner. These efficiencies are gained in both bandwidth and storage capacity
reduction through the minimisation of inter-node communication and unnecessary data
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replication respectively.
Structured overlay networks exhibit the common property of ‘key based routing’
where a unique identifier is assigned to the peers forming the network as well as the
data objects being stored within it. Both unique identifiers are from within the same
address space, so the overlay algorithms associate object data with the closest matching
peer identifier as a means of organising the data. The P2P systems implementing a
structured approach are also referred to as ‘DOLR’ (Distributed Object Location and
Routing) systems. These represent the most popular category of P2P networks today
and within this is a major sub-category referred to as ‘Distributed Hash Tables’ (DHT)
[1].
DHTs are intrinsic to the operation of many of the principal structured P2P overlay
algorithms. Data that is stored using this mechanism is assigned to nodes that are dis-
persed across the network using mathematical hashing algorithms (designed to attempt
a statistically even allocation spread). The hashing algorithms are used to generate the
keys described above in a consistent, reproducible manner. As each peer is responsible
for a range of data object keys, the result of the hashing algorithm ensures that network
traffic and commitment of resources is dispersed across all nodes. The structure of a
DHT P2P based system integrates conceptually into a three layer hierarchy as shown
in Figure 2.3 where the DHT functionality is encapsulated within the P2P overlay
network layer. The general properties of a structured P2P overlay network include:
• Peers within a network act as both client and server of both data and routing
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information for other nodes participating in the network.
• There is no central server or router managing the network; peers explicitly take
on this responsibility through a coordinated effort of communication between
themselves.
• When Distributed Hash Tables are used, it ensures every peer and its content is
tagged and traceable across the network.
The advantages and disadvantages of structured P2P overlay networks include:
• Advantage: Search efficiencies are greater than the unstructured approach due to
the structured (repeatable) protocol used to determine peers responsible for the
data.
• Advantage: Signalling traffic is reduced in comparison to unstructured network
as the search criterion uses a known protocol optimized towards reducing the
search time and effort.
• Disadvantage: Increased complexity of the routing/communication software op-
erating upon each of the nodes within the overlay network. The efficient use of
network bandwidth and storage resources has been traded off against implemen-
tation complexity and processing power requirements.
Structured P2P overlay networks can be broadly categorised from either of two de-
sign perspectives: routing or topology. The routing classification concentrates on the
method by which user and network data is transferred and stored within the net-
work. The topology classification considers the logical organisational arrangement of
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the nodes within the network. A specific structured P2P algorithm could be associ-
ated with both of these categories as it will exhibit properties that are applicable to
both. However the two categorisations provide a reference framework through which
to consider the numerous overlay algorithms.
2.4.1 Distributed Hash Tables
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are a fundamental core element of structured P2P
network overlay designs. These are a class of decentralised distributed systems that
provide a lookup service similar to a hash function lookup table. DHT based systems
exhibit the following general properties:
• Decentralisation of resources incorporated into design.
• Scalable in operation.
• Tolerant of faults or harsh operating scenarios.
In essence, data storage is allocated to a specific node within a DHT P2P overlay net-
work as a (key, value) pair using a consistent repeatable process: a hashing algorithm.
The creation of a (key, value) pair is determined firstly by operating the hashing al-
gorithm upon the value (i.e. data to be stored) to form an (almost) unique reference
tag for it referred to as the key. Additionally each node forming the peer network
is allocated a unique identifier and is hashed with the same algorithm so that it is
part of the same ‘numerical range’ as the (key, value) pairs associated with the data.
Then the protocol running on each node allocates the (key, value) pair to the storage
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available in the peer node with the closest matching hashed identifier to the data key.
Fundamental to this is that all nodes contain the processing algorithm to match the
key and data; therefore any participating node can efficiently retrieve the value asso-
ciated with a given name. Figure 2.5 illustrates (using hotel addresses as an example)
the process of hash tagging data with a key of a format suitable for storage within
a DHT based distributed network (hash tag identified nodes). The process is shown
with abstract values for the Keys (K1, K2, etc.) and Node identifiers (N1, N2 etc.). In
reality, the keys and identifiers are long sequences of alphanumeric characters generated
by processing the ‘clear values’ with a Hash function (e.g. the result of ‘hashing’ the
Royal Hotel Address is Key K5). Furthermore, importantly both the values are still
within the same numeric range and can be processed for similarity / proximity via a
suitable algorithm. The illustration shows a simple situation where search term keys
are stored upon the node with the matching node identifier. Note that a node does not
have to have an identifier that matches a key exactly in order to have ‘key/value’ pairs
associated with it; pairs are assigned to the node ID that is numerically closest to the
key. Given the very large range of values that could be generated from a hashing func-
tion; the likelihood of exact matches between data key and node identifier is very slim.
More typically data keys are placed upon the node with the closest matching identifier.
Different implementations have different algorithms for determining this closeness and
assigning a suitable node. This approach can vary amongst implementation designs,
but importantly all nodes participating in the P2P network will be using the same
algorithm to produce consistent results.
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Figure 2.5: Simplistic Overview of Distributed Hash Table Operation in a P2P System
(e.g. to Store Hotel Address Information)
The key to the successful use of DHTs within this type of overlay network is that the
operating protocol on each participating node actively maintains this mapping of node
identifiers to the data (name, value) pairs throughout the dynamic lifetime of the net-
work. Therefore, with the responsibility for ‘node to data’ mapping devolved amongst
all the nodes within the network, changes such as the variation of participating peers
causes minimal disruption to data retrieval. P2P networks by their very nature are
fluid in construction. This DHT based mechanism permits very large scale implemen-
tations as well as handling the continual arrival, departure and failure of nodes. In
essence, the properties of DHTs permit the (almost) continual availability of data in a
network of nodes where there is no control over connectivity.
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As with any technology, DHT based P2P systems have both advantages and draw-
backs. The process of allocating a hashed key to a piece of data helps with the even
spread of resources across the participating nodes in the network. DHT hash algo-
rithms exhibit a mathematical property for even dispersal of resultant hash codes that
are both repeatable and (almost) unique. For example in Figure 2.5, the search term
(or data) ‘Grand Hotel’ is similar to ‘Royal Hotel’ in pure language terms but from
a hash function perspective the resultant hash key (alphanumeric sequence) is very
different. Hence, the data associated with either of these hotels is most likely to be
stored upon different nodes (assuming the network is large). However the properties
of the algorithm that allow the generation of a wide range of hash code sequences also
become the drawback of this approach. The precise nature of a hash key means that
any difference in the term that is processed by the hash algorithm (no matter how
minor) will yield a very different hash key. In the context of a distributed P2P system,
where a search for data is performed using the key associated with data, there is the
implication that the search term must be exactly the same as the term used to tag the
data within the network. Any variances in the search term will not return the desired
data. Thus in Figure 2.5, where the example data has been ‘tagged’ with a derived
hash code of ‘Grand Hotel’, a search for data using the term ’The Grand Hotel’ will not
be successful as a different key has been generated. This limitation of using a precise
algorithm in a keyword searching system, where a certain level of ambiguity is inherent
within it, can be minimised by the use of multiple search keywords tagged to the same
data. In general, structured systems using DHTs at the core of their design benefit
from the simplicity and consistency of creating unique data references and sharing these
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amongst participating nodes.
2.4.2 Structured P2P Overlay Networks: Routing
Considering overlay networks from a routing perspective produces three distinct group-
ings. These groups relate to the operation of the search algorithm employed to find
user data within the network. Searching within a structured overlay network is related
to how quickly and efficiently results are returned to the querying node. These criteria
correlate to how much communication bandwidth burden is placed upon the P2P net-
work. In essence, there are two groups of data within a P2P overlay network: one group
associated with the user data and the other associated with maintaining the network
itself. The network data is frequently referred to as routing data as it configures the
organisational layout of the overlay. The design of the routing behaviour has implica-
tions on the number of queries of other network nodes that need to be made before the
correct user data is found. The number of queries is referred to as the ‘hop count’ and
is related to complexity and responsiveness of the network. Each hop will either return
the user data itself to the requesting node or information on where to continue the
search. The concept of the ‘hop’ being the routing path through an overlay network is
more easily visualised through Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7. There are three classifications
for the number of routing hops employed by the search algorithm within an overlay
network: single, multiple and variable. Variable Hop searching is a conceptual variation
of the multiple routing hop approach. As their names suggest the classifications refer
to the number of peers contacted to convey the routing message from the source node
to the destination node. Typically a hop count can refer to either an average count or
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a ‘worst case scenario’ which relates directly to the time taken to find the requested
data. The idea of routing hops is most clearly illustrated with the conceptual diagram
used to explain the logical organisation of some structured P2P networks. Structured
P2P networks are often represented as ordered rings of nodes where the sequence is
the numerical identifiers assigned to the nodes by the routing algorithm. For simplicity
these identifiers are illustrated unhashed as ‘Node N’ numbers shown in Figure 2.6 and
Figure 2.7. In reality, as previously indicated, these identifiers are actually hashed with
the same algorithm that is applied to the data to produce a key for the data.
Node N7
Node N1
Node N6
Node N4
Node N2
Node N8
P2P Overlay Network
Node N3
Node N5
Single Routing Hop
Figure 2.6: Single Routing Hop Concept within a Structured P2P Overlay Network
Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 illustrate that searching for data within a network can imply
communication either between just the ‘searcher’ and ‘holder’ of the desired data or
can include other intermediate nodes. The following sections discuss the properties of
the structured overlays for each of the hop classifications with descriptions of example
implementations.
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Figure 2.7: Multiple Routing Hop Concept within a Structured P2P Overlay Network
2.4.2.1 Routing Overlay Classification: Single Hop
Single Hop overlays permit the data requested from the network to be found in a single
network call. Each node possesses a full routing table of all the other nodes in the P2P
network. This routing table contains information about each node’s corresponding un-
derlying IP address and the data that is stored on it. Single Hop overlay networks have
the advantage that fast data search and retrieval times are possible and less network
traffic is generated in the request phase in comparison to multi-hop systems. However
drawbacks of this strategy include the assumption that the node containing the desired
search data is held within the routing table. Additionally, updates are required to keep
the routing table data fresh each time a node joins or leaves the network. Each of
these updates introduces network traffic and so the churn rate (or frequency of nodes
joining / leaving the network) can impact significantly on the volume of data trans-
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ferred. The operational scenario of the P2P network can have a large impact on the
rate of churn of its participating nodes. The scenario in this case explicitly refers to
spare storage and processing resources as well as internet connectivity / bandwidth.
For example a network of office desktop computers is more likely to be a stable en-
vironment than laptop devices belonging to a traveling sales force. Furthermore, the
processing and storage of routing table data for the entire P2P network is trivial for
small numbers of nodes. However as numbers increase into the millions (which is a
commercial scale expectation) the resource commitment is more substantial. All of
these factors were envisaged as inhibitors to the adoption of Single Hop systems when
research commenced on this aspect of P2P systems. However, availability of computing
resources has increased significantly over the intervening time period and has alleviated
this problem. In essence, users now believe that computing processing power, storage
and data bandwidth allocations available to them are either sufficient to meet their
current needs and/or are worthwhile committing for the returned benefits. Benefits
may include access to digital content, given that one of the most popular uses of P2P
systems since their creation has been file sharing [55–57].
An example implementation of this overlay classification is called EpiChord. Epi-
Chord evolved from a multi-hop system called Chord as a result of attempts to reduce
the number of network calls made when searching for data. In the EpiChord system
nodes are organised in a hierarchically flat, circular structure and allow the distributed
storage of values across all participating nodes. This is achieved through using the pre-
viously discussed DHT technique with a consistent hashing mechanism to create keys
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and node IDs. Each node has a routing table (also known as a finger table) within it to
allow a request for a certain key to be routed to the node that holds the ‘key/value’ pair
within the network. As discussed earlier, this approach assumes that each table is kept
up to date with valid data. With EpiChord this is achieved through a node actively
monitoring network traffic that is passed around the overlay and updating its routing
table entries as appropriate. This activity is supplemented by dispatching a specific
routing table ‘refresh request’ message. These messages or probes of the network are
only initiated as a backup mechanism if lookup traffic levels are too low to support the
desired level of network performance. Epichord’s reactive state maintenance strategy
does not however keep the routing state as up-to-date as a proactive strategy.
2.4.2.2 Routing Overlay Classification: Multi-Hop
Multi-Hop overlays permit the data requested from the network to be found in a vary-
ing number of network calls dependent upon specific network configuration factors.
Factors will include the specific node making the search request, the proximity (in
terms of routing) between the search node and target and the ‘freshness’ of the node
routing table. These factors are present because each node possesses a routing table
that contains data representative of only a selection of other nodes within the P2P
network. The routing data granularity varies with proximity of the predicted node
hosting the required data to the node performing the search request. A routing table
will have numerous table entries on nodes within close proximity but only a sparse
amount of information on nodes further away. In essence, a node knows most about its
immediate neighbours in the logical address space, dwindling for more distant nodes.
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This segmented arrangement of routing data within the network ensures that:
• routing table sizes do not become too large to operate adequately - even when
connected node numbers are millions in magnitude.
• data will always be found on a network if it is present as nodes will either know
of the data directly or will pass on information about a node that could know.
Multi-hop overlay networks present more variable system behaviour than single hop
systems in terms of content search times and network data bandwidth. If the host
node of the desired search content is known to the requesting node, response time is
quick and a minimal number of network calls is placed on the network to retrieve the
content. However, if search requests are dispatched to nodes beyond those recorded
in the requester’s routing table then extended search times are incurred and greater
network bandwidth is consumed. Node churn also has an impact on these figures as
a higher node churn rate will mean that routing table data will become invalid more
quickly, resulting in search requests being sent to invalid nodes. However, conversely,
multi-hop systems are best suited to finding data in a network when there is a high
churn rate as the core algorithm behaviour ensures that a search of successive nodes
will continue until either the desired content has been found or all of the eligible nodes
have been inspected. Another approach incorporated into multi-hop systems to handle
node churn is parallel data requests. As implied, multiple search requests for the same
data are issued in order to determine a result more quickly. As an indirect consequence,
this approach also disperses the processing load placed on individual nodes across the
network by minimising excessive demands upon a few ‘popular’ nodes. Examples of
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overlays in this category include Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, CAN (Content Addressable
Network) and Kademlia. These examples are amongst the most popular of overlay
designs available but do not represent an exhaustive list. All of these technologies listed,
with the exception of CAN, work in a similar manner and have their participating peers
arranged in a logical circular ring. CAN as an alternative works by organising data
across a multi-dimensional cartesian coordinate space but has the same aims of being
distributed, scalable and fault tolerant [58].
For the logical ring methodology, as with the single hop structure, routing table
information correlates distributed keys derived from the unique node identifier and the
content stored within the network. Keys are again subject to a hashing algorithm
to ensure even distribution around logical overlay ring. Kademlia is an example of
an overlay network that achieves its routing organisation through a simple algorithm
involving XOR logic processing on the hashed node identifier or content. Whilst control
of the routing table maintenance is autonomous from the user in Kademlia (as in all
P2P overlays), there is a direct link between commands issued at application level and
those processed within the overlay network. For example, in the Kademlia overlay, a
generic task such as content storage or retrieval, is broken down into one of four distinct
basic operations: ‘ping’, ‘find node’, ‘find value’ and ‘store’. Each node will use one
or a combination of these operations to complete the assigned task. Therefore routing
table updates will make use of the ping command to check a node’s presence whilst
storing data will use find node and store operations [1, 59].
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2.4.2.3 Routing Overlay Classification: Variable Hop
Variable Hop overlays are the latest in the evolutionary line of overlay designs extending
efficiencies by combining the beneficial aspects of both single and multi-hop topologies.
The overlay will vary the network bandwidth it consumes in maintaining the routing
data to compensate for the inefficiency that churn brings to a network. Bandwidth
consumption will directly depend upon the size of the routing table and the hop strat-
egy employed at that point in time. As the size of a network expands and contracts,
varying the approach to recording the routing data of the nodes present can ensure low
latency in fulfilling search requests. Variable hop overlay designs go further in optimis-
ing routing maintenance efficiency by allowing for connection bandwidths available to
individual nodes [1]; in essence more routing maintenance activity is assigned to those
nodes with greater bandwidth allocation. This performance characteristic of variable
hop overlays aligns itself closely with requirements for operating in a mobile domain,
where nodes may have differing data bandwidths available and a differing times depen-
dant upon their local mobile network connectivity arrangements. For example, urban,
densely populated areas have a higher density of mobile network cells than rural regions
and are therefore likely to offer a mobile user greater connectivity bandwidth due to
a more favourable contention ratio, proximity and power configuration. (Note this is
not exclusively the case as low data rates can be experienced at locations where there
is a high user concentration, such as railway stations, putting excessive demand on a
single network access point.)
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Accordion, is an example implementation of this overlay classification which has the
objective of reducing routing latency by adapting a node’s routing table size dependent
upon its available connection bandwidth and churn rate. Accordion, as with other
overlay designs, uses consistent hashing techniques to assign keys to nodes arranged
within a logical circular identifier space. Unlike the variable hop overlays, however,
Accordion uses recursive (rather than iterative) parallel node lookups to update the
state of the routing table on a particular node. The node requesting a lookup from
a peer selects a destination based on not only the key it has present in its routing
table but also in relation to applicable gaps in the routing table [1]. In essence, each
node learns of its neighbours through a combination of deterministic and opportunistic
routing algorithm decisions. This approach also helps the node to maintain a tradeoff
within its routing table configuration between an accurate table (and thus improved
routing performance) versus high bandwidth consumption [60]. As illustrated by the
performance graphs of Buford et al. [1], lookup latency is improved significantly with
Accordion’s parallel lookup approach compared with the other P2P topologies, but at
the expense of high network bandwidth consumption. To allow for this, the number of
parallel lookups is adjusted dynamically in proportion to a node’s capability to handle
network traffic and the level of traffic at that time.
2.4.3 Structured P2P Overlay Networks: Topology
Understanding a structured P2P network overlay design from a topology perspective
requires consideration of the logical layout of the routing network rather than its im-
plementation mechanism. Designs are described in their conceptual or schematic state
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and are categorised into two broad groups: flat and the less common hierarchical cat-
egory. These groups also infer the status or hierarchy relationships that exist between
nodes.
2.4.3.1 Structured P2P Overlay - Topology Classification: Flat
The terminology ‘flat’ in this case refers to the logical hierarchy of the nodes within the
network, each peer being equal and accessible to all others. The hierarchy is organised
around the classification of the node identifiers. When new nodes arrive or depart
the network they are required to fit within the logical identifier space created by the
other nodes already present on the network. This occurs because of the uniqueness and
distributive properties of the hashing algorithm as described within section 2.4.1. The
overlay technologies described in the single and multi-hop section, such as Epichord
and Kademlia, can also be classified as flat in design. Figure 2.8 illustrates the logical
arrangement of a flat topology network that is typically considered as a logical ring of
nodes.
Flat (Ordinary Node) Logical Ring
Figure 2.8: Logical Ring of Nodes illustrating a Flat Topology Overlay Classification
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2.4.3.2 Structured P2P Overlay - Topology Classification: Hierarchical
Hierarchical or ‘super node’ design overlays are a hierarchical arrangement of nodes
which have differing capabilities, priorities and status within the network. Super nodes
can be any node within a P2P network that takes on additional duties associated with
network relaying or acting as a proxy server. Depending upon the specific design of
the overlay implementation, assignment of a node to ‘super node’ status can either be
user defined or happen automatically. Although not mandatory, super nodes can have
increased resources available to them to cope with the additional load compared to
‘ordinary’ nodes. Extra resources typically include greater CPU processing capability
or a larger connectivity bandwidth. Additionally, super nodes are frequently selected
with reference to their availability within the overlay network given the increased traffic
that these nodes route. Communication within a super node topology network occurs
between nodes at either the super node or ordinary node level as well as between the
two. A super node will host a routing processor that will be compatible with the
routing algorithm of the ‘ordinary nodes’. Additionally it will include logic restricted
to routing data exclusively between the super nodes. As illustrated in Figure 2.9, super
node networks are considered as two logical rings of peers, one with a differing status
from the other.
This two tier, vertical ring structure promotes segmentation and localisation of both
data and communication flow within the network. Segmentation using a super node
structure is a useful property to promote within a P2P overlay network for several
reasons:
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Ordinary Node Logical Ring
Super Node Logical Ring
Figure 2.9: Hierarchical (Super Node) Topology Overlay Classification
• when ‘ordinary node’ numbers are significantly large (order of millions) which
promotes manageable scalability.
• distribution of nodes is logically grouped by some influencing factor such as net-
work or physical locality (e.g. nodes located within a particular country) which
can promote lower latency response times.
• when routing of data must return a reliable availability result (e.g. a routing path
must always exist between nodes wherever they are present on the network)
• when communication between nodes must meet fixed latency times (e.g. routing
to meet high ‘quality of service’ agreement levels for voice or video)
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Super node based overlay architectures have been present since 2003 through the use
of the Freenet protocol present in early systems such as Kazaa [61] and Grokster [62].
Another example of an implementation technology that uses this design was an unstruc-
tured P2P overlay called FastTrack [63]. Experimental work conducted with FastTrack
in 2003 gives a representative illustration of the proportion of nodes under the two
classifications in this type of network: for approximately 3 million nodes in the overlay,
25,000 to 40,000 were classed as super nodes [1].
The concept of super nodes still exists within current popular technologies such as the
proprietary VOIP application Skype [64]. The Skype P2P communications network
can have up to 20 million users (or nodes) online across the world at peak times [29].
The super node structure is used to record and convey network presence information
(i.e. user online status) but not in the routing of calls between users [65].
2.5 Evaluation of P2P Overlay Networks
This chapter has presented information on several classifications of P2P overlay; how-
ever some are more suitable for application to a mobile domain than others. Consid-
eration has focused upon the routing overlay classifications primarily because this will
have a greater impact on the performance of the overlay network from the application
perspective. Section 2.4.3 has shown that there are some advantages to running a hi-
erarchical network instead of a flat topology overlay but these should be considered
against implementation and processing complexity. Additionally scalability issues, a
principal justification for using hierarchical overlays, are not considered an immediate
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problem as flat topology networks will still handle node numbers of magnitudes in the
tens of thousands with acceptable boot/network join times [66]. Scalability issues in
terms of routing efficiency also steer considerations away from unstructured implemen-
tations and towards structured overlays. As the majority of structured routing based
topologies are also flat in design this guides the decision process to choose a suitable
mechanism from the three routing classifications discussed: single hop, multi-hop and
variable hop. Whilst the long term goals of variable hop systems might closely align
with the unique requirements of a mobile system, such as limited data connection
bandwidth, this is still a relatively immature technology compared with single and
multi-hop systems. However, the ability for a variable hop system to accommodate low
bandwidth nodes whilst minimising any adverse impact on the performance of high
bandwidth nodes could become increasingly important; the difference between slowest
and fastest internet connection will only continue to get larger. Single hop overlay
systems have been shown to work best when node churn levels are low in order to pre-
vent stale routing table data or excessive numbers of routing maintenance messages.
However, given the operational scenario of a P2P node hosted upon a mobile device,
frequent churn is a real possibility. For example disconnection from the overlay net-
work could occur due to factors such as network coverage, battery life or data channel
termination due to voice calls. Additionally, there is also a processing overhead associ-
ated with hosting and maintaining a routing table representing a large overlay network.
Unlike overlay nodes hosted on desktop computers, with mobile devices it is clear this
processing represents a larger commitment of limited handset resources (although ex-
act impact will vary across host hardware). Case studies on an unstructured overlay
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called Gia [1] have also indicated an efficiency weakness termed a collapse point that
is related to the number of queries in a network for a given network size and peer
capacity [1]. In essence, it has been shown that increasing the number of queries in the
network results in a saturation point beyond which performance degrades. To avoid
this scenario, networks are preferably configured so that they have a large collapse
point. This typically translates to wasted peer capacity for a network as the average
number of nodes does not require the same resource commitment. This inefficiency,
whilst tolerable on desktop computer hosts due to generous resource allocation, is not
ideal within the resource-limited handset environment.
Therefore, multi-hop overlay systems present themselves as the most suitable overlay
classification to be considered for adaptation in the mobile domain. Properties such as
optimised routing tables (i.e. detailed information for nodes closer in overlay proxim-
ity), parallel query ‘lookups’ and iterative search process (i.e. versus recursive approach
in single hop systems) all serve to reduce lookup latency and aid avoidance of lookup
timeouts. Parallel address ‘lookups’ also reduce the effect that outdated routing tables
can have on lookup latency by regularly updating routing information with monitored
data from search queries processed. This maintenance strategy allows large amounts of
routing state to be maintained with only a modest amount of bandwidth. The iterative
search process compensates for the high node churn rate potentially encountered on a
mobile overlay by using an exhaustive search strategy where all valid nodes for hosting
the data have been queried. All of these characteristics contribute to an overlay design
that is considered scalable and robust [1].
Chapter 3
Considering P2P upon a Mobile
Telephone Network
When considering the requirements for a mobile telephone network P2P overlay, it
is necessary to consider them from two perspectives: requirements of any software
operating in a mobile environment and those specific to P2P systems. As visualised in
Figure 3.1, requirements are ‘pushed down’ to the overlay from the applications that
run upon it and dictated by the network environment upon which the overlay operates.
The influencing factors (technological, commercial and sociological) are common to
all three layers in this figure although the level and impact of the influence will vary
according to specific criteria. Furthermore, the requirements placed on a mobile P2P
system by the hardware technology it utilises oversee the specification of any solution.
These factors however are beyond the control of most application developers and so
ultimately form an absolute boundary within which an optimised P2P system can be
developed.
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Figure 3.1: Requirements Composition for a Mobile P2P Overlay
Due to the funding mechanism for this research project, as introduced within section
1.1, commercial influencing factors were significant yet typical for an economically sen-
sitive development task. A short development time frame and limited resources (both
human and hardware) bound the total development effort to 24 man-months includ-
ing all supportive activities (e.g. educational and test activities). A restricted choice
for target hardware, thereby limiting the software platform selection, also heavily in-
fluenced the direction taken by the research. In the case of this project, the target
telephone hardware was selected by the commercial sponsor as the Nokia Symbian
Series 60 (S60) smartphone platform [67]. A decision driven by internal availability
of skills expertise and the appropriate development tool suite, this platform had been
adopted by the commercial sponsor for reasons of public popularity. By intrinsic asso-
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ciation, selecting the Nokia smartphone platform implied an operating system choice of
Symbian [68] and a primary development language of C++. Implications of these tech-
nology decisions are revealed within section 3.2 and chapter 4. This chapter covers the
application of P2P to a mobile domain through three broad sections, each discussing
the salient points of the topic:
i Influences Affecting Development of a Mobile P2P Overlay (Section 3.1).
ii Choosing a Mobile P2P Overlay (Section 3.2).
iii Working Within Network Constraints: NAT Traversal (Section 3.3).
3.1 Influences Affecting Development of a Mobile P2P
Overlay
As discussed previously, nodes participating in a P2P overlay network are required
to perform processing of data transferred across that network. Data can consist of
either routing information (otherwise known as ‘maintenance’ traffic) or content stor-
age/retrieval network traffic. Depending upon the routing algorithm implemented, the
processing overhead impact will vary. For structured routing algorithms greater pro-
cessing demands are assumed. Implicit within the implementation of a P2P overlay is
the requirement for a constant data connection. When a node is not making demands
of the network itself through a content request it could be servicing routing information
requests from other nodes. Within a mobile domain, this software requirement alone
impacts upon the relationship with the host hardware and the mobile network that it
interacts with.
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3.1.1 Significant Influencing Factors
With an assumption that enough processing capability within smartphone devices now
exists [69–71], other restrictions that affect a node’s capability to perform on a P2P
network have become higher priority. The most significant examples of these restric-
tions are listed below. Justification for concentrating on these influencing factors in
particular is due to their effects on the introduction of P2P technologies into a ‘real
world’ mobile domain.
• Poor battery life for node host device (Section 3.1.1.1).
• Data consumption (Section 3.1.1.2).
• Limited user interface functionality on node host device (Section 3.1.1.3).
• Variable data network connectivity and latency (Section 3.1.1.4).
• Compatibility with core mobile networking protocols (Section 3.1.1.5).
3.1.1.1 Influence: Poor Battery Life
The shortfall in adequate energy storage is a hugely important aspect of mobile device
operation that is the focus of academic and manufacturer research and development
programmes [72–75]. Manufacturers are acutely aware that as the complexity and
processing power increases within handsets, the demands placed on the battery be-
come more significant. Consumers have come to expect devices that will operate for a
time period measured in days rather than hours. With no significant improvements in
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battery life expected in the short term [76], the emphasis has been switched to optimi-
sation of software operating on the devices as this correlates to device operating time.
Supported by advice from mobile device manufacturers, developers can adopt various
software operating strategies to minimise hardware energy consumption [77, 78]. Ex-
amples of these strategies include running efficient code to minimise CPU usage and
minimising use of energy-intensive functions such as GPS, Bluetooth and the backlight.
Most pertinent to the operation of a P2P node however was the recommendation to
minimise data transmission as the transmitter is the largest consumer of energy within
the handset. Transmitter usage in this instance relates directly to the data conveyed
from and through the handset.
3.1.1.2 Influence: Data Consumption
The target of any node participating within a P2P overlay network is to minimise data
consumption where possible. Minimising data consumption is an important factor to
consider as it inversely relates to the length of time a node can participate with the
P2P network. Data consumption on a handset relates to both the network activity
generated through a data storage or retrieval request as well as overlay maintenance
traffic. Hence it does not necessarily relate to the activity of the handset owner. Choice
of an overlay implementation can affect both of these parameters although the constant
nature of maintenance traffic means the latter will have a more dominant, cumulative
effect overall. Minimising data traffic also has a commercial incentive for both the user
and network operator. Although the cost of mobile data consumption is lowering [79],
prices are not considered cheap and therefore users will not want to pay for excessive
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data costs caused by inefficient or data intensive applications. Network operators too
have a commercial interest in data traffic remaining as low as possible: primarily
for reasons of capacity and service quality influenced by increasing numbers of data
consumers placing heavier demands on their networks [80].
3.1.1.3 Influence: Limited User Interface Functionality
Reduced capability places indirect requirements on software developers to write more
autonomous applications. A change in thinking by designers and users alike from ‘im-
poverished to extraordinary interfaces’ as proposed by some academics [81] reflects the
new approach to using mobile devices. With the increased complexity of software,
users have also become more demanding in their expectations that it should be au-
tonomous and self configuring. Users more frequently expect software to ‘just work’ or
follow a simple set-up procedure. Therefore self (or minimal) initiation, configuration
and maintenance should be the design goal of any mobile software application. The
applicability of P2P systems in a mobile domain appear appropriate as existing P2P
systems partially meet this requirement already through their normal behaviour.
3.1.1.4 Influence: Variable Data Network Connectivity and Latency
The performance of the handset should not be considered in isolation; the convenience
and flexibility that a smartphone offers is in part due to the mobile telephone network
it is connected to. However, the aims should be to minimise response time and max-
imise content availability. Allowing the host application quick access to the content
data in the overlay network gives the user a more interactive and reliable experience,
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thus encouraging continued usage of the application. Although network speeds have
increased from KBps to MBps, making for a more interactive user experience, network
data speed is only part of the equation. Connectivity capability is also responsible for
user adoption rates and should be factored into the requirements for any P2P network
overlay. Having increased coverage from solely major urban conurbations in the early
years of mobile networks, operators such as ‘Three’ (the UK’s largest 3G network op-
erator) [82] quote population coverage in excess of 93% and increasing. Whilst network
no-operation zones (or ‘black spots’) do still exist (e.g. sparsely populated regions
of Scotland [83]), this technical inhibitor to P2P overlay adoption has largely been re-
moved. Therefore whilst the likelihood of a particular handset not accessing the network
over a wide area is small, there is still a likelihood of localised black spots due to terrain
and building arrangements. A larger impact on data connectivity however will more
likely occur from normal operation of the handset through handling telephone calls.
Due to the operating characteristics of GSM technology, a data connection is dropped
for the duration of a voice call when it is conducted from a handset. Therefore nodes
must be capable of handling dropped network data connections through automatic re-
instatement. Reinstatement of the data circuit can occur either a few seconds, minutes
or hours later when the handset has either moved and network connectivity resumes
or the voice call has ceased.
3.1.1.5 Influence: Compatibility with Mobile Networking Architectures
Any P2P mobile overlay is subject to network configuration practices and the restric-
tive constraints implemented by the mobile network operators. Although no public
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policy documents are made available to users by network operators on the subject of
data network configuration, it is realistic to assume that in addition to basic techno-
logical constraints, security and simplicity are at the core of their design decisions.
Technological constraints in this instance refer to Network Address Translation (NAT)
[84], Firewalls and the resultant provision of private IP addresses for telephones on
the operator network. These common networking technologies are configured so that
that each handset functions on its own sub-network where there is only one device -
itself. Connection of the handset is therefore only possible with nodes on the ‘open
Internet’ via the network operator’s proxy server. With no inter-device communication
permitted within the operator network boundary, security is increased as it removes
the risk of unauthorised access or virus transfer within the operator network. Billing
functionality is also simplified because, using a client-server model approach, data is
only sent to a handset that has been requested by that handset. This matches the
common revenue model of a user only paying for what data they use. P2P systems in
contrast can have data flowing into and out of a node independent of its own activity
which is in conflict with this revenue generation model. The strength of this inhibiting
factor has weakened in more recent times as ‘unlimited’ data consumption tariffs have
become more prevalent within the market place. Further discussion on the subject of
NAT, Firewalls and private IP address routing is presented in section 3.3.
3.1.2 Summary of Requirements for a Mobile P2P Overlay
Choosing a suitable P2P overlay upon which to base a mobile variant not only requires
consideration of the general influencing factors already discussed in the previous sec-
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tion but closer evaluation of the specific properties highlighted in chapter 2. Defining
a set of requirements goes beyond simple statements, it is also the production of a
balanced view between opposing ends of a design spectrum: ‘rigidity’ and ‘flexibility’.
Constraining a design to rigid requirements ensures it meets a specific purpose or spec-
ification, for example overlay node capacity or response latency. Flexibility however
ensures creativity can flourish in order to produce many viable solutions. In essence
the requirements are to not solve the problem but to clearly summarise the needs that
the design is to satisfy [85]. The numbers of requirements explicitly described will also
vary depending upon the design goals of the process. Given the research aspect of this
investigation, it was decided to promote generality and flexibility over rigidity within
the requirements criteria. Selection of an overlay design should be dependent on its
ability to match to the following four criteria:
• Minimal processing overhead for host node. Minimising load implications
will have positive impact on responsiveness of host handset and battery life (due
to reduced energy consumption).
• Minimal network data traffic. Positive cost and battery life implications by
reducing network data traffic to a minimum.
• Low latency time for content requests. Responsiveness of application is
improved, providing a better user experience.
• Adaptable and secure design configuration. An adaptable overlay design
promotes adoption by software developers due to the wide range of application
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scenarios. Adaptability also ensures longevity within the industry and commer-
cial market place, promoting increased reliability through constant refinement.
Business market reports [86] also indicate that security is a prominent concern
with users. Within this P2P system, security can refer to reliability and integrity
as well as confidentiality of data. Longevity increases with confidence in the
security of a system.
A guideline for implementation should be that behaviour should equal or exceed the
current typical operating characteristics of a mobile client-server application scenario.
This is the necessary and realistic guideline if the P2P framework is to achieve adoption
from both developers and users alike.
3.2 Choosing a Mobile P2P Overlay
From section 3.1, the broad requirements for a suitable P2P overlay are applied to those
technology categories broadly discussed in chapter 2. Through considered evaluation,
unsuitable technologies are dismissed and further elaboration of suitable technologies
is presented. Technologies have been considered on the basis of classification structure
and the resulting sub-classification(s).
3.2.1 Elimination of Unsuitable Classification Candidates
3.2.1.1 Overlay Class: Unstructured vs. Structured
The choice of overlay structure style was the first and most fundamental design deci-
sion considered for the project. Both styles of overlay have proven operational heritage
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within the desktop computer environment. They are believed, in principle at least,
capable of operating in a mobile environment. Justification for this premise included
anecdotal evidence of smartphone handset processing capability and readily accessible
internet connectivity (see section 1.1). Prediction of P2P networks within a mobile
scenario was also envisaged by Lua et al. [4] as a direction for further research. Un-
structured P2P networks have the least complex routing algorithms of the two styles
and thereby the likely lowest computational processing overhead. This would be con-
sidered an advantage when operating with the limited processor resources of a mobile
telephone handset. However, certain fundamental characteristics of unstructured P2P
networks could be attested as less suitable for implementation on this project than a
structured P2P network. More specifically, unstructured P2P networks suffer in terms
of data search and storage efficiency. A clear statement by Cohen et al. supports this
assertion [87]: ‘Search is blind in that it is independent of the query and is thus not
any more effective than probing randomly chosen peers. One technique to improve the
effectiveness of blind search is to pro-actively replicate data.’ However this has to be
balanced as excessive data replication causes wastage of network resources [88]. By
comparison, the advantages offered by using structured P2P overlays present rewards
with much greater user impact. Most significantly, using a structured overlay ensures
that node look up process or data discovery is deterministic [89]. Knowing that data
can be explicitly found or declared ‘not present’ is important when limited resources
such as bandwidth and battery power have contributed to the search request. Struc-
tured overlays, through their ‘locally stored’ network routing knowledge, will typically
minimise network traffic and offer improved response times (lower overlay latency) in
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comparison to unstructured overlays when retrieving the desired data. Additionally,
minimised network traffic will contribute to longer battery life and potentially reduced
operating costs for the user. Having opted to select an overlay routing algorithm from
the structured genre, further consideration was required to select an appropriate sub-
category of type and implementation.
3.2.1.2 Structured Overlays: Single vs. Multi-hop
From chapter 2, when considering types of structured overlay the options available
were related to the number of hops and topology design. Whilst a single hop overlay
would offer the lowest latency time for retrieving content from the network, the case
for lowest network traffic was less clear. Single hop networks perform at their best
when the churn rate of the nodes within the network is low so that the routing table
that maintains data for the entire network remains ‘fresh’ and accurate. This scenario
is unlikely to happen within a mobile environment where nodes are subject to many
varying conditions that will affect their connectivity status. For example, network
availability, user data tariff or battery life might affect a users decision as to how long
their handset participates within the P2P network. Evaluation of variable hop networks
has indicated that, whilst a possibility for future consideration, the existing technology
is not thought to be mature enough to warrant an investment of effort for uncertain
returns (especially in comparison to multi-hop overlay networks). Therefore a multi-
hop routing network overlay became the clear category from which to either develop
or select an appropriate algorithm. Selection of a suitable overlay solely on the basis
of topology design rather then routing implementation was considered less appropriate
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given that the routing algorithm would more closely dictate the levels of network data
traffic.
3.2.1.3 Multi-hop Structured Overlays: Choosing a candidate
With reference to section 2.4.2.2, several multi-hop algorithms are available for con-
sideration. All four of the implementations discussed, Chord, Pastry, Tapestry and
Kademlia, have significant and proven operational heritage. For example Kademlia
is the underlying overlay technology implemented within Mainline DHT, the largest
DHT on the open internet [59, 90]. Any one of these could be capable of being imple-
mented within a mobile domain with differing levels of suitability and success. All four
technologies presented multiple sources of academic and commercial investigation to
warrant explicit consideration in the next section (3.2.2). Each of the technologies will
be compared and contrasted against the primary defining aspects of structured P2P
overlay design.
3.2.2 Elaboration on Suitable Classification Candidates
Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, CAN and Kademlia all could be considered suitable for ap-
plication to a mobile network domain. All present a structured, deterministic, routing
geometry to the network overlay. A deterministic approach ensures that object loca-
tion can occur if it is present as each node is aware of its position within the network.
Symmetric behaviour occurs within the overlay design because each node is of equal
importance to other nodes within the network. When considering data being stored in
either of these overlay networks, no difference is made between actual data and ‘point-
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ers’ to data (such as URLs). The latter may be preferred within a mobile domain given
the data storage constraints of mobile devices.
When considering all of these algorithms, evaluation against a set of specific criteria
aids drawing out a comparison for deciding which performs best in the mobile sce-
nario. Buford et al. [1] performed such a process for the comparison of a number of
algorithms. This process included evaluating quantitatively parameters such as conver-
gence, stability, fault tolerance and load balance. Another comparison was conducted
by Dhara et al. [89] comprising a review of the key design parameters of twelve algo-
rithms including the four under focus in this chapter. The comparison presented within
this chapter has utilised key parameters discussed in both of these reviews. Forming a
mixed qualitative and quantitative comparative review, the algorithms were evaluated
against the following key properties:
• Routing table design. (Section 3.2.2.1)
• Routing distance metrics. (Section 3.2.2.2)
• Routing dimensions. (Section 3.2.2.3)
• Routing table maintenance traffic. (Section 3.2.2.4)
• Bootstrapping. (Section 3.2.2.5)
Each of these key properties for a structured overlay can have varying degrees of suit-
ability for operating within a mobile domain. Discussion surrounding this subject is
presented in sections 3.2.2.1 through to 3.2.2.5.
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3.2.2.1 Routing Table Design
The incorporation of a DHT within routing table design was introduced in chapter
2.4.1 with both Chord and Kademlia. As previously highlighted, the use of DHTs
ensures there is a determinable process of finding data stored on nodes and basic load
balancing of the content across the overlay network. Both overlay technologies build
their routing tables adaptively as either their knowledge of the network or the number
of participants within it expands. This process involves assimilating information on
surrounding nodes either by explicit querying of network neighbour nodes or monitoring
of through network traffic for information (particularly when a node joins / leaves the
network). In both cases, routing information consists of unique node identifier details
with respect to both the overlay and physical network. However, the routing table
design and operating algorithms differ between the overlay technologies. The following
subsections introduce the salient aspects of routing table design for Chord, Pastry,
Tapestry, CAN and Kademlia.
Chord: Chord utilises a routing algorithm similar in functionality to a traditional
search Skip List. Skip Lists utilise a balanced tree hierarchy of linked lists in order
to efficiently link increasingly dispersed data from the searching node perspective [91–
93]. This general overview of the node structure is supplemented by more detailed
information obtained from nodes ‘closer’ to the target node in the logical ring. A
search is taken down through progressively more detailed lists of identifiers by querying
continuously closer nodes until the desired parameter is found. Within Chord, the
lists are held within the routing tables (also known as Finger Tables) and contain
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lists of sequential node identifier information [94]. Each node’s routing table only
possesses information on certain subsets of all the nodes within the network. The
Chord algorithm ensures these subsets are organised with a higher number of nearby
node identifiers being known. Chord can operate with some degree of node churn
because it must ensure that the node’s successor pointer (i.e. the link to the next
logical node in the list) is kept up to date. These points are illustrated in general terms
within Figure 3.2 where the searching node knows of identifiers (of successor nodes) in
surrounding positions 2n steps away from itself in the logical ring. The longer a node
remains active within a network, the more knowledgable the surrounding nodes become
of it. To increase the robustness of the network further, each Chord node maintains
a list of successors so that multiple nodes can be contacted should the first successor
not be available due to node failure or departure. The performance of Chord is also
dependent on the size of the network; the node lookup latency grows as the number of
participating nodes increases. Chord’s look up latency can be significant for another
reason: physical network latency. The node identifiers are randomly distributed across
the identifier space. Whilst the search source and target can be ‘logically close’ within
the identifier addressing space, they can be far apart in the underlying physical network.
Pastry: Pastry utilises a routing algorithm which is based upon the numerical prox-
imity between specific node identifiers. Routing tables constructed using the Pastry
algorithm achieve a similar result to those seen in the Chord overlay. The node identi-
fier is typically based upon a secure hash of a public key assigned to the node, such as
the network IP address. This again is common with other overlays in order to utilise
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Figure 3.2: Chord Overlay Routing Design
the property of uniform dispersion across the node identifier address space. The routing
state awareness of a Pastry overlay node is divided amongst three distinct elements:
Routing Table, Leaf Set and Neighbourhood Set. The Routing Table stores all known
links to nodes in the overlay identifier space whilst the Leaf and Neighbourhood Sets
maintain lists of nodes that are closest in terms of node ID and network locality re-
spectively. The Leaf Set (similar to Chord’s successor list) helps to improve the look
up efficiency whilst the Neighbourhood set supports routing decision by working with
the Routing Table to maintain a more accurate, fresh view of the network locality. The
routing table behaviour is similar to Chord in that routing table data is more detailed
for nodes closest numerically to the table host node within the network.
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Tapestry: The Tapestry algorithm has different origins to the other technologies
considered. Based upon the Plaxton routing algorithm [95, 96], it can be considered
as a mesh rather than a ring. The node location mechanism operates by sending a
message between source and destination node through a root node. However, unlike
Plaxton, Tapestry has multiple root nodes to serve the purpose as the target of node
searches. The Tapestry algorithm is designed such that every node within the network
has a ‘neighbour map’ style routing table. Tapestry has an explicit notion of its network
locality. Tapestry also has several aspects of its functional behaviour that are adaptive
in order to increase its operational efficiency. These include: using a routing table that
has multiple levels of granularity; keeping the routing table fresh by recording data
passed through it by other node searches; monitoring the frequency of requests made
to a particular data object; and caching additional copies of it across the network if
it appears popular. Tapestry can also maintain its routing table by actively removing
nodes it believes have failed by monitoring network link timeouts from node routing
traffic data.
CAN: The CAN algorithm is contrasting to other technologies at a more funda-
mental level: a different design approach associated with node organisation within the
overlay. Rather than distribution of nodes across a logical ring or mesh it is across a
multi-dimensional cartesian coordinate space. Nodes are are addressed as ‘zones’ (as
indicated by letters within Figure 3.3) dispersed across the complete cartesian coor-
dinate space, and the structure is independent of physical connectivity and location.
Node zones logically vary in size due to the node join algorithm which is dependent
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upon where another node joins the overlay within the coordinate space. Navigation
between nodes uses a combination of IP address and routing zone coordinates which
are stored within the routing table. A routing table for a particular node is constructed
from only the coordinates of its adjoining nodes in the address space. Therefore with
a d dimensional coordinate space the routing table need only maintain data about 2d
neighbours. The constrained routing table intuitively supports direct (or straight line)
routing across the co-ordinate space as Figure 3.3 illustrates. The routing path how-
ever is not constrained to one particular passage and a CAN overlay will offer varying
routes dependent upon the nodes (zones) present at that time. For example, within
Figure 3.3 routing between zone G and M is shown via zones J, H but could it also be
via zone F.
C
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HJ
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F
M
N
I
K L
A
B
G
Figure 3.3: CAN Overlay Routing Design
Kademlia: Kademlia employs a ‘tree style’ routing algorithm where routing informa-
tion about nodes is split into branches dependent upon the prefix of the node identifier.
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Within the Kademlia overlay, each branch is known as a routing ‘Bucket’ as illustrated
within Figure 3.4. One bucket is associated with each bit of an identifier address, so
the identifier size (typically 128 bits) directly affects the routing table size. Within this
illustration a 4 bit NodeID will give a maximum of 16 buckets which can be occupied
with NodeId / IP address data in the routing table. The main advantage of the tree
structure approach is speed; for each bit that is analysed, the search process only has
half of the remaining nodes known in that routing table to consider. Searching for a
node consists of splitting its identifier address into progressively smaller sections, each
of which links to a progressively smaller sector of the address space. If the required
node is not known in a particular bucket of a routing table, then the search query is
forwarded to another node that is closer to perform a search. If the desired node is
present on the network then eventually, through progressively finer search steps, the
search will return the correct routing information. This design approach works because
the Kademlia algorithm ensures that a node always maintains more routing table in-
formation about nodes closer to itself in the logical address space (i.e. similar identifier
address) than those further away. The search query process helps to permeate details
of a node’s existence within a network as its node identifier is broadcast along with
the query. This information is then used to populate the routing table of any queried
nodes regardless of whether it has the desired search results. This is not the only
process used to keep routing table data recorded on each node accurate; a ‘refresh’
procedure is performed periodically by contacting nodes individually to determine if
they are still present on the network.
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Figure 3.4: Kademlia Routing Table Design
3.2.2.2 Routing Distance Metrics
All overlay algorithms operate under the conception of ‘proximity routing’: routing
utilising a notion that a search message will get ‘closer’ to its target on each successive
network node hop. These overlays have the idea of ‘distance’ or ‘closeness’ integrated
into their routing logic. Distance in this instance does not refer to physical distance
of nodes but rather a logical abstraction associated with the routing algorithm. This
metric is used to conceptually determine how ‘far apart’ nodes are within the address
ID space. By reducing this metric on successive forwarding steps within a network,
an algorithm can deterministically ensure it is getting ‘closer’ to reaching the search
objective. Distance metrics are used to determine routing parameters (e.g. the number
of node hops required to access the information) and routing directions (e.g. for data
placement and search requests). Each node within the network will determine its
‘distance’ from another node using a pre-defined function that is implemented across all
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nodes within an overlay. Chord calculates its distance metric as the numeric difference
between two node identifiers. Pastry incorporates the concept of closeness of identifiers
through the explicit use of defined prefix and suffix structures, focusing primarily upon
the prefix. The numerical proximity (or ‘distance’) metric is typically generated using
data readily available from the network infrastructure such as number of IP address
hops, round trip message delay or geographical location of nodes. Tapestry differs in
this respect by having routing dependent upon the suffix of a nodeID. Tapestry also
places references to the desired data on intermediary hops between the server and root
nodes. This is in contrast to Pastry and other algorithms where direct routing using
the nodeID to the network vicinity holding the data is the desired operation. Due to
the uniformity of the search space, CAN has an easily predictable average routing path
length. This path length relates to the number of dimensions of the cartesian coordinate
space and number of zones that it is currently split into. This can be summarised by
the following equation with d dimensions and n nodes [58]:
(
d
4
)
∗
(
n
1
d
)
Within Kademlia, it is a bitwise exclusive OR (XOR) of the two node identifiers con-
cerned. Although different for each overlay, neither algorithm offers any significant
operational advantage over the other.
3.2.2.3 Routing Dimensions
Following an introduction in Chapter 2, another abstract concept that is linked with
routing distances, is the idea of an address space. The address space of most P2P
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overlays is typically considered as a logical circular ring (i.e. nodes arranged in a ring
in order of their identifier). These rings can have dimensions as well, typically one
but there can be more when super peer node rings are considered. Chord, Pastry and
Kademlia address spaces are considered as a ‘flat, logical ring’. ‘Flat’ in this instance
refers to one dimension and is as illustrated within Figure 3.5.
Flat Logical Node Ring
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Figure 3.5: P2P Address Space: 1 Dimensional (Flat), Logical Ring [5] (Adapted)
Within this figure, node identifiers are depicted as ‘N’ numbers whilst data identifiers
(or Keys) are shown as ‘K’ numbers. As this diagram also illustrates, both these identi-
fier number sequences share the same address space. In accordance with the Kademlia
overlay algorithm, when there is no matching node identifier for a key, the nearest
logical node is selected as a substitute. Tapestry operates under a different routing
dimension design: a mesh design where each node has a ‘view’ of and accessibility to
the network locality surrounding it (see Figure 3.6). CAN operates, as has been intro-
duced, within a ‘d’ dimension cartesian coordinate space. This space can be thought
conceptually as flat (2d) or as a d - torus (ring). All routing dimensional structures
have advantages and disadvantages primarily concerning complexity and scalability.
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Upon initial consideration the mesh topology offers maximum flexibility and routing
security as data will always find a path from source to destination given a complete
mesh. However, given the number of interconnection permutations, serious concerns
have been raised about maintaining such a complex network when the node volume
scales up. Additionally, problems have been mooted concerning routing response times
given the number of intermediary nodes in a data retrieval request. Logical rings how-
ever can maintain scalability by keeping routing complexity within the same order of
magnitude by focusing routing data on the section of the ring that a node joins.
Node N1 Node N2
Node N20
Node N48Node N64
Node N99
Node N86
Node N72
Node N107
Key K19
Key K15
Key K32
Key K95
Figure 3.6: P2P Address Space: Mesh Topology [6] (Adapted)
3.2.2.4 Maintenance Traffic
Chapter 2 introduced the concept of maintenance traffic: data that conveys routing
information for recording within each node’s routing (or finger) tables. Maintenance
traffic in essence constructs the overlay design implemented within the algorithm and
is intrinsically involved with the stability of the overlay. Whilst this data traffic across
the network is fundamental for P2P systems, the overhead imposed by this can be
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significant depending upon the algorithm implemented. Maintenance traffic can vary
in terms of volume of data moved and timing frequency. The traffic can be deter-
mined by the size of routing table and required data retrieval latency as specified by
the P2P overlay in use. The choice of maintenance update procedure also affects data
rates and volume. These parameters are significantly influenced by the rate of churn
of nodes within the network. Churn rate can also influence the choice of overlay as
it affects responsiveness and accuracy of the results depending on the size of routing
tables. For an overlay design with small routing table capacity and experiencing high
node churn, the maintenance traffic profile on the network will be low quantity and
frequent. In contrast, for an overlay with a larger routing table capacity and lower
rate of churn, the maintenance traffic profile will be larger and more infrequent. Two
principal maintenance update algorithm categories are implemented within an overlay
structure, commonly known as ‘active’ and ‘opportunistic’ [89]. The ‘opportunistic’
process operates by inspecting routing data passing through a node either as standard
network data requests or responses. Whilst the overhead of this approach is minimal,
a drawback is that this approach works best on a network with regular data activity
as it depends upon a flow of data requests and responses to keep the routing tables
up to date. In contrast, the ‘active’ process operates well regardless of network action
as a specific aspect of the overlay algorithm is dedicated to propagating routing table
information across the network. The overlay designs discussed so far all employ ap-
proaches that align themselves with both processes. Chord employs an algorithm to
run periodically to assess the status of the surrounding network whilst Pastry nodes
periodically query their neighbours, using ‘keep alive’ signals so it can update its ta-
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bles. Tapestry nodes broadcast to their surrounding nodes notification of their pending
departure when leaving the overlay network. Whilst only possible when a node departs
a network gracefully, this approach will help maintain fresh routing table data. CAN
overlay networks and routing tables are maintained primarily through two mechanisms:
inspection of CAN messages being transmitted through nodes and graceful departure
of nodes from the overlay. Notification by a node to its neighbours when departing the
overlay and the subsequent transfer of zone responsibility to another node help greatly
in maintaining an accurately recorded overlay infrastructure. Nodes within a Kademlia
overlay network however take a different approach; a node will periodically refresh its
routing tables by using a sequence of timeout controlled ‘ping style’ messages. These
messages will test the presence of nodes within the overlay; any unresponsive nodes will
be removed from the routing table. Kademlia can also conduct node searches in par-
allel, for example by querying all of the nodes within a tree sub-branch. The degree of
parallelism for a search (i.e. how many simultaneous node searches are underway) is re-
ferred to as the α (alpha) value [97]. The linear and parallel ‘node look-up’ approaches
are opposing search philosophies. In a ‘real world’ implementation of a Kademlia sys-
tem they are traded against available node processing power and accessible network
bandwidth.
3.2.2.5 Bootstrapping Procedure
Whilst Bootstrapping has a generic computing definition, it is also terminology relat-
ing to the start-up behaviour of a node within a P2P overlay network. Defined as the
operation that is executed when a node first joins a P2P network [89], successful boot-
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strapping algorithms are vital if a node is to become active within the overlay. Several
approaches to bootstrapping exist, but all with the strategy of supporting peers in
connecting into the network quickly [89]. One approach is for nodes to connect to a
pre-defined server that maintains relatively fresh node routing data to permit initial
population of the new nodes’ routing table. Another variation on this approach is for
a new node to connect to one of a pre-arranged list of existing network nodes (where
at least one of these will always be visible upon the network). Bootstrapping is an im-
portant parameter within P2P overlays as it not only fundamentally affects the ability
of a node to join a network, but can affect a node’s performance during the formative
participation period. This latter point is more important if the node churn is high as
the node will have a shorter time to become accurately connected into the overlay for
productive activity. With reference to the overlay technologies discussed previously in
this section, Chord and Kademlia overlays require being aware of an existing node on
the network for their bootstrapping regime. Pastry and Tapestry however only have
to be aware of ‘nearby’ (i.e. logically close in terms of a proximity metric) nodes in
their overlay to establish a link. Knowledge of the existing nodes is obtained through
a proximity metric and contact established with the intention of contacting other local
nodes. With inter-node communication established, all nodes that should be aware of
the newly joined node will eventually have their routing tables updated. CAN operates
by a node selecting and joining another known node on the overlay and then taking on
responsibility for half of the existing nodes’ zone within the search space. This action
prompts the new node to become aware of its neighbours within the overlay.
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3.2.3 The Chosen P2P Technology
Due to the funding mechanism for the research, as introduced within section 1.1, choos-
ing an overlay for a practical implementation required balancing priorities between aca-
demic and commercial criteria. The academic criteria are a qualitative assessment of
general performance within categories discussed under section 3.2. Judgements were
also made on the overlay’s future applicability to a mobile scenario. Section 4.1 outlines
these in more detail. The applicable commercial criteria are an assessment of compat-
ibility with the aims outlined at the start of the chapter. The P2P overlay Kademlia
was selected for pragmatic reasons against both these measures.
From a technology perspective, discussions under section 3.2 show Chord, Pastry,
Tapestry, CAN and Kademlia have many theoretical and operational similarities. For
example, with reference to bootstrapping and maintenance traffic, given the similar
implementation design philosophies Kademlia’s performance is not significantly weaker
or stronger than the other designs discussed. Kademlia exhibits a positive characteristic
of promoting stability within a peer network by ensuring that ‘every message exchanged
conveys or reinforces useful contact information’ [98]. Others designs, such as Chord
do not and this could have an impact on reliability within a network of significant
node churn. The authors of the original Kademlia work [98] indicate that the routing
table design of Chord in particular leads to ‘rigid routing tables’. However, some
results from the comparative simulation studies by Buford et al. [1] show that the
Chord algorithm performs marginally better on a cost-performance comparison than
Kademlia as Kademlia’s routing table on the nodes may be larger than Chord’s. This
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implies an improved lookup performance, but requires a slightly higher maintenance
regime.
One further favourable Kademlia operating characteristic is that when a node leaves
the overlay there is no requirement for it to notify any peers. This aspect of the
overlay functionality supports the envisaged mobile network behaviour of significant
node churn levels. Peer churn is handled efficiently within Kademlia by maintaining
details of several node neighbours for each routing table entry. They are ordered by
length of time known with details of newer peers replacing existing neighbours when
necessary, thereby ‘mitigating effects of high infant node mortality’ [1] which otherwise
could be very disruptive in a mobile environment. As Maymounkov et al. state [98],
‘Kademlia is the first P2P system to exploit the fact that node failures are inversely
related to uptime’.
Another justification for selecting Kademlia was the minimal processing overhead
envisaged with its routing algorithm and the simplistic nature of its routing table data
organisation. The authors of the original Kademlia work [98] indicate that another
strength of Kademlia is a single routing algorithm ‘from start to finish’. Complex-
ity is therefore reduced in comparison to technologies such as Pastry where two are
used depending upon the stage within the routing process. Based upon division into
‘buckets’, routing data is grouped by binary similarity of the ID working on each in-
dividual digit. The net effect is to halve the search space for each binary digit in the
search ID successfully matched to the target ID. The relatively simple routing algo-
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rithm, based upon an ‘XOR’ logic comparison of a node identifier and key term, was
considered within the processing capability of existing commercially available hand-
set devices. This assessment was supported by exploratory work conducted at the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics (Department of Automation and
Applied Informatics) in association with Nokia and Siemens Networks [99]. This col-
laborative research partnership had produced (and made freely available through an
open source software licence) a ‘proof of concept’ implementation of a mobile variant
of Kademlia. The mobile Kademlia software [100, 101], whilst not fully functional, did
offer adequate qualitative evidence that the processor capability of the handset could
handle the load presented by the Kademlia routing algorithm.
Discussions presented over the previous sections have shown that, whilst several
overlay designs existed, all had performed the required task to a similar level. The
pragmatic outcome of these considerations therefore was that no particular technology
had a significant advantage over the other. Given this outcome, assessment against
commercial criteria then became influential in the selection process. Kademlia did
possess an advantage that it was not directly linked to a commercial research organi-
sation and therefore the design is likely to remain ‘open and accessible’. The seminal
academic paper [98] was part funded by The National Science Foundation, an inde-
pendent United States Government agency with educational aims. This is in contrast
to Pastry which was funded initially by Microsoft Research. Also the availability of a
‘proof of concept’ application [100, 101] for the Nokia smartphone platform did attract
the attention of the project’s economic sponsors due to its obvious synergy with the
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project’s requirements. Having legally accessible and working source code provided
foundations for meeting the requirements outlined in section 4.1 whilst also complying
with the project’s commercial time constraints. Therefore the decision to use this pro-
totype application implicitly meant selecting Kademlia as the P2P overlay. In essence,
a project decision was made to gain commercial expediency without compromising on
the technical solution. Further details of this software application, including its fea-
tures, limitations and the implications on the work produced for this project, are given
within section 4.3.
3.3 Working Within Network Constraints: NAT Traver-
sal
This section discusses the issues and constraints as well as hardware and software re-
quirements associated with the provision of a functional P2P network, accessed through
a telephone network operator internet gateway.
3.3.1 NAT Concepts
Network Address Translators (NAT) provide both the necessary functionality and a
substantial barrier to interactive communication in a wide area network of nodes. One
of the original design premisses of the Internet was uninterrupted, direct communica-
tion between all internet enabled devices. This was idealised as one ’public’ IP address
per internet enabled device. However, the idealised configuration of early implemen-
tations has required modification to cater for ever increasing numbers of connected
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devices. Network address translation, in generic terms, is the process of assigning mul-
tiple computers on a private network to a single, publicly visible IP address. In essence,
NATs aid the sharing of a limited public IP address resource. Some estimates indicate
over 70% of hosts on the internet are located behind a NAT enabled device [1]. This
translation process became necessary because the volume of internet enabled devices
was predicted to exceed the availability of publicly accessible IP v4 addresses by 2009
according to IANA / ARIN [102, 103]. The volume of private IP addresses however is
not an issue as they can be re-used simultaneously across many private networks invis-
ible from each other by the masqueraded public IP address, implemented by the NAT.
Unless network communication is performed solely within a single network domain,
NATs will impact on the communications channel by breaking the functionality of the
protocol (in this case, but not exclusively, P2P protocols). The process of overcoming
the obstacles introduced as a consequence of NAT is referred to as NAT Traversal.
NATs were one of the fundamental reasons for the slow adoption of VOIP technologies.
This is because a significant proportion of VOIP users (85%) are connected to the in-
ternet through private networks [104] which access the internet via a NAT device. The
problem has been alleviated by the introduction of IP v6 addresses, which give a larger
pool of public IP addresses, but the presence of NAT will remain for the foreseeable
future to support existing infrastructure. Re-usability of IP addresses is no longer the
only reason for using NAT; security is also improved as the allocated IP address of a
machine is hidden from the public network (and other private branches).
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3.3.2 Defining NAT Traversal
As stated, NAT is the process of assigning multiple computers on a private network
to a single, publicly visible IP address. This process obscures the internal structure
of the private network as to all outside systems the traffic appears to originate from
the network gateway. Figure 3.7 illustrates simplistically how similar IP addresses of
devices on private home and office networks are all masqueraded by a single public IP
address typically assigned by the Internet Service Provider (ISP).
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Figure 3.7: Example of IP Address Masquerading on Private Networks Using NAT
Devices
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NAT functionality is typically incorporated into routers, gateways or firewalls located
at the ‘entrance points’ of private networks. NAT operates by replacing certain pa-
rameters of data packets on the private network, principally the private IP address
of the originating device with the public address of the router/gateway/firewall. This
device then takes responsibility for ensuring that any data packets received at its public
IP address are routed back to the correct origin on the private network by replacing
IP addresses in reverse. This process is performed by maintaining the current state
of translation tables within the NAT enabled device. In essence, the communicating
parties are not aware that they are using router masqueraded IP addresses. The NAT
process does not solely work upon IP addresses; for more reliable results it has to be
used in conjunction with port number mapping (via the TCP or UDP port informa-
tion). Typically basic NAT operation will focus solely upon the IP address of machines.
However, Port Address Translation (PAT) is also possible and allows different appli-
cations upon a single machine to operate across the translator barrier. Another use
for PAT is to permit the constant access of devices behind a NAT from devices in the
public IP address space in a configuration known as ‘Static NAT’.
NAT does not pose any problems for a typical client-server relationship between a
user device on a private network and a public server. This is because data is flowing in
a single communications channel between the client and server; the server responds to
a request from the client which is easily tracked by a NAT router. However the com-
munication channels present within a P2P network are much more complex; network
nodes act as both a client and server to each other. The traditional NAT approach
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breaks down when data is attempted to be sent to a network node that did not request
it. The intermediary router providing the translation process cannot successfully for-
ward the data as it has no knowledge of an outgoing request matching the IP address
presented. The requirement for publicly reachable IP addresses then becomes clearer
for a P2P network as these are the addresses stored within each node’s routing table.
3.3.3 Different Approaches to NAT Traversal
It is acknowledged that NAT traversal is problematic for P2P networks and yet is pos-
sible to overcome using certain technologies [105–107]. NAT technologies have evolved
as the complexity of the internet has matured and can be categorised into several de-
sign groupings typically based upon their behaviour. Several methodologies have been
devised to support P2P style network activity by circumventing the problems presented
by NAT. These methodologies support all forms of interactive communication such as
VOIP, IM and file sharing. The NAT process is however not consistent across all de-
vices across the Internet and therefore traversal methodologies have had to be flexible
to cope with this. The most significant approaches to NAT Traversal are summarised
in sections 3.3.3.1, 3.3.3.2 and 3.3.3.3.
3.3.3.1 STUN: Simple Traversal of UDP though NAT
STUN [108–110], Simple Traversal of UDP though NAT (updated to Session Traversal
Utilities for NAT), is an amalgamation of protocols and processes designed to deter-
mine the presence of a NAT. If a NAT is present then STUN will perform a public IP
address and port number translation of nodes behind the NAT. The STUN protocol
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is designed to be lightweight to have minimal impact upon its host network but does
require the presence of a publicly addressable STUN server. Based around the con-
nectionless UDP protocol, a series of messages is sent between the client (on a private
network) and a STUN server. The STUN server notes the IP address / port informa-
tion received from the client and returns it via another message back to the originator.
The information held within these messages then allows the client to determine the
translation process its messages undergo in accessing the public network. From this
process, the NAT-associated public IP address / port number can be determined as well
as other relevant parameters such as a ‘lifetime’ figure for the port number. The node
on the private network can then advertise its NATs public IP address and port number
(associated with the node) rather than its private masqueraded details to other nodes
to ensure messages are conveyed successfully. STUN is not always reliable at recovering
IP address/port information for a NAT due to inconsistencies of NAT behaviour and
the connectionless state of the UDP protocol.
During the early adoption stages of STUN technologies several variations in the
design emerged based upon differences in the operating behaviour. For example termi-
nology such as ‘Full Cone’ NAT, ‘Restricted Cone’ NAT and ‘Symmetric’ NAT were
introduced to describe the data flow across the NAT boundary. Full Cone NAT be-
haviour matched the operation described in section 3.3.2 where data packet flow fol-
lowed ‘one to one’ matching between any internal and external network device across a
NAT device boundary. The NAT device would ensure the correct data would be routed
between matched devices. Restricted Cone NAT referred to limitations placed on ei-
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ther address or port mapping, whilst Symmetric NAT described a packet flow that was
restricted solely between specified nodes. Symmetric NATs enforce behaviour where
a reply from a node can only be returned to the message sender. Furthermore, for
each destination selected from a node behind a Symmetric NAT, regardless of source
application, the resultant output port from the NAT changes. Both of these properties
make this category of NAT one of the more challenging to traverse. Figure 3.8 illus-
trates simplistically two opposites of NAT design in terms of a standard client / server
connection configuration: Full Cone where there are no restrictions on data flow and
Symmetric NAT where it is restricted.
Full Cone NAT
Symmetric NAT
Figure 3.8: Illustration of NAT Designs: Full Cone and Symmetric.
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Unfortunately, confusion and inconsistent implementation of these behaviours has
meant that these descriptions are no longer formally used within the original STUN
standard specification. The operational paradigms they introduced however formed the
historical foundations of more up to date and reliable NAT implementation schemes.
Furthermore, this process is made more challenging when two NATs are encountered in
a communication path such as for private network to private network communication.
In this scenario the use of another intermediary proxy application server, referred to
as a Destination NAT (DNAT), can assist in the address determination process.
3.3.3.2 TURN: Traversal Using Relays around NAT
TURN [110–112] is considered the most bandwidth intensive solution to ensuring a
message is sent between communicating nodes. TURN employs a relay (or proxy)
node with a public IP address that is capable of communication with nodes located
on both public and private networks. The purpose of this node is to forward data
between nodes located on private networks. Each of the nodes on a private network is
unaware of the other’s private IP address, only that of the (public) intermediary relay
node. It is the relay node that maintains a look up list of the public IP addresses of
the routers/firewalls/gateways it is in communication with. TURN has the advantage
of providing communication where other protocols (such as STUN) fail, assuming that
nodes located on a private network can send data to a public IP address. This apparent
reliability comes at the expense of resources, principally network bandwidth and pro-
vision of a public addressable server. Bandwidth should be considered in two respects:
double the network consumption resulting from sending the data twice (i.e to and from
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the relay) and the capability of the TURN server to handle all of the communications
traffic.
3.3.3.3 ICE: Interactive Connectivity Establishment
ICE [107, 113, 114] is a P2P NAT Traversal framework created and currently under
review by the IETF MMUSIC Working Group [115]. ICE seeks to coordinate the
approaches taken by the STUN and TURN technologies in order to successfully de-
termine IP address data across many disparate NATs. Consequently ICE implements
an improved solution that will work with most firewall/router devices. Dissecting
the communication via a NAT is first attempted with STUN as it has the minimum
bandwidth overhead and has a greater probability of working with private, consumer
networks. If this approach is unsuccessful or an Enterprise NAT is detected, the use
of TURN is automatically employed to determine the address details of a particular
node. The combination of both technologies in ICE acknowledges that there is some
inconsistency about the implementation of NATs. However, the usage of ICE ensures
the most optimal technology is applied to a situation.
3.3.4 NAT Traversal Solution Criteria
When considering the challenges faced within a mobile network domain, several similar
criteria for selecting a suitable methodology arise as concerned with the choice of P2P
network algorithm. In essence, implementing a solution that acknowledges the limita-
tions of the technology participating within the system. Criteria for the mobile P2P
framework included:
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• Simple, flexible and secure design configuration. Simple, flexible solutions are
most likely to be adopted and remain in a commercial scenario. When a design is
kept as simple as the problem permits, issues such as security and maintainability
are easier to confront.
• Low data processing / forwarding latency time. Responsiveness of a P2P net-
work is improved, providing a better user experience, by keeping both processing
requirements and data traffic overhead to a minimum.
• Minimal network data traffic. Positive cost and handset battery life implications
are taken into account by keeping the data traffic overhead associated with this
necessary technology to a minimum.
The solution to be implemented within the Bushfire mobile P2P framework is propri-
etary, a variation of the TURN design discussed. Built primarily through necessity the
solution, code named ‘SysProxy’, sought to meet all of the above requirements. As
with other systems, the SysProxy solution makes use of a relay or proxy server located
on a publicly accessible IP address machine. SysProxy does differ from the technologies
discussed by operating with TCP protocol data rather than UDP, primarily as a result
of design decisions taken with the client handset application. The intrinsic benefit of
using TCP is that the connection-oriented transfer process aligns itself with the relia-
bility requirements of the mobile sector. Communication is maintained because each
telephone client retains contact with its respective network NAT / Firewall whilst these
in turn communicate through the independent SysProxy server that is aware of both.
Further design details of this solution are presented within chapter 4, notably sections
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4.2 and 4.4.6.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has introduced and elaborated upon the key requirements necessary for
the selection of an appropriate P2P routing algorithm. Highlighting the importance of
selecting the correct technical solution, the chapter justified the progressive exclusion
of numerous P2P overlay technologies to present five as candidates for further analysis:
Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, CAN and Kademlia. The case was presented that all of these
technologies could be capable of being implemented within a mobile domain primar-
ily because of their similarity resulting in no significant operational advantage. Due
to these circumstances, Kademlia was chosen in view of existing implementation evi-
dence and experience presented within other academic work [99–101]. Furthermore, the
chapter presented the problems caused by Network Address Translators in interrupt-
ing communication using interactive protocols such as those employed in P2P overlay
networks. Descriptions of the generic solutions available to overcome these problems
were discussed. These motivated the explanation of the proprietary hybrid solution
implemented within the mobile framework discussed in the following chapters.
Chapter 4
Development & Implementation
of a P2P Framework
The development of a P2P mobile framework commenced by evaluating a ‘proof of
concept’ software application developed in 2008 where Kademlia was the underlying
P2P transport mechanism [99–101]. This ‘proof of concept’ application, introduced
in section 3.2.3, is referred to as the ‘BUTE’ (Budapest University of Technology &
Economics) version to distinguish it from the enhanced ‘Bushfire’ version primarily
presented within this thesis.
Utilising the BUTE software gave an outline framework from which to commence an
evaluation and perform benchmarking of a P2P node application on a mobile device.
Indications from online and printed literature were positive that the software could
form the basis of future research associated with the Bushfire Framework. However,
further analysis for the Bushfire project indicated the BUTE application did have sev-
eral fundamental shortcomings (refer to section 4.2) which needed to be addressed if the
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Bushfire framework was to evolve from it. This chapter discusses elements of the BUTE
application design as well as elaborating upon the architecture, design alterations and
work performed for the Bushfire Framework implementation. First, however, section
4.1 outlines the principal design requirements for the Bushfire Framework in order for
it to be considered a viable solution.
4.1 Design Requirements for the Bushfire Mobile Net-
work P2P Framework
Different to a standard application, the objectives and requirements for designing a
framework are drawn from primarily the software developer’s perspective. Creating a
P2P framework is no different to other frameworks developed for different situations;
a combination of general and scenario specific requirements will exist. Conceiving a
successful mobile P2P network framework must ensure the following requirements are
considered:
i Overcome constraints when using the mobile telephone data networks. For exam-
ple, ensure that mandatory functionality for modern networking environments,
such as NAT traversal, is incorporated seamlessly and without burden for the
programmer.
ii Overcome issues concerning variable node network connectivity. Even in areas
with good mobile telephone network coverage, temporary loss of the data con-
nection (and therefore suspension of P2P network operation) can occur through
normal telephone call operation.
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iii Speed up development time of P2P networked applications through an intuitive
programming interface. This API should also help reduce operating / mainte-
nance costs of P2P networked applications by allowing use of prior developed and
tested code. A framework should aid, not hinder, the application development
process.
iv Flexibly permit an alternative mobile application development model yet provide
enough support to aid the construction process.
These technological framework requirements have been superimposed upon those al-
ready implicit by virtue of using of a P2P overlay on a commercial project. Chapter 3
has discussed P2P networks in general technical terms and highlighted the commercial
constraints under which the project was operating. These design requirements above
are cognisant of meeting these aims and set with appropriate scope to ensure success
against research (list items i and ii) and commercial criteria (list items iii and iv).
4.2 From the BUTE to Bushfire Application - Summaris-
ing the Major Enhancements for a Mobile Network
P2P Framework
As the BUTE application authors highlight within their documentation, Kademlia is
an abstract design description and does not define the implementation details such as
message channels or protocols. Therefore a number of the design decisions made by
the authors were self imposed, being designed to meet the practical requirements of
Kademlia and their perceived application requirements. These choices as well as the
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architecture were reviewed as part of the prototype evaluation exercise. For example,
although the Kademlia P2P transport mechanism was utilised, the node client soft-
ware was purposefully constructed to support an application specific scenario. This
determined not only the data format / communication protocol but to some extent the
general behaviour of the nodes.
The Bushfire Framework rose out of the P2P architecture foundations laid by the
BUTE application. The design evaluation exercise indicated the BUTE application
partially met the requirements for the Bushfire Framework (section 4.1). As amenable
licensing conditions permitted access and modification of the BUTE application source
code, adaptation rather than a new creation was deemed a viable approach. Moreover,
the quality and design modularity of the existing BUTE source code was judged suitable
further supporting this development avenue.
One substantial limitation of the BUTE application was a stipulation to operate
on a handset capable of connecting to the internet through a wireless LAN (WLAN)
connection. This requirement stemmed from a fundamental networking limitation dis-
cussed in section 3.1.1, namely no NAT traversal capability. Using a WLAN connection
circumvents this problem if the nodes connected are within the same network address
space or have a publicly visible IP address. For the purposes of proving hardware capa-
bilities, software development and testing (as indicated in section 3.2.3) this approach
was adequate. However, for ‘real world’ use case scenarios it is realistic to assume that
a user will connect through the internet connection provided by their network operator
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and in different network address spaces.
A summary of the principal modifications required to correct shortcomings with
the BUTE application, as well as the implemented extensions and enhancements, is
outlined as follows:
i Removal of integrated application-specific source code from the BUTE code base
to enable the introduction of a clear API, thereby ensuring the Bushfire Frame-
work design is application independent.
ii Modification of data packet structure to support the new P2P framework API.
iii Connection of the P2P node onto the public GSM mobile telephone network
(unlike the ‘WiFi only’ BUTE version) using relevant handset API functionality.
iv Integration of additional functionality into the framework system to permit full
P2P overlay operation across a mobile telephone network. This was achieved
through the introduction of ‘Sysproxy’ as a proprietary ‘Proxy Server’ application
to support necessary NAT traversal.
As item i. implies, the BUTE application was not generic. Written to target a spe-
cific P2P file sharing protocol, the application was however constructed to permit code
reuse. Sections 4.3 onwards elaborate further on applicable details. Whilst the Kadem-
lia P2P overlay was functional in a basic form, item ii. illustrates the requirement to
simplify and generalise the data packet structure to facilitate transport around the
nodes in the Kademlia P2P overlay. Although operating the BUTE application on
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telephone handsets proved viability from the perspectives of computational processing
power and memory usage, a major omission remained: network connectivity via a stan-
dard GSM mobile telephone network. Items iii. and iv. were necessary modifications
as the BUTE application worked only using an 802.11 type (or ‘WiFi’) WLAN con-
nection. Therefore mobile operation previously reported had only been accomplished
with telephone handsets equipped with WiFi capability, working in range of a WLAN
access point. Furthermore there was no NAT traversal capability within the BUTE
application, resulting in P2P nodes only being able to connect to others with a local,
private IP addresses. Whilst acceptable for experimentation, this configuration would
obviously not be viable for ‘real world’ mobile operation. Utilising knowledge of NAT
(section 3.3) and operating methods of mobile telephone networks, Bushfire achieved
full internet and overlay connectivity through the operator network by the introduc-
tion of a proprietary ‘proxy server’. Depending upon the criticality of the application
environment, running the SysProxy proxy server within a hosted service internet envi-
ronment might be appropriate. Section 4.4.6 elaborates on this fundamental addition
to the framework system architecture. This was a design alteration to BUTE to permit
P2P network activity in a truly mobile environment.
4.3 Architectural Design Description
A P2P network constructed using the BUTE application had the software for each
peer node located solely upon the handset. However, as indicated in section 3.3.4,
to overcome the constraints introduced by NAT and the mobile telephone network an
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external ‘Proxy Server’ application (code named ‘SysProxy’) was introduced into the
system. Figure 4.1 illustrates the outline network topology of the Bushfire Framework
with the SysProxy application at the core of communication paths between nodes
(handsets) on the P2P network. The Kademlia P2P network is an overlay on top of a
star topology network connectivity design.
Public Hosted
“SYSProxy” 
NAT Proxy Server
Mobile Telephone
 Network
Public 
Internet Network
Figure 4.1: Outline Network Topology of a P2P Network using the Bushfire Framework
Figure 4.1 illustrates that the Bushfire P2P Mobile Network Framework comprises two
interdependent software components: the handset and proxy server. Each element
presents a different set of requirements yet both have a common goal of P2P network
connectivity for the participating nodes. An alternative view of the system is presented
in Figure 4.2. This block diagram illustrates more concisely the system level interaction
between the constituent parts of the Bushfire Framework. The blocks relating to NAT
traversal and API function relate to some of the additional functionality contained
within the Bushfire system compared to the BUTE application.
Having a P2P network with a central proxy server could be interpreted as not compliant
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TCP/IP Communications Framework
NAT Traversal / Firewall
Kademlia
A.P.I. Function A.P.I. Function
Application Application
Figure 4.2: System Block Diagram for Bushfire Framework [5] (Adapted)
with the definition of this category of network. It is acknowledged that this configura-
tion does have the significant weakness of a ‘single point of failure’ (i.e. no inter-device
communication occurs when the SysProxy proxy server application is not operating).
However, the behaviour of the nodes communicating with each other through the proxy
application is fully compatible with P2P overlay operating techniques. Therefore the
benefits of a distributed storage network remain a reality in the ‘real world’ (Bushfire)
implementation. Depending upon the criticality of the application environment, run-
ning the SysProxy proxy server within a hosted service internet environment might be
appropriate. Further discussion on how the design weakness of a single proxy server
can be overcome takes place within section 4.4.6.
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One design goal of all the software used within the Bushfire Framework is for mod-
ularity of the software components. The intention is to promote ease of integration,
design and maintenance through this approach. Figure 4.3 illustrates the basic system
building blocks for the Bushfire Framework on the handset and how they relate to
each other. The handset component, although implemented separately, is considered
to include the applications as this contains necessary interfacing source code.
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Figure 4.3: System Block Diagram for Bushfire Framework: Handset Component
The design architecture of the Bushfire framework was also heavily influenced by
practical implementation constraints from the BUTE application. Dependencies asso-
ciated with using the Nokia Symbian S60 smartphone platform (as introduced at the
start of chapter 3) were present and not unusual from a mobile telephone software de-
velopment perspective. The application was implemented in native C and C++ code
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running on the Symbian Operating System (OS)(Version 9.1 & 9.2). Although Symbian
is an OS that has been ported to several manufacturer handset platforms (e.g. Nokia,
Samsung, LG, Sony-Ericsson) [68], there remain platform-specific configuration issues
that dictate hardware choices. One such configuration issue was the availability of the
general C library (glib), currently only on the Nokia platform variant. Another issue
was the User Interface (UI) software framework that ran in unison with the Symbian
OS. The BUTE / Bushfire applications utilised Nokia’s S60 3rd Edition [67], heavily
influenced by the previous library restriction. These two constraints affected the choice
of handsets, limiting software operation to Nokia’s S60 series of smartphone devices.
Although specifying a device hardware platform could have been considered a limiting
factor, the practical reality of this design choice had little impact upon viability and
adoption due to the very large numbers of handsets in circulation [116].
The choice of handset hardware platform, which thereby dictated operating system
and development languages, was a commercially driven requirement for this project.
The availability of the BUTE application assisted achieving this goal and as a con-
sequence also improved the delivery schedule. As stated in sections 4.2 and 4.3, the
Kademlia overlay design is independent of implementation criteria such as processor
or operating system. Therefore the framework architecture could be transferred to
any capable smartphone platform and constructed using the appropriate programming
language (e.g. Java for Google Android, Objective C for Apple iOS). This approach
requires a clear detailed design specification to ensure equivalent functionality is imple-
mented upon each platform. In the case of the Nokia S60 platform implementation, the
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modular construction of the Bushfire framework (as discussed within section 4.4) sup-
ports its validation against the generated Kademlia overlay application requirements
specification.
There are two distinct advantages for ensuring the overlay framework design is impar-
tial to handset selection, specifically wider public adoption and avoiding obsolescence.
With a variety of handset operating systems available to the consumer in addition to
Nokia’s Symbian (such as Google Android, Apple iOS or Blackberry OS), truly wide
scale adoption of a P2P framework can realistically only occur when several are sup-
ported. The framework design paradigm and programming to an API methodology
both encourage platform portability by clearly defining the framework and application
scope. From a commercial perspective, these appeal to application programmers as
they reduce the volume of source code required for different operating environments.
Nokia’s public announcement in September 2011 [117] indicating they were ceasing ac-
tive development of its S60 platform smartphone platform by permanently outsourcing
activities has provided evidence that accommodating platform obsolescence is a real
requirement. Although the numbers of deployed handsets will remain large for the
immediate future, given the typically short lifetime of consumer products, porting of
the Bushfire framework onto another hardware / OS platform is inevitable for future
commercial viability.
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4.4 Detailed Design Description
Analysis of the design documentation and software code revealed the design architecture
of the BUTE software as modular in part. Partially arranged to segment the application
layer from the underlying Kademlia P2P transport layer, it was possible to determine
which modules were suitable for inclusion within any future P2P client. The BUTE
application functionality was divided into four distinct categories. The clear boundaries
of these functional categories translated to a set of libraries within the software (named
in italics).
• Networking functions (i.e. TCP/IP UDP communication) [KiNetwork]
• Kademlia Overlay Control / Processing [KademliaCore, DHT]
• Application Target Functionality [BUTE application specific libraries removed.]
• Test functions (e.g. logging)[KiLogger, DHTGuiTest]
Acting as a construction frame, some classes and libraries from the BUTE application
remained in the enhanced code base to form the foundations upon which the Bushfire
framework was built. Significant modification of numerous sections of the code base was
necessary for the Bushfire application in order to accommodate fundamental changes
like the data packet structure (discussed further in section 4.4.2 and Figure 4.4). The
BUTE application-specific libraries were not included within the future development
work and therefore related software code was extracted to leave appropriate commu-
nication interfaces. Test functionality remained (with necessary modification) within
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the updated design configuration as the requirement for logging and a test application
remained appropriate. In a similar manner to installation of software upon a desktop
PC, mobile handset software is installed upon the handset platform using the Nokia
proprietary installation process. The above functions were integrated into four separate
installation files and installed to a handset along with other pre-compiled libraries such
as the Symbian ‘glib’ C library. An outline description of these principal libraries and
functions follows.
4.4.1 Design Description: Networking Function
The KiNetwork library handles tasks associated with internet networking and the P2P
overlays (and not functions associated with the telephony network). For example, func-
tionality associated with implementing TCP/IP sockets was handled within this library.
This included ‘Reader’ and ‘Writer’ operations to handle reception and transmission
of data from the node to the network as well as timers to control / oversee this.
Enhancements to the KiNetwork library for the Bushfire framework included impor-
tant functions associated with the node’s interaction with the SysProxy server. For
example, buffering of data to allow asynchronous operation with the SysProxy server
ensured the sporadic, burst style transmission of data across the P2P network was
catered for. The improved library also implemented additional functionality for re-
trieving the IMEI number from the handset. The 15 digit IMEI number is used to
uniquely identify the device and is found upon almost all mobile telephones includ-
ing all those which are GSM and WCDMA network compatible. Unlike the telephone
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number, which is assigned to a telephone via the operator network, the IMEI number
is permanently programmed within a device and can be retrieved via API functionality
defined at Symbian OS level. The unique properties of this number made it ideally
suited for the node identification role upon the P2P overlay network. Utilising the
IMEI code within Bushfire replaced an inferior integral node identifier function based
upon quasi-random number generation. Given the anticipated number of nodes in the
P2P network, the IMEI number solution appropriately meets the requirement of unique
node identification.
4.4.2 Design Description: Kademlia P2P Processing
KademliaCore library is best described as a generic Kademlia implementation. As
recognised by the software authors, the seminal Kademlia work does not give direction
on implementation, only functional behaviour. The Kademlia library contained ab-
stract interfaces, some requiring compulsory implementations, others optional, in order
to create the Kademlia functionality required for the node. This design decision of
mixed interfaces gave the most flexibility to the programmer in the implementation of
necessary functions. Design choices were also taken relating to high level concepts (e.g.
relationship between keys and values) and low level implementation detail (e.g. data
packet design) for the framework.
With respect to data storage, the KademliaCore Library in its original configuration
stored only one data item per key. Modification of the Bushfire framework did extend
this functionality to allow multiple data items, but for simplicity of operation the con-
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figuration remained as a single ‘key’ related to a single ‘data item’ for the applications
discussed in chapter 5. Despite limiting the amount of data associated with a key (or
search) term (inconvenient for popular terms), the single associated data item approach
aids retrieval reliability.
The construction of the data packets sent across the Bushfire framework was signif-
icantly re-designed from the BUTE application format to take into account a generic
API. The data packet was designed to be compact, logical and ‘human interpretable’
to both minimise data traffic and processing overhead. Having a format that could be
easily interpreted aided testing phases of the framework design as it was possible to
inspect network packets by sight using software tools such as ‘WireShark’ [118]. Figure
4.4 illustrates pictorially the construction of this data packet. The total packet length
was designed to be variable, comprising both fixed and variable length elements. For
example the first and second bytes are permanently configured to indicate the packet
purpose and type respectively. The first byte is a single character - ‘R’ (for Request) or
‘P’ (for resPonse). The second byte contains a character relating to the commands dis-
cussed below. Both bytes dictate how the subsequent data in the packet is interpreted
by the node. Variable length sections of the packet are targeted towards payload data
and consist of a size / data pairing (with size in the ’human interpretable’ format).
This gives the packet size flexibility within the framework which allows both simple
and complex application payload data to be conveyed as well as maintenance traffic.
The Kademlia P2P overlay processing logic was incorporated into the libraries Kadem-
liaCore and SysDHT. SysDHT is an optimised Bushfire alternative implementation to
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Figure 4.4: Example of Bushfire Framework Data Packet Construction Design
the BUTE-specific library. These libraries include all code associated with the routing
table and DHT. As well as DHT implementation they also cover all aspects of their
behaviour such as establishment and maintenance. Additionally logic associated with
related activities of finding and storing data into the network was implemented in these
libraries, although specifics relating to networking functionality was not. The Kadem-
liaCore library also participates in routing table updates by tracking node messages
that are dispatched to the network. The routing table maintains a correlation between
nodeId and IP address. Whether a response is received or not, an update procedure
is automatically triggered. Unresponsive nodes are removed from the routing table
after a predetermined period in order to maintain a ‘fresh’ routing table state. Within
the BUTE software code, the nodeId was a 20 bit random number. However this
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functionality has been superseded as the generation process was not considered robust
enough to generate non-repeating node identifiers. Section 4.4.1 introduced the use
of the IMEI number as a viable and appropriate alternative, so this approach became
the new source for the nodeId. Using an IMEI based nodeId was also progression in
terms of making the system more secure. Although IMEI numbers on their own could
still be copied and used maliciously, if coupled in a future design iteration with other
similar user unique, known data (such as telephone number or SIM serial number) then
a method to prevent ‘nodeId spoofing’ could be implemented.
As defined in the original BUTE implementation, all of the high level logical activ-
ities associated with routing, DHT maintenance and data storage / retrieval from the
P2P overlay network are handled by the implementation of four simplified commands
(refer to following list). Commands iii and iv are more obviously related to the overall
objectives of the Bushfire framework of storing data and retrieving it from the network.
However, to achieve this functionality, commands i and ii are a composite part of these
with necessary additional logic.
i ping: Command to test for the presence of a node within the P2P overlay net-
work. A node will either send or respond to this command in order to determine
current overlay connection status. Ping is the simplest command within the group
and is a component part of the other functions.
ii findNode: Command to locate a particular node within the overlay network,
performed using a sequence of Ping commands integrated with logic to monitor
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responses received from queried nodes. findNode is used to locate a specific node
on the network, for example a node that holds the desired data itself or knows of
more detailed routing information.
iii findValue: Command to retrieve data from the P2P overlay network. This
command comprises a findNode function call and the logic to return the desired
data value if located on queried node.
iv store: Command issued to store data to a particular node within the network.
This command comprises a findNode function call and the logic to store the
required value on the closest applicable node currently present within the network.
Building upon this, each Kademlia function has a pair of software methods relating to
the communications path associated with it. These are named simply as sendXXX and
receiveXXX, where XXX is any one of the commands described above. The correct
function to be used is determined by whether the node is acting as a client (receiver)
or server (transmitter) role in the current P2P data exchange. For example, there are
four functions associated with the Ping command:
• sendPing: Command for ‘client role’ node to send a message to test if a partic-
ular node is on the network.
• receivePing: Command initiated at a ‘server role’ node upon receipt of a ping
message from another node upon the network. This command processes the
received message (including updating its own routing table) and then initiates a
response.
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• sendPingResponse: Command for a ‘server role’ node to initiate a ping re-
sponse to the node which sent the original inbound ping message. This command
is reactionary and is called by the receivePing command.
• receivePingResponse: Reactionary command for a ‘client role’ node to insti-
gate upon receipt of a response message sent as a result of its initial outbound
ping message.
These four commands are displayed in the order in which they would be called and
processed as a ‘conversation’ between two nodes within a P2P overlay. The ‘client
role’ node is at the start and end of the message exchange, with the ‘server role’
node accepting the ping request and responding accordingly. Figure 4.5 illustrates the
timing sequence of these function calls for an example scenario of finding a node. A
node is able to issue multiple sendPing requests as well as handle the asynchronous
responses. The ‘routing table refresh procedure’ uses this procedure to determine node
availability status. To achieve multiple requests, a node creates an array of queued
requests, each with a unique transaction identifier. An ‘observer’ software model is
implemented to asynchronously invoke the appropriate response routine when a reply
to a request is received. To maintain correct operation, a ‘time out’ timer is used
to delete any unanswered requests from the node, which typically relates to another
node that has left the overlay. Additionally, to control responsiveness of the node, the
number of parallel requests in progress at any one time is configurable. The default
of these control parameters is 10 seconds and 64 active calls respectively but could be
subject to variation following future experimentation.
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Figure 4.5: Example Sequence Diagram of Function Call
From the commands and sequences discussed above, it is clear that the operation of all
the Kademlia functions had been designed to utilise combinations of simple program-
ming functions to construct more complicated tasks. This component design approach
ensured maximum code re-usability whilst aiding clearer, more concise code construc-
tion. For example, the Kademlia FindNode functionality was implemented using mul-
tiple Ping commands with additional processing logic to coordinate the multiple calls
and responses.
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4.4.3 Design Description: Application Function
With reference to the original BUTE application [100, 101], software libraries associ-
ated with this functionality were removed as no longer applicable to the framework
construction. Applications would instead integrate with the Bushfire framework via a
new API. Software frameworks and APIs are created for the primary purpose of allow-
ing easier access to and closer integration of third party applications with a particular
host application. This clear separation of scope and responsibility aids assuring greater
application reliability and robustness. For the Bushfire framework, the objective is to
permit applications to integrate into a P2P network. This abstraction of the appli-
cation away from the underlying P2P data transport layer simplifies the development
process in terms of functionality scope reduction and testing requirements.
The BUTE software code base provided an interface for an application via the ‘DHT-
Interface’ class. However from inspection this was considered too closely coupled with
the previous application scenario (and thus no longer applicable to the Bushfire frame-
work development). Therefore this original code was removed and improvements put in
place to make its replacement less coupled to the application and easier to understand.
The code that implements the API concept within Bushfire is accessible through a ‘ver-
sion 2’ of this class (also named ‘DHTInterface’) and other supporting code. However
the design now conceptually consists of two sections: part located within the frame-
work code base, part integrated within the application. These two sections are at the
core of communication between the framework and the application and are discussed
further within chapter 5. This class brings together access to all applicable functions
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from the various classes and libraries in the framework for use by the end-user third
party application. The following list illustrates an example selection of API functions
available to the application. Functions with overtly descriptive names exist within the
‘DHTInterface’ class to aid developers in selecting the most appropriate commands to
utilise.
i StartKademliaNetworkConnection: Initiates a connection to the other Kadem-
lia nodes once the telephone network and SysProxy connections have been estab-
lished. Requiring no arguments, this function starts the DHT applicable code
running and from its contents determines if enough routing data exists to join
an existing peer network. If this is not the case (as for a newly registered user)
a function is called to obtain the address (Port number) of a known node on the
network (typically the user who sent the application invitation).
ii UploadDataToNetwork: Function to oversee uploading a ‘Key Value’ pair of
data into the network. Arguments for this function consist of general data buffers
containing the predetermined key data to be stored along with the value data.
This function performs several compatibility, error checking and connection tests
before the data is assigned to the overlay network using the lower level function
‘PutValueIntoNetwork’.
iii DownloadDataFromNetwork: Function to oversee retrieving of data from the
network based upon a search term (key). This function uses a buffer argument
to input the search key term and return the appropriate value data. As with
the function ‘UploadDataToNetwork’, simple checks are made to avoid error con-
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ditions crashing the application such as checking for a valid overlay connection
before instigating the query.
iv BuildDHT: Command to initialise the construction of the DHT within the net-
work node. This is a top level command with no arguments, causing lower level
functions such as ‘BuildSysDHT’ to load the data for the node DHT from per-
manent file storage on the handset.
v ResetNetworkNode: Used to instigate a manual reset of the network node.
API commands are broadly categorised into two sets, basic and detailed. The API
functions belonging to the basic command set (such as i, ii & iii) were of a higher
level of abstraction and more appropriate for general control requirements of the node.
These commands illustrate that storage and retrieval of data, once connected to the P2P
network, can be performed via a straightforward interface. Conversely API functions
belonging to the detailed command set (such as iv & v) were involved with finer control
elements of the node behaviour. For example the ‘BuildDHT’ function instigates the
construction of the local node DHT. This functionality could be controlled by either the
program specifically or ‘wrapped up’ within a higher level task to give more autonomous
operation.
An example of where a combination of API commands are used is the join sequence
for a node to connect to the Bushfire framework. The connection of a node into the
Kademlia overlay is conceptually easy to comprehend at a high level of abstraction.
The detail of implementation reveals a number of discrete stages to be processed before
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a node can be considered as an active overlay participant. Definition of this could be
taken as communication where routing table data is exchanged between nodes with the
purpose of supporting accurate target data acquisition. Within the Bushfire Frame-
work, there is the process of connecting the handset to the SysProxy host machine as
well as the node to the P2P overlay network. The SysProxy connection is discussed
more thoroughly within section 4.4.6. Figure 4.6 however illustrates the overlay join
procedure for a node using a state diagram. The numerous state transitions/function
calls that need to be made are summarised.
The join sequence illustrated consists of contacting a number of nodes within the rout-
ing table, up to a limit set by the number of maximum simultaneous node searches.
The contacting process is handled by a TaskManager class charged with overseeing each
batch of tasks associated with a node operation. In the case of joining an overlay, the
TaskManager calls the StartFindNode function which instigates the functions at the
start of the node finding sequence. This is depicted as the lightly shaded green section
in Figure 4.6. Function FindKClosestNodes dictates how many nodes (K) are going
to be searched for simultaneously on the overlay. This needs to be defined because
multiple search tasks can be set going together by the function FindNodeTask. When
defining the value K, a compromise is sought between the speed of updating a routing
table and the volume of maintenance data traffic on the overlay. When a search task
is started, a message to query nodes is sent onto the overlay and the observer function
started. There is an array of tasks, each task operating in its own thread. The purpose
of each task is to find the node it has been assigned from the routing table. Finding at
least one other active node in the overlay from routing data constitutes a successful join
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Figure 4.6: Quasi-State Diagram of Overlay Network Join Process
status. The result of this node search is received back asynchronously at the node and
the appropriate observer is awoken. The resulting operations called by the observer
class, such as updating the routing table and deleting the tasks from the array, are
illustrated in the darker shaded red section of Figure 4.6. All task management and
routing table maintenance operates using timers within the software. Time activated
operations ensure certain essential tasks are performed regularly throughout a node’s
autonomous participation in the overlay. An example of a timer is the Bucket Refresh
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Timer, used to ensure the validity of the contents of the routing table.
4.4.4 Design Description: Test and Debug Related Function
Functionality associated with testing and debugging existed within the original BUTE
software code base. Recognised as important in the construction and maintenance of
software, the functionality remained within the application primarily for the formative
stages of the framework development. The class ‘KiLogger’ implemented the logging
function, writing text data to a log file stored upon the handset. This functionality
was indispensable for ‘post run’ analysis of the application when ascertaining ‘code
run progress’ of an application before a crash point. Once stable, the log function also
provided a means to record application ‘health check’ status. This is conducted by
writing ‘progress markers’ to the log file as node operation proceeded through different
sections of the code. This process ensured that when new functionality is added to
the framework no negative effect is introduced into existing code. ‘DHTGUITest’ is
a class used to implement some of the test functionality which the logging class was
monitoring. This class provided the forerunner idea to a full test application that
was implemented for Bushfire framework testing known as ‘BushfireTestEngine’. This
application is discussed more fully within section 5.1.
4.4.5 Design Description: Handset Component
As depicted in Figure 4.1, the system as a whole comprises two functional (also physical)
components: the handset and the SysProxy server. Elaborating upon the content
of section 4.3, the handset component of the Bushfire framework comprises the core
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framework code and the user application logically above it in the software stack (Figure
4.3). Therefore handset functionality is associated with all aspects of the system:
integration with the handset, interfacing with SysProxy and operation of a Kademlia
P2P node.
4.4.5.1 Handset Component: Integration with the Handset
Growing a P2P network from a seed node is understood to be difficult. For Bushfire
however this is different since users already have information on their own existing
network of family, friends, work colleagues, etc. stored within their phone. Whilst
handset design can vary considerably, the presence of key functionality such as phone
book access and text messaging remains consistent. The Bushfire Framework utilises
these functions when connecting to other people and communicating the P2P network’s
existence. It is envisaged that most users will learn of Bushfire Framework applications
through an existing known contact. Handset integration features in the form of ‘helper
classes’ supplementing the standard handset APIs have been created for the Bushfire
Framework and made available to P2P applications for this purpose. These classes
extrapolate the necessary handset functionality to a higher, more appropriate level of
abstraction for the Bushfire Framework. Within the handset integration feature set,
two significant helper classes are ‘ContactsInterogator’ and ‘SMSMessageSender’. Con-
tactsInterogator will allow the user to select, through the P2P application, a known
contact’s data (such as mobile telephone number) for a specific purpose. SMSMessage-
Sender will utilise ContactsInterogator to enable an SMS message to be sent to a known
entry in the handset phone book. An example use case for the SMSMessageSender is
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to construct a text message to send to a new user, containing an invitation and URL to
download the application (and thereby grow the number of participants in the overlay
network).
As described in section 4.4.1, the unique identification of a node on the P2P network
utilises the IMEI retrieved from the handset. Another unique identifier more commonly
known to users is their telephone number. When used in conjunction with the standard
format international dial code (such as +44 for the United Kingdom), their telephone
number becomes a unique (worldwide) identifier that is known to others. The telephone
number can become the key associated with a value in a Key:Value pair partnership
on the P2P network. Unfortunately this telephone number is not obtainable from the
Handset API as it ’conceptually’ exists only at the telephone network operator system
level (and not on the handset hardware). Therefore this problem is circumvented by
Framework applications prompting the user to enter their own telephone number as
part of the start-up configuration procedure. The telephone number is also an example
of user data that is stored on the handset file system and accessible to applications via
the Bushfire API.
4.4.5.2 Handset Component: The Kademlia P2P System and SysProxy
Interface
As section 4.3 states, the Bushfire P2P Framework comprises both the Kademlia P2P
system and the SysProxy communications application. Their relationship is interwoven
as there is no P2P network without nodes (handsets) or the supporting infrastructure
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(SysProxy, internet and telephone operator network) for them to communicate. Data
interchange between nodes will pass through all these systems during every commu-
nication sequence. Moreover, this all occurs over a TCP/IP communications link on
top of a GSM radio channel between handsets on the operator and internet networks.
However, these extra ‘wrappers’ surrounding the data all ensure the connection is main-
tained at its assigned level of operability. SysProxy has been developed using standard
internet (TCP/IP) connection protocols so that connections between the nodes remain
consistent across networks. From the handset component perspective, a continuous
link is presented between sender and recipient. Considering a reduced scope and a
high level of abstraction, Figure 4.7 illustrates the interaction between two devices and
the SysProxy application. An example scenario of searching for a data value on a
particular node is presented. From an overlay message perspective, SysProxy simply
forwards the command onto the appropriate device. With reference to section 4.4.2,
commencing with a sendPing command to determine a node’s presence; the findValue
routine augments the functionality further. Assuming a valid response to sendPing,
findValue instigates additional tasks to retrieve the required data from a target node.
4.4.6 Design Description: SysProxy Component
Internet connectivity via a PSTN mobile telephone network connection is different to
what typically exists on other network connections. With reference to section 3.1.1.5,
mobile carrier connections work on the premise that all inbound data is the result
of an outbound data request (with respect to the handset). The network connection
has been specifically configured so that each handset is a network of just one device
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Figure 4.7: Sequence Diagram for Handset and SysProxy Interaction within Bushfire
Framework
behind a NAT device. The Network Operators not allocating a static IP address to
handsets is primarily for cost (due to scarcity) and security reasons (prevents direct
connection by IP address masking) [119]. (Note that although some companies provide
‘Fixed IP address SIMS’ to the market place, these in fact use VPN technology to
establish a virtual presence on a network that can be assigned a static IP address
[120]. This does not represent a solution for the majority of standard mobile network
users because of cost, availability and data consumption overhead.) This network
connection behaviour in fact describes that of a Symmetric NAT that has been detailed
previously (section 3.3.3.1). These constraints have severe implications for handset
nodes in that traditional P2P communication (i.e. unconstrained inter-communication
between nodes) is not permitted. NAT implementation decisions by the mobile network
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carriers are beyond choice/influence of their subscribers, thus it heavily constrained
and influenced the implemented solution for the Bushfire Framework. Overcoming
this restrictive NAT behaviour problem resulted in the design and integration of the
SysProxy server into the core of the P2P network as introduced in section 4.3. SysProxy
is an application intended as an essential conduit for all P2P message communication
between participating handset nodes. It supports the overlay’s existence (by routing
messages between nodes) but does not participate in a manner representative of a peer
node.
Vital to the operation of SysProxy is that, unlike all handset nodes on an operator’s
network, it is not positioned behind a NAT device (i.e. it possesses a ‘visible’ public
IP address). This is a necessary constraint because all mobile devices need to be
aware of the machine IP address they will connect to upon start up of their P2P node
software. From the mobile network operator’s perspective, the handset only has one
data connection (to SysProxy) which it initiated. Mobile network operators are not
concerned where the data passed across this connection is destined for or originates
from, hence connections with other handsets are permitted. Figure 4.8 illustrates the
intermediary operator firewalls / NAT devices present in the communications path
between handset node and SysProxy. As is shown, with SysProxy using a public IP
address, the system can operate with these typical constraints in place.
Figure 4.9 illustrates the concept that SysProxy maintains a fixed connection with
each participating handset (through a TCP Socket assignment) and then routes data
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to the intended device using the assigned port number. Although appearing to operate
in a ‘server style’ role within the overlay network, the reality is that SysProxy does
not store any user data from nodes participating in the P2P network. The internal
operation of SysProxy, however, is constructed around the client/server model. An
individual client/server relationship is established between SysProxy and every handset
node it is communicating with. Data packet inspection processes are performed to
allow routing of the data between nodes to occur. The client/server link concept is
used at the ‘handset connection’ level because it is the model the network operators
are accustomed to support (eg. such as web page requests). In brief, SysProxy receives
data on one input socket and forwards it on to the appropriate output socket. This
is illustrated simplistically within Figure 4.9. Nodes remain attached to a SysProxy
port throughout their entire overlay connection time but messages delivered through
the port will be intermittent depending on overlay activity.
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Therefore in addition to fulfilling a role of ‘gateway’ to the P2P network for a mobile
device, SysProxy also performs its own address mapping function. This is conducted
by allocating a port number to each device that connects to the SysProxy and creating
a cross reference to other P2P nodes on the network. A look-up table of handset IP
addresses relating to SysProxy port numbers is produced and acts as the translation
key between the physical network (IP address) and the logical overlay (Port number).
The P2P overlay works by using routing table data to map Port number to NodeId.
(Note that the routing table actually records the full UDP IP address (IP Octets &
Port Number) but, given that all traffic is through the SysProxy, the IP Octets will
be the same throughout with only a difference in the port number.) The physical port
connection remains consistent and active whilst a node remains online and participating
in the P2P network.
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Maintaining a consistent port connection for a node is a function that has been espe-
cially implemented for the Bushfire framework to counter measures put in place by the
mobile networks to close apparently dormant connections. For a typical client/server
application interaction process (such as with a web browser) a TCP/IP connection is
set up at the initial request and automatically torn down after a period of inactivity.
However, connection activity of a node participating in a P2P network is more inter-
mittent therefore posing a problem for maintaining a constant TCP/IP connection.
Network activity for a particular node can be prompted by several reasons, such as a
data request or routing table refresh activity, but they do not have to be instigated
by the node user. As determining this network activity behaviour accurately is diffi-
cult in the P2P overlay, it was more logical to transfer the connection responsibility
to SysProxy. This is achieved using a timed ‘keep alive’ handshake process (data ex-
change) to prevent the connection being dropped by the mobile network at a TCP/IP
level.
Figure 4.10 illustrates the simple repetitive systems structure of SysProxy making
extensive use multi-threaded code to route data from one device node to another.
SysProxy presents only a minor processing load whilst implementing ‘routing function-
ality’; the computational power demand is minimal and the storage capacity require-
ments remain consistently negligible over time (as no user data is stored).
As has been acknowledged previously in chapter 3, a mobile P2P network can be
particularly susceptible to churn due to variability of carrier network connectivity.
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Figure 4.10: System Block Diagram of SysProxy
However, SysProxy has been designed to aid a reduction in this churn by minimising
disruption caused by temporary operator network signal loss. (This is in addition to
techniques implemented by the network operators to maintain a connection such as
those employed during the call handover process between cell base station sites.) As
SysProxy maintains the list of ports assigned to handsets, it will ’reserve’ indefinitely
a port for a particular handset using its knowledge of the IMEI (NodeID) even after
disconnection. After a network loss event the handset will attempt to re-establish
connection with SysProxy on the same port. This port assignment technique also
represents a design weakness as SysProxy is limited in the number of ports it can
provide and therefore the number of nodes within the P2P network overlayed on top
of it. The current design is crudely limited to 14535 nodes routing through a SysProxy
application based upon the number of free TCP/IP ports available.
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Correcting the weaknesses of the current SysProxy implementation, principally scal-
ability and reliability, represent a design challenge for the future implementations of
the Bushfire Framework. Both the restricted number of port connections and the ‘sin-
gle point of failure’ limitation are inherent within the current configuration. Therefore
one proposed solution to address these specific concerns is the introduction of multi-
ple SysProxy nodes. Arranged in a logical hierarchical ring, the additional SysProxy
nodes could be organised in a similar manner to the design described in section 2.4.3.2.
SysProxy servers would exchange routing data information between themselves, as ‘su-
per nodes’, related to the mobile nodes that are connected with each of them directly.
From the mobile nodes’ network perspective, the operation would remain unchanged
other than being able to communicate with a significantly larger peer group. Figure
4.11 illustrates the design concept. The topology of the network naturally aligns itself
with using another P2P overlay for purely SysProxy information exchange. Different
SysProxy server instantiations could then join and leave the ‘super node’ ring with-
out a negative impact upon routing data exchange between mobile nodes connected to
different servers. If the SysProxy network were to be segmented hierarchically, other
implementation arrangements could be introduced to assist with the likely routing
paths between mobile nodes. SysProxy servers could be arranged to minimise ‘inter-
SysProxy’ communication and thereby minimise message latency.
4.4.7 Application Security Design Considerations
Security is an important aspect in all networks and network connected applications;
P2P based systems are no different. Put simply, any time you let others access your
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computer (or telephone handset) you are potentially compromising on security [42].
When considering the creation of a P2P framework it is reasonable to assume that
security aware design techniques and features are implemented as a matter of standard
practice. In the case of this project, security concerns relate to both preventing unau-
thorised access to private data and communication reliability. It is the inherent, shared
hardware architecture of P2P networks that present one obvious privacy concern relat-
ing to data storage. However, as P2P networks are typically large scale, any significant
ability to prevent inter-node communication will have a disruptive effect on users. As
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acknowledged by Miller [42] and other texts (e.g. Buford et al. [1]), security concerns
are complex and always evolving and therefore have ‘no quick and easy solutions’.
From the perspective of the Bushfire project, commercial time constraints of the initial
research phase have limited the scope of considerations from practical implementation
to design awareness only. Prior to any sizable public or commercial release of the Bush-
fire framework, implementation of specific security related functionality, such as data
encryption or authentication mechanisms, would be necessary. As general users are
considered a weakness from a security viewpoint [121], features need to be seamlessly
integrated from their perspective with acceptable levels of inconvenience and risk (such
as password protection). From the aspect of software development, functionality should
either be fully transparent or accessible through the documented API. According to
Saxena et al. [122], a proficient level of P2P security is based on the premise that the
following three criteria are met:
• Secure communication channel between peers.
• Trust management or reputation systems to ‘know your peers’.
• Access control to ensure secure admission onto the P2P network.
A secure communication channel can be implemented within the Bushfire P2P frame-
work assuming the P2P overlay is administered securely. Secure administration would
require some form of encryption to mask node identifiers, for the routing table data held
upon a node and in the routing communication between nodes. Encryption of this data
with a user derived key would prevent a rogue node from replicating and masquerading
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as legitimate through ‘packet sniffing’ or ‘packet spoofing’ techniques. A trust or rep-
utation system can help significantly by obtaining part of the security authentication
process from communication surrounding the logical, abstract relationships between
peers. These links may bring an implied trust relationship to the network connection.
For example, a higher level of trust can be inferred for peers that belong to your family
or work organisation than for a complete stranger. And finally, access control hap-
pens to some extent through limited physical access to the mobile device. However,
further authentication maybe required such as user passwords. Within the Bushfire
framework, the SysProxy server could provide access control services as currently all
inter-node communication has to be routed through it.
Many academic papers have been written on this evolving topic since P2P networking
became a mainstream accepted concept [121–125]. With reference to these papers,
a summary of the principal, relevant security concerns appropriate to the Bushfire
framework level of this project is given below:
• ‘Sybil attack’: A malicious application on a node forges its identity in order to
easily access restricted data by ‘user masquerading’. This could be implemented
by overriding the node authentication mechanism or data packet spoofing on the
overlay.
• ‘Unauthorised data accessibility’: As user data is dispersed across the multiple
nodes participating in the P2P overlay, adequate design diligence is required to
ensure individual users cannot read, direct from their handset, private information
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belonging to other people. Encryption of framework level communication packets
(incorporating user data) will reduce the risk of a data breach.
• ‘Distributed Denial of Service’ (DDOS) attack: DDOS attacks are targeted to-
wards peers but also can cripple network overlay infrastructure by excessive re-
quest demands being made on particular node(s). The Bushfire framework design
is particularly susceptible to a DDOS attack because of the single SysProxy server
(which acts as a single point of failure). This attack could be rendered ineffective
if the ‘multiple SysProxy’ solution as discussed in section 4.4.6 is implemented.
The authors of the original Kademlia paper [98] also note that there is an inherent
resilience to DDOS attacks by virtue of the routing behaviour. In short, routing
tables cannot be flushed by flooding the overlay network with new peers as the
routing table will only be updated when the old peers leave the network.
Section 5.4 discusses application security as a topic necessary for future consideration
when developing software to be used in conjunction with the Bushfire framework.
4.5 Summary
With reference to section 4.1, it has been progressively shown across the chapter that
the Bushfire P2P Framework has met all of the requirements proposed as necessary
for a successful implementation. Building on the foundations of earlier investigations,
development of the Bushfire Framework has been possible through application of knowl-
edge obtained about the properties of mobile devices, networks and NAT behaviour.
Implementing a solution that has combined the traditional aspects of a P2P network
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design with the alternative approach of a proxy server (SysProxy) at the centre of a
‘star network configuration’ has ensured interoperability is possible in the restrictive
mobile telephone network environment. Critics of this design may argue that the sin-
gle point of failure that SysProxy presents to this topology goes fundamentally against
certain core traits of P2P networks, namely resilience, reliability and scalability. The
counter response to this argument is that the benefits of the other properties of P2P
network design such as dispersed data storage outweigh the disadvantages, particularly
in a commercial environment. Supported further by the fact that the SysProxy appli-
cation processing overhead demand is minimal (the majority of which is consumed by a
Java Runtime Virtual Machine). Moreover, in any future commercial implementation,
SysProxy could offer a network activity monitoring port for Bushfire Framework appli-
cation developers or operators. Through this extended SysProxy application effective
user billing and license enforcement functionality could be implemented (using data
packet inspection techniques as all data passes through SysProxy). The commercial
advantages of using an API are also well known and frequently exploited in terms of
reducing programming effort required to get an application functioning. The intention
to incorporate an API into Bushfire to enable other applications to utilise its P2P net-
work node functionality was present from the beginning. Fundamentally, Bushfire is a
framework, designed not to be an application operating on its own. The design, struc-
ture and functionality of applications integrating with the Bushfire framework have to
be cognisant of data exchange amongst nodes on a network. The initial applications
constructed for use with the Bushfire framework are discussed in chapter 5.
Chapter 5
P2P Framework Applications
With reference to section 4.4.3, software frameworks and APIs are created for the
primary purpose of allowing closer integration of third party applications to a particular
host application. The API of the Bushfire Framework provided a simple interface to
a distributed storage system. This chapter introduces three applications that were
developed to work with the Bushfire Framework, each using this API. All served a
different purpose in the framework development process, from initial testing through
to demonstrating commercial viability. The subsequent discussion draws out salient
points of the applications and their integration with the framework.
Three applications, Bushfire Test Engine, BuddyNet and SupportNet, were all devel-
oped for integrating with the Bushfire Framework. All had an overarching requirement
to store data within a distributed system. Equally applicable were the generic require-
ments that were established for commercial applications (as described within chapter
1 and section 3.1.2). In line with API design methodology, these applications could be
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written independently of the Bushfire framework with the exception of some interfacing
method calls. Integration to the API is performed using a simple collection of functions.
The commercial advantages for application developers using an API are well known:
scope and effort reduction that in turn reduce the cost and time to market. Figure
5.1 illustrates the concept that applications will interact with the Bushfire Framework
via the API. However, from the handset perspective all sections appear installed as a
single unit.
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Figure 5.1: Functional diagram illustrating application scope in relation to Bushfire
Framework API interface
Applications developed to work with the Bushfire Framework were created on an in-
cremental basis. Verification of correct operation was performed through frequent
operational testing. Initially, an application (Bushfire Test Engine) with minimal func-
tionality was developed to test the API for the Bushfire Framework. As the Framework
functionality was extended and operational confidence grew, two more advanced ap-
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plications (BuddyNet, SupportNet) were developed that were progressively closer to
commercial grade software. Note that none of these applications could have worked
with the BUTE version application discussed in chapter 4 due to differences in the
APIs and the specific nature of the original design.
5.1 Handset Application: Bushfire Test Engine
‘Bushfire Test Engine’ is a framework test application only. Its initial purpose was
to evaluate both the API interface and exercise the functionality associated with the
Framework’s implementation technology - the Kademlia P2P overlay. It achieved this
through storage and retrieval of textual string data. To focus on the framework, the
application was designed to be, in functional terms, as ‘light weight’ as possible. This
also lowered the overhead of finding errors when new functionality was developed and
integrated. The Bushfire Test Engine, although handset capable, was more frequently
operated upon a handset PC emulator in unison with debugging tools (see Figure 5.2).
This approach supported rapid application development through reduced deployment
time of an emulator compared to a handset. An emulator also permitted more detailed
analysis of the code during runtime, which is useful for embedded software. Figure 5.2
illustrates typical debug data presented to the user such as confirming ‘start up’ stages
and configuration parameters. For example, the node identifier (the long sequence of
digits set to ...00-30) and routing table data gives the operator valuable feedback on
assessing the node behaviour in the network.
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Figure 5.2: Nokia Software Development Tool (‘Carbide’) [7, 8]: S60 Handset Emulator
running Bushfire Test Engine
The granularity of user control within this application was more refined than a com-
mercial application to support the detailed test activities performed. Amalgamation
and automation of several command sequences was implemented in the commercial
software to remove the responsibility of P2P overlay connection from the user. This
supports a mobile application ‘good practice’ of making minimal demands upon the
user. Access to application functionality was primarily via the normal soft key ‘options
menu’ as directed by the standard Nokia S60 user interface. The menu presents a set of
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options to replicate the serialised sequence of stages necessary for a node to join a P2P
network. Stages include establishing a link with ‘SysProxy’ and attempting to contact
a known node from the routing table as previously described in section 4.4.1. Feedback
to the user on node status and activity is presented either via a screen message or
recorded into a handset log file. Both feedback methods offer information in different
situations dependent upon the a ‘real time requirement’ and the quantity of data to
be analysed. A log file is the most detailed recording method, but only available for
interrogation once the application has been closed. In contrast, the screen gives more
immediate feedback but timing control, persistence and quantity of data shown are
subject to operating variations.
Bushfire DHT Interface
Application Functional Core
Logging Class
Message Processor
Messaage Queue
Bushfire Framework A.P.I.
Complete Application
Figure 5.3: Bushfire Test Engine Functional Block Diagram
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Figure 5.3 illustrates a functional block diagram of the application. A typical applica-
tion will consist of code associated with the Nokia APIs, the Bushfire framework and
the application itself. Those classes associated with the Nokia API have been omitted
from all functional diagrams in this chapter for clarity. Functions associated with inte-
grating with the Bushfire API are contained within the class ‘Bushfire DHT Interface’.
The use of these functions is as described within section 4.4.3. All data communication
between the Bushfire framework and the application core functional class was via this
DHT interface class. Additionally, integrated with this class are functions relating to
application logging (for debugging purposes) and message buffering (to ensure no loss of
data). Buffering of all incoming message data is necessary (via Message Processor and
Queue) to overcome processing limitations and variations in the connectivity and speed
of network interaction. Given the minimal complexity of the Test Engine application
itself, code relating to the core functionality was integrated into a single class.
The Bushfire Test Engine application became an integral aspect of the ‘iterative’
design process employed throughout later developed application projects. To determine
if newly implemented functionality was working correctly and that it met the user’s
expectations, the application became the initial host of the appropriate code acting
as a ‘Sand Box’ test platform. Assuming functional and user tests were completed
successfully, the code was transferred across to other, more complex, applications.
Hosting code on the less sophisticated Test Engine application in the first instance
helped to reduce complexity and simplify debugging activities.
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5.2 Handset Application: BuddyNet
Best described as a ‘proof of concept’ application, ‘BuddyNet’ 1 illustrates the mobile
P2P networking technology clearly using well established concepts. BuddyNet is a
stand-alone application designed to mimic the ‘status notification’ concept prevalent
within many Instant Messaging (IM) networks. Figure 5.4 illustrates the main status
screen of this application.
Figure 5.4: Screen Image of BuddyNet Application
Focusing on people already known to you, ‘Buddies’ are added via the handset contacts
directory and status information chosen from either a predefined list of options or a
freeform text entry. Users simply initiate a refresh command to download (via the
Bushfire framework) all the latest status information from their known contacts. The
majority of information is conveyed to the user by text with some visual status indica-
tors. BuddyNet is intended to run as a background application, viewed when the user
1BuddyNet is not associated with TATA DOCOMO BuddyNet Service operated in India, launched 2010
[126].
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requires. This usage scenario plays to the strengths of a P2P node behaviour and the
Symbian operating system where multiple applications can run in parallel. Although
primarily demonstrating the P2P framework, the single-screen layout design ensures
clarity of comprehension for the user. As intended, users are not aware of configuration
settings associated with the P2P network.
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Figure 5.5: Functional Block Image of BuddyNet Application
Figure 5.5 illustrates the functional design of the application presenting a more
complex application than the Framework Test Engine. However, BuddyNet replicates
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the DHT interface infrastructure from this application; the API design was identical
to that described in sections 4.4.3 and 5.1. These functions (Bushfire DHT Interface,
Logging, Message Processor / Queue) form the outer interface to the core application.
Illustrated by five functional segments, the core application section focuses on provision
of the services and features that form the application as seen by the user. BuddyEngine
represents the main class of this section, responsible for the cohesion and co-ordination
of ‘helper’ classes tasked to implement specific functions. These classes either imple-
ment application-specific tasks or the method calls associated with accessing standard
handset functionality (such as sending an SMS message or interrogating the contacts
directory - refer to section 4.4.5.1). BuddyRegister represents classes responsible for
organisation and storage of the data downloaded from other nodes on the P2P net-
work. The data stored within the network is simply a key:value pair set as telephone
number:status respectively. This is in line with the requirements described in section
4.1. The MyselfBuddy class is a logical extension of the Buddy and BuddyRegister
classes. This stores personal telephone number / status information for transmission
to the other nodes on the network (as a key:value pair).
BuddyNet has a plausible use case scenario in both a business and social context.
The application was demonstrated at a conference as a supportive illustration of using
Bushfire and its API [5]. Feedback from users in these domains was obtained and
incorporated into the next commercial grade application.
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5.3 Handset Application: SupportNet
SupportNet is an application designed to aid the natural support network of family and
friends. SupportNet was developed with the intention of being the first commercial
grade application to use the Bushfire framework. SupportNet extends the concept
of BuddyNet beyond a status monitor to an interactive tool by communicating and
coordinating the activities of carers/supporters. Inspired by a family caring for an
elderly relative, SupportNet is part of a growing trend of applications that are aiding
the provision of care and support to people in the community [127, 128]. Whilst not a
traditional medical application, such as in the form of telemedicine, it could potentially
contribute in other ways. For example, it promotes better well-being by removing the
feeling of isolation or assisting in the compilation of time-dependent data.
Conceptually, supporting family members (the ‘Supporters’) will be part of a group
associated with a focus person (e.g. the elderly relative). The application administers
both groups of people through a tabbed interface with a different screen for each. The
user conceptually adopts the role of ‘supporter’ or ‘the supported’ depending upon
which tab screen they are viewing. Therefore the application is a conduit for both
roles to record information about themselves and monitor that of others. The following
paragraphs and figures illustrate the dual-purpose nature of the application.
The ‘supported person’ role has a simple interface with most interaction performed
either via menu options or dialogue boxes (see Figure 5.6). This role requires the
handset owner to answer questions presented via dialogue boxes on their device at
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Figure 5.6: Screen Images of SupportNet: ‘Supported (or Focus) User’ Screens
certain times. Questions are pre-configured on the handset prior to any monitoring
phase. Questions can be specific and related to their presentation time (e.g. Have
you eaten your breakfast?) or random both in question nature and time (e.g. What
have you read in the newspaper today?). More crucially, answers to these questions are
stored in a local handset file and replicated on the Bushfire P2P network. Supporters of
the focus person can then formulate a profile of their day and determine if a telephone
call or visit is required.
The ‘supporters’ view of the application is similar in design to the BuddyNet main
screen (see Figure 5.7). This view comprises persons added from the device contacts
list whom the ‘focus user’ (i.e. the device owner) would like in their support group.
Selecting a contact and drilling down reveals more information about them via the
given answers to the presented questions. A supporter is also able to ‘inject’ a question
into another person’s schedule. This ensures questions are tailored to specific events in
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Figure 5.7: Screen Images of SupportNet: ‘Supporters’ Screens
the focus user’s routine. Administrative functionality associated with the supporters
is also presented through this tab screen.
Extensibility was promoted and maintained by the use of an XML formatted text file
as the source of the questions on the focus person’s handset. The proprietary, appli-
cation specific XML format records question properties such as question text, format
(e.g. yes/no, free text) and answer. It was noted commercially that, as well as getting
the user community to extend the application by broadening the question base for this
particular use case, other question sets could be developed for different scenarios. For
example where team support is a strongly influencing factor in success rates, the ap-
plication could promote peer cooperation through motivation or competition (e.g. a
weight loss support group).
Figure 5.8 illustrates the functional design of the SupportNet application. Similarities
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Figure 5.8: Functional Block Image of SupportNet Application
are immediately noticeable, with the functional block diagram describing the design
of the BuddyNet application (see Figure 5.5). This design re-use was intentional to
permit a faster development time as some similarity in requirements existed. This also
reduced problems associated with debugging a new application. The now well-defined
interface structure between the Bushfire Framework API, DHT Interface and Support-
NetEngine class replicates functionality introduced within the BuddyNet application.
The SupportNetEngine class again performs a coordinating role for the core application
classes, both with previously integrated code (e.g. SMSMessageSender) and newly de-
veloped tasks such as ‘Scheduler’ or ‘TaskManager’. The Scheduler class incorporates
a logic engine to calculate when questions could be presented based upon sets of rules
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defined by the user. Promoting the concept of flexibility, the classes ‘TaskManager’
and ‘TaskBank’ deal with objects that in SupportNet are ‘Questions’, but in other
applications could be any data object type. Referencing extensibility discussed pre-
viously, the ‘Taskbank’ class accepts question data loaded during application start-up
from an XML file on the handset. Other configuration data could also be stored using
this method and loaded into the appropriate settings class to permit modification of
the application operation.
5.4 Security Design Considerations
Security design considerations for mobile applications work in unison with concepts in-
troduced in section 4.4.7 relating to the Bushfire framework. As also highlighted within
section 4.4.7, security considerations remained a considered topic rather than imple-
mented functionality due to the limited time constraints expressed within chapters 3
and 4. Application security can be discussed with respect to both the link between
application and framework and also the link between different instances of the same
application. Foremost, the framework API should be designed to ensure that any inter-
action or interface between the framework and the application happens in a restricted
and controlled manner. With the same application and framework host software in-
stalled on every peer handset, any exploited weakness has the potential to propagate
widely and easily. Depending upon the nature of the attack, the security breach can
remain within the application layer, using the overlay purely as a propagation medium.
Alternatively, the framework could become the target in order to prevent node com-
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munication. Therefore both the framework developer and application developer must
assume equal responsibility in solving security related issues.
With reference to the paper by Kirkman et al. [125], a summary of the principal,
relevant security concerns appropriate to the application level is given below:
• ‘Identity theft’ or ‘Sybil attack’: A malicious application on a node forges its
identity in order to easily access restricted data by ‘user masquerading’. This
could be implemented by overriding the node authentication mechanism or data
packet spoofing on the overlay.
• ‘Unauthorised data accessibility’: As user data is dispersed across the multiple
nodes participating in the P2P overlay, adequate design diligence is required to
ensure individual users cannot read, direct from their handset, private information
belonging to other people. Encryption of user data to an adequate strength with
an individual unique key will resolve this security weakness.
• ‘DDOS attack’: DDOS attacks are unlikely to target the application themselves.
A more likely scenario is that a compromised application installed on many nodes
will target the Bushfire framework itself, targeting known weaknesses such as the
single SysProxy server application. This attack could be rendered ineffective if
the ‘multiple SysProxy’ solution as discussed in section 4.4.6 is implemented.
• ‘File poisoning’: Attacks on an application network’s content would be minimised
by reducing the opportunities for unauthorised peers to place corrupt data on
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legitimate nodes. Solutions would include closer scrutiny of nodes that can upload
data or some form of data validation to ensure it is legitimate.
• ‘Eclipse’: This attack would require mass collusion of infected nodes to corrupt a
previously clean node. This approach could be used by malicious code networks
to ‘jump’ applications that use the same underlying overlay transport mechanism.
Section 7.4 raises application security as a topic necessary for future consideration when
application development for the extensive framework test is commissioned.
5.5 Summary
The three applications presented within this chapter illustrate the iterative develop-
ment process that has occurred to produce more stable, functionally diverse software.
SupportNet alludes to further development possibilities where any digital data capable
of storage within a standard Symbian C++ buffer would be appropriate for storage
within the P2P framework network (assuming the integration of functionality for full
data segmentation and realignment is completed).
Chapter 6
Optimisation of P2P Framework
Performance
Optimisation of a working system is the next logical step in the evolution of its design.
P2P networks as well as mobile technologies are no exception to this process. Both
domains have been the subject of research effort investigating techniques surrounding
theoretical operating algorithms [129, 130], practical software implementations [131]
and hardware configurations [132]. The Bushfire Framework has also received research
effort to investigate possible routes to improved performance. Authors such as Li et al.
[40], in addition to other evidence presented in section 3.1, have cited many challenges
facing mobile P2P network design and operation. Some of these include variable tele-
phone network connectivity and performance. However it could be argued two themes
have more impact than others: energy consumption and bandwidth utilisation. Both
of these factors are under the direct control of designers as opposed to reacting to min-
imise impact as in the case of phone network disconnections. They can influence at a
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fundamental level how successful a P2P network is as they directly affect how long a
node can participate and its perceived cost to operate. In reality, energy consumption
and bandwidth are closely related. A simplistic view is that the more data that has to
be sent across a network connection equates to a longer period of time when the high
energy consuming transmitter in the handset is active. Li et al. [40] even assert that
device battery life and limited bandwidth hinder typical P2P overlay operations to the
point that it is infeasible working in a mobile domain. However, this chapter discusses
the optimisations particularly investigated for the Bushfire Framework that could also
be applied more widely.
6.1 The Energy Shortage Explained
Introduced within section 3.1.1.1, energy consumption relating to the operation of a
mobile P2P network is a parameter that has received some level of research interest.
The focus of these activities has primarily concerned the behaviour of the software on
the handset. However, in reality two other factors have a major influence on energy
consumption: the handset hardware and the network configuration. The three aspects
that complete the whole picture relating to energy consumption are presented in the
subsequent sections; the reality, as will be shown however, is that only the software
behaviour is under the control of the developer.
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6.1.1 Energy Consumption from the Handset Perspective
Energy consumption within the handset hardware is an obvious investigation subject,
yet despite advances in technology and operating practices the traditional mobile en-
ergy store, the battery, remains one of the limiting operating factors [133]. Although
technologies introduced into the marketplace over a decade have improved battery stor-
age capacity by an estimated 80% [76], this has been overshadowed by the increased
demands placed on the battery to run more complex hardware. Whilst unbiased power
consumption statistics are difficult to obtain due to manufacturer secrecy, multiple
test variables and unlike comparisons, it is possible to obtain general trends through
academic research. It has been shown that power consumption has approximately dou-
bled in the transition from earlier generation devices to the latest ‘3G handsets’ [76].
The previously typical 1 to 2 watt power consumption [76] of the earlier devices has
not doubled solely because of more complex 3G telephone technology, but has been
augmented through the inclusion of other integral devices (e.g. colour/touch screen,
bluetooth, GPS, etc.). This is supported by the findings of Carroll et al. [134] who
state that screen and GPS technology have been the highest energy consumers on their
test handsets after the components used to make a GSM telephone call. Other simple
measurements taken using the Nokia Energy Profiler Software application [135] illus-
trate how influential on power consumption the screen operation is. For a Nokia N95
8GB handset (released 10/2007) there is a 250mW difference in power consumption
between no illumination and maximum brightness. Carrol et al. conclude that the
‘most effective power management approach on mobile devices is to shut down un-
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used components...’ [134]. For example from their measurements, turning off just the
BlueTooth transceiver could save a minimum of 36mW on a Google Nexus G1 handset
(released 01/2010). And finally, to complicate matters further, the individual usage
profile of the device, its location and even typical operating temperature will affect the
battery performance [136].
Users are becoming more aware through manufacturer education that there is a trade-
off to be made between functionality and battery life [136]. Yet where the perceived
value of the functionality is high (such as data intensive applications) this appears to
take precedent, supporting a view that ‘up to a threshold’ users will accommodate
the failings of battery technology [137]. Therefore whilst ultimately this energy supply
is still limited, extended operation times can be supported through more ingenious
operation of software that operates on the device.
6.1.2 Energy Consumption from the Mobile Network Perspective
Operation of more complex integral devices is not the only contributor to battery
drain of mobile telephones; part of the problem is inherent to the design of handset
participation within the mobile network itself. The radio transmitter associated with
the handset consumes the most power out of all components within a handset. It is
stated by Haverinen et al. [138] that theoretically (and under traditional operating
regimes) 3G network technology is efficient at preserving handset power consumption.
Achieved through initialisation of a handset ‘idling process’ when there is no network
traffic, smaller amounts of energy are consumed because components normally involved
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with the radio transmission are not used. In the case of traditional handset software
(client/server request format), constant demands are not made of the network and
therefore the device can enter the lower power idle state when not servicing requests.
Assuming typical behaviour patterns of a user over the period of a day, there will be a
significant period of time when the handset is in idle mode and therefore operational life
is extended through energy preservation. However in contrast, Haverinen et al. [138]
state that any example of a ‘push data’ application (e.g. push email, VOIP) operated in
conjunction with a firewall or NAT device will increase device power consumption over
an extended period. This is because these applications require an ‘always reachable’
state to be maintained both with the connections to the NAT and mobile network
maintained. In short, it is equivalent to maintaining the handset in the constant state
of a telephone call and thus usable battery life times reduce from the typically quoted
lengthy ‘standby’ figure to the much smaller ‘talk time’ figure [74]. Unfortunately,
because of the intrinsic behaviour of P2P nodes, their profile matches the ‘push data’
application category.
Another behavioral aspect of data transfer on the 3G data network that has a neg-
ative impact on a handset’s energy efficiency is referred to by Balasubramanian et al.
as ‘Ramp Energy’ and ‘Tail Energy’ [139]. These terms refer to the energy necessary
to establish or close a communication session but do not actually transfer data. (i.e.
energy for the ‘wrapper’ network data that encapsulates the user data.) Balasubrama-
nian et al. [139] indicate that up to 60% of energy in a 3G network data transfer is
consumed in these stages of the connection. With typical P2P network activity involv-
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ing repetitive network calls to a node (e.g. routing requests, routing table refresh) the
implication is that the majority of energy used is not for the actual transfer of the user
data. Therefore the focus of development activity should be on optimising the user
data transfer.
Furthermore, such has been the impact of handset operating behaviour on the net-
work that two reports have been produced by the Signals Research Group (Canada) in
consultation with many leading Network Operators and Equipment Manufacturers to
document and analyze the situation [140, 141]. The reports concentrate on the issues
relating to network activity and data consumption, but as a consequence also reveal
the impact upon energy consumption in the handset. During the rise in adoption of
smartphones, these reports have shown that although data consumption on the mobile
networks has increased, the signalling (control) traffic associated with delivering this
data is increasing by 30% - 50% more [142]. In relative terms alone, the implication is
that disproportionately more energy is being consumed now by the handset performing
data-related activities. Therefore with this operating environment for mobile handset
applications, any improvement in efficiency resulting from framework optimisation will
have a positive impact.
6.2 Existing Ideas for Energy Optimisation
To consider ideas for implementation within the Bushfire Framework a review strategy
was followed initially: evaluating hardware, software and operating techniques. These
three subject areas have been the past focus of optimisation processes and demonstrate
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a range of approaches to consider. The following sections will elaborate both the
nature and applicability of current solutions as well as appropriateness for Bushfire’s
requirements.
6.2.1 Energy Optimisation with Hardware
When considering energy optimisation, reducing hardware power consumption is the
first obvious approach. Unfortunately some ‘high power’ elements of a handset are out
of scope and control of an application developer, either because they are user-selected
(e.g. GPS, screen brightness) or necessary for operation (e.g. 3G radio circuits).
For example, the power consumption difference between handset standby and GPS
active has been measured as 597mW on a Nokia N95 handset [132]. Obviously this
equates to a significantly shorter P2P network participation times when GPS hardware
is operational. However an approach could be to direct the user (automatically or
voluntarily) to operate the handset in a certain manner to prolong the operating time
period. For example ‘auto-switching’ to a WiFi connection when in range of a WLAN
or detecting when at a location that may have a mains power source. In a study by
Nurminen et al. [74] it was demonstrated that WiFi is three times more energy efficient
compared to 3G for file transfer so there can be tangible benefits to these approaches.
6.2.2 Energy Optimisation with Software
Limited by system constraints, the alternative approach to hardware optimisation
propositions are typically clever and concern the construction of the software. Saxe
[143] concisely describes software’s role in a system’s efficiency as undeniable: ‘the
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salient part is really the way in which software interacts with power-consuming sys-
tem resources’. Techniques for ‘power efficient software coding’ are discussed in many
sources such as manufacturer developer guides [77], web casts [144, 145], articles [143]
and forums [146]. For a particular scenario a combination of the generic techniques and
detailed evaluation will yield results as the previously discussed papers have implied.
Key examples from both categories are shown in the following list:
i Program using code efficient algorithms that minimise demands upon the proces-
sor. For example do not use the ‘polling’ construct as it will keep processor(s)
active; instead utilise system events that ‘wake’ the processor when necessary.
ii Gather network data and transmit it in bursts to avoid excessive use of the
network interface. Utilising a batch processing approach can also be applied to
processor usage, file system read / write activities, etc.
iii Allocate an energy budget to an application and a quota to individual tasks
within a software application. For example search queries could be routed based
upon energy levels remaining on nodes within the network. Also adopt tasks to
favour handsets having their battery charged for energy intensive activities such
as a routing table refresh [75].
iv Use data compression to reduce the amount of data transmitted across the net-
work. However as more energy could be used in the compression task, an evalu-
ation of exact circumstances would be necessary. [75]
v Make changes to the P2P protocol to make it more ‘energy consumption aware’.
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For example a node could partially ‘sleep’ after a specified time period and fully
‘wake up’ only when communication directly intended for it is received. Signifi-
cant power savings could be possible if the protocol implements batch sending to
allow data transfer periodically to support sleep capability [72].
vi Perform load balancing of nodes on the network by ‘selectively dropping incoming
requests’ on an individual node dependent upon its stored battery energy reserve.
[147]
vii A node participating in P2P network activities should only serve other nodes’
requests when it is performing a download operation itself. The justification for
this is the minimal increase in power consumption by the radio circuits between
upload and download of data simultaneously. [74]
The techniques presented in this section whilst offering the desired energy savings also
frequently have side effects that need to be compensated for. For example an impact
on the project development phase is possible due to extended design stages necessary
to complete energy efficient software code. Additionally item iv. may use more energy
compressing the data than is saved in the reduced transmission time. The side effects
seen with the specialised solutions are more likely to be complex to understand and
closely coupled with the algorithm or technology they are related to. For example,
item vi. introduces a problem described by the authors as virtual churn where nodes
are actually ‘online’ on the P2P network but others see them as ‘oﬄine’ because of a
non-reply to their request.
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6.2.3 Energy Optimisation through Bandwidth Optimisation
Techniques in energy usage optimisation have also involved investigation into band-
width consumption. Reduction in data sent across the network will reduce power
consumption through less use of the device transceiver. Data compression (using ZIP
or RAR format for example) is one approach, but this is frequently applied to the user
data stored within the P2P network and therefore if re-applied will have limited ben-
efits. Considering at a more fundamental level the P2P overlay algorithms employed,
the number of nodes participating in the overlay network and the way in which they
are configured can all affect bandwidth consumption. For example the frequency of
routing table maintenance will directly impact on the quantity of data transferred.
However another ‘trade-off’ is necessary at the expense of accuracy and latency; the
more accurately node joins / leaves are to be recorded, the more communication must
take place between nodes. Latency is consequently affected because, with inaccurate
routing tables, it takes a node longer to respond to a data request. Both accuracy and
latency are very pertinent considerations for a network with mobile handset nodes.
This is principally because Churn is a significant factor and latency values are already
on average higher than traditional network connections.
The earlier P2P network designs relying on a ‘broadcast’ approach had the weakness
that bandwidth consumption increased significantly as the number of nodes scaled
up. Additionally there was an impact on the participating nodes in terms of increased
computing resource (energy) required to process these requests [27]. However later more
advanced overlays, such as Kademlia used in the Bushfire framework, do intrinsically
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accommodate larger networks more efficiently. Furthermore, the selection of a multi-
hop overlay implementation rather than a single-hop has an almost constant bandwidth
impact as the number of participating nodes in the overlay increases. Bandwidth
consumption results for a standard data lookup, retrieval and maintenance activity
provided from tests by Buford [26] confirm this statement: a single-hop overlay network
in the order of 1 million nodes consumes nearly 12 times the amount of data of an
equivalent multi-hop overlay network. Given that certain optimisations have been
included inherently already, Bushfire will have to select the best combination of these
parameters to give an optimised mobile network performance.
6.3 Energy Usage Optimisation Applicable to the Bush-
fire Framework
Whilst obviously dependent upon an exact usage profile, an acceptable target scenario
of a ‘once per day’ charge cycle for a handset is assumed for operating a data intensive
application. Currently, as a generalisation, handsets running ‘push data’ applications
will achieve less than this. Ultimately the operating time also depends upon the hand-
set battery capacity (i.e. stored energy) and location with respect to phone network
cell antenna (i.e. handset transmitter power required). These are parameters that are
usually not part of a user’s conscious decision process when running ‘push data’ ap-
plications on their handset, yet the desire to use this class of software remains strong.
Therefore the requirement for the Bushfire Framework could be summarised as ‘in-
crease device operation time on the P2P overlay network compared with the initial
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reference (BUTE) implementation through smarter software usage’. Any improvement
targeting the framework will yield positive results irrespective of handset design. It is
assumed that the handset would behave as a typical node in a real P2P network by ac-
tively participating in both data storage and message routing activities. The following
sections discuss the investigations conducted specifically on the Bushfire Framework.
6.3.1 Energy Optimisation Experimentation
Knowing that energy is consumed within a handset when its transceiver circuits are
active, the data that is transmitted to or from a handset (node) when participating
in a P2P network must therefore be responsible for energy consumption. As has been
discussed in previous chapters, many operations within a P2P network are responsible
for data flow such as user uploads, search queries, node joins or routing table refreshes.
The first two operations suggested are pseudo-random in a typical network, dependent
totally upon the popularity and activity levels of its participating users. The latter
operation however is not user-influenced, being intrinsic to the operation of any P2P
network. This refresh parameter can therefore be more easily controlled to modify data
flow. This parameter is the focus of experimentation discussed within section 6.3.2. The
‘node join’ function is conceptually between the two of these previous situations: the
user determines when the request happens, but controlled by the node logic as to when
the node actually joins the network. A ‘node join’ can be both an initial registration in
the network or a ‘reappearance’ after a time of non-participation. Currently, typically
when a node joins an overlay network, the routing table is refreshed immediately.
Whilst within the traditional desktop PC environment this subtle timing / sequencing
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variation may make no discernible difference, for the mobile domain the impact on
energy preservation may be noticeable. This routing table refresh sequencing is the
focus of experimentation discussed within section 6.3.3.
6.3.1.1 General Methodology of Experimentation
Both experiments discussed in sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 were conducted using a similar
configuration: a mix of hardware and software to replicate a very small scale P2P
network. The observations were conducted using manual techniques, configuring the
network of nodes and monitoring software as appropriate for each parameter variation.
An outline illustration of the experimental structure is shown in Figure 6.1.
University Hosted
“SYSProxy” 
NAT Proxy Server
Mobile Telephone
 Network
Public 
Internet Network
Figure 6.1: Outline Illustration of Experimentation Configuration
Further details are offered in a description of the composing principal elements as
follows:
i Nokia S60 series (3rd edition) mobile telephones. There were 5 telephones, each
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a different model, and configured on a variety of operator networks.
ii Nokia/Symbian handset software emulator running within a Windows XP virtual
machine environment.There were 5 virtual ‘emulator’ telephones operating on 3
physical host Windows PC machines (Windows XP & 7).
iii 1 Windows XP PC machine configured with a public internet IP address. This
machine hosted the ‘SysProxy’ software application and was located within the
University of Stirling Computing Science project laboratory .
iv Nokia Energy Profiler Handset software application [135]. A proprietary appli-
cation produced by Nokia for recording numerous key parameters of a telephone
as a background task during operation.
v SupportNet - Bushfire Framework P2P application. An application developed
specifically to use the P2P framework under consideration (see section 5.3).
The 5 telephones used in the experiments, whilst all Nokia S60 Series devices, rep-
resented a selection from the manufactured range available. There were a variety of
form factors (including screen size), battery capacities and processor capabilities. All
devices, however, were capable of running the P2P and Energy Profiler application and
equipped with 3G network access capabilities. These handsets were the focus of the
energy monitoring observations but, in order to increase the number of participating
nodes within the network, handset emulator software was operated from virtual ma-
chine hosts. The emulator software behaved identically to the handset configuration
once the application had been loaded and therefore offered an inexpensive method to
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increase node numbers. For obvious reasons the two hardware solutions accessed the
internet by different means but both worked successfully with the publicly network
addressable ‘SysProxy’ application.
When conducting the experiments discussed in the following sections, two software
applications were used: SupportNet (as discussed in section 5.3) and Nokia’s Energy
Profiler [135]. SupportNet was selected as it represented a pragmatic use case applica-
tion using the Bushfire framework, suitable for obtaining realistic data on performance.
The Nokia Energy Profiler application was used to monitor parameters most applicable
to the experimentation objectives: power consumption (watts), current consumption
(Amps) and Processor activity (percentage). Ultimately average power consumption
gave the clearest indicator of operating performance. However current consumption
was used with knowledge of the handset battery capacity to give an approximate ‘bat-
tery lifetime’ calculation - an important, easily interpretable usage metric. Processor
activity offered an opportunity to see the relative impact of running the framework on
the hardware on handsets with dedicated mobile devices.
The following table (6.1) illustrates the data that was retrieved from telephones be-
ing used within the experiments. This data represents the control data and has been
compared against the public technical specification figures claimed for the devices. Dif-
ferences are clearly inferable between the manufacturer and observed data, illustrative
of the diversity of variations possible in configuring and operating the devices. Whilst
data was not available on how the manufacturer figures were measured / inferred, the
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control figures were taken primarily in standby mode, Bluetooth on and Nokia En-
ergy Profiler application running (to record the measured data). All measurements
were taken from an identical urban environment with strong network received signal
strength (-78 dBm average across all devices compared with figures of -102dBm to -
87dBm for the GSM standard reference receive sensitivity [148]). The Bluetooth radio
device was left operational during the observations to represent an element of ‘realism’
with the likely use case scenario. Whilst Bluetooth remained a constant influence on
results, the operation of the screen was not as controlled. As previously stated, from
simple observations on a Nokia N95 handset (which had the largest screen size in the
test hardware selection) there was as much as 250mW alteration in power consumption
between the screen on and off. Notwithstanding this circumstance, attempts at achiev-
ing a consistent operation across all devices were made through similar ‘screen saver’
configurations as well as reducing human handset interaction to a minimum. The im-
pact of initial screen illumination (when starting the experiment in section 6.3.2) was
also minimised further through extended run times. Test data indicated that a running
time of 3 hours gave a good compromise between the heavily influenced data recorded
during the first 30 minutes and the almost unaffected data set when averaged across a
6 hour observation. Finally, averaging of recorded data across the 5 handsets further
minimised the impact of any one particular handset hardware configuration (such as
screen size) on the results. For example, the Nokia N95 handset screen size was 108%
larger than the Nokia 6120 Classic handset and yet the battery capacity was only 40%
larger implying a smaller operational time for the Nokia N95 before any other consid-
erations. Further discussion relating to perceived limitations of the experimentation is
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presented in the following section, 6.3.1.2.
Table 6.1: Control Data Summary Results: Telephone Handset [9–13] Manufacturer
Data for Standby Times and Measured Battery Life Data (+ other control data).
6.3.1.2 Limitations of Experimentation
Experimentation associated with evaluating P2P networks in general does have difficul-
ties and limitations [149, 150]. The work conducted for this chapter was no exception
to this observation. A number of reasons to be considered for this work are offered in
the following list:
• Low number of participating nodes within the test P2P network. Given the
description from chapter 1 indicating that node numbers in the thousands are
possible with a theoretical limit of 14535 set by the design of SysProxy (see
section 4.4.6), the test scenario is very limited. For a practical test, the limitation
of numbers of handsets is obvious but not critical to the success of the initial
observations.
• Independent validation of observed data recorded by the Nokia Energy Profiler
application. Research has shown there are some similar energy monitoring appli-
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cations available (e.g. PowerTOP [151]) but not on the Nokia hardware platform
under investigation. As the application is proprietary there has been no inde-
pendent validation of its accuracy although it has been quoted as used in several
published academic and industry articles [139, 140].
• Difficulty in measuring energy associated solely with P2P network activity. As
has been fully discussed within earlier sections (6.1, 6.1.1, etc.) other components
within a mobile device are responsible for energy consumption whether control-
lable or not. An example such as the handset screen activation was difficult to
avoid as it was necessary for operating the software under test. As a counter-
argument to this, it could be argued that screen operation is a valid contributor
to the results given it is required. Another example is the power consumed by
the telephone radio transceiver within a handset. This is subject to variation pri-
marily because it is using GSM cellular telephone technology. Working in unison
with the cell base station, the transmitted power of a handset has been designed
to vary according to received signal strength, which is most notably affected by
location and atmospheric conditions.
• Inherent difficulty in conducting an experiment where there are so many variables
to account for. Any attempt to fix variables with constant data in order to focus
on the property of consideration can result in unrealistic or problematic operating
scenarios. This in turn yields results data with a limited scope of interpretation.
Consideration has been given to addressing these limitations within the tests that were
conducted. For example to address the issue of the low number of participating nodes,
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aside from considering acquiring more handset devices (with the obvious complexity
problems), the use of a P2P network simulator such as P2P Sim (using C++ [150, 152])
was considered although its current status appeared inactive. However, simulation had
been initially dismissed from this level of experimentation due to implementation con-
straints (language compatibility - Symbian C++) and limited scope (primarily protocol
testing - which is not necessarily handset framework testing). Nonetheless, the experi-
mentation that was conducted was selected to allow for these limitations where possible
and maximise the ‘return on investment’ of evaluation effort. For example both experi-
ments described in sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 investigate influential parameters that affect
data volumes and flow within the P2P network. Consequently there is an impact on
the device energy consumption, but importantly, one that is independent of user data.
Conducting tests independent of user data is advantageous as a record of comparable
results can be more easily obtained. When injecting user data into a P2P network it
was recognised that achieving repeatability as part of a test scenario is a difficult task.
In reference to the selection of Nokia Series 60 Handsets for the experimentation,
they did have an advantage that the Energy Profiler application was able to operate
as a background task during normal phone operation, thereby allowing measurement
recording to occur during other activities. However, an unavoidable consequence of this
was the implicit inclusion of the Energy Profiler application itself within the results
obtained. This effect was diminished because of its applicability across all observed
results and when analysing data trends rather than absolute values. Further generali-
sation of the data was performed by averaging values across the 5 devices under test,
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thereby equalizing the influences of individual, differing handset performance. These
latter remarks emphasize that, given the limitations detailed in the aforementioned list,
the observations presented within sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 remain valid when interpreted
as trend data rather than absolute figures.
6.3.2 Experiment 1: Energy Consumption Affected by Frequency of
Routing Table Refreshing
As introduced in section 6.3.1, the focus of this experiment was to observe the impact
of the node routing table refresh frequency upon the energy consumption of a mobile
telephone handset. In short, for each routing table refresh (which heavily dictates
routing accuracy), energy is consumed. The motivation for conducting the test was
to discover the details of the relationship between handset energy consumption and
routing table maintenance. Whilst it is also recognised that churn of participating
handset nodes can contribute to routing table inaccuracy, the impact of this aspect
was not assessed in this experiment.
6.3.2.1 Experiment 1: Configuration and Results
The practical configuration of the experiment was as discussed in section 6.3.1.1 and
illustrated in Figure 6.1. The main variables for modification during this experiment
were the number of participating nodes and a node’s routing table refresh frequency.
The refresh frequency was configured uniformly across all nodes for a single observation
cycle. The refresh period (or delay between refreshes) was varied between 1, 3, 10 and
20 minutes. These values were selected to permit analysis of a wide dynamic range of
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possible values (i.e. from 3 to 60 times per hour). It was considered that if refresh
frequency was to impact on energy consumption then a reduction factor of 20 would
conceivably present a noticeable difference in observed data. Furthermore, the four
refresh periods were considered plausible for a mobile P2P node operating scenario
depending upon the level of churn experienced within the overlay network. Each re-
configuration of the network with a new refresh period was monitored for a minimum of
180 minutes. In addition, the experiments conducted with a refresh period of 3 minutes
and 20 minutes were monitored for up to 540 minutes to give the opportunity to assess
any general longer term trends. No user data was entered into the P2P overlay network
at any point during any of the tests. This experiment was focused solely upon routing
table refresh frequency whose data was generated by the P2P overlay implementation
logic. Acknowledgement was also made within the experiment configuration of the
number of participating nodes, the other variable predominantly affecting routing table
data. Tests were conducted with 3 nodes (all handsets), 5 nodes (all handsets) and 10
nodes (5 handsets and 5 emulators) at each of the 4 stated refresh periods. This test
coverage of data allowed the results illustrated within Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 to be
obtained. For reasons of presentation clarity, the variable data (y axis) is plotted in all
graphs against the refresh frequency as number of refreshes per minute. A refresh delay
period of 1 minute was considered a practical minimum to avoid interaction between
refresh events that would distort results.
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     
Number of Nodes Power Consumption (Watts) 
3 0.085 0.097 0.124 0.250 
5 0.084 0.099 0.152 0.284 
10 0.114 0.112 0.219 0.363 
 
Figure 6.2: Average Power Vs. Routing Table Refresh Frequency
6.3.2.2 Experiment 1: Interpreting the Results
Interpreting the results data presented in these graphs leads to the following statements
regarding the Bushfire P2P overlay behaviour:
i For all of the overlay network sizes investigated, the average power consumption
across the range of handsets increases as the routing table refresh frequency in-
creases (or alternatively the power consumption falls as the time between refresh
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Figure 6.3: Average Battery Time Vs. Routing Table Refresh Frequency
events increases). It is clear that a factor of 20 reduction in the number of re-
freshes performed per hour, from 60 to 3 times, does have big impact on handset
power consumption. Whilst approximately a linear relationship between power
and frequency for the 5 node network configuration, the 3 and 10 node networks
display some interesting variations away from this.
ii Whilst the trend indicates that reducing the refresh frequency also reduces the
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Figure 6.4: Average Processor Activity Vs. Routing Table Refresh Frequency
power consumption for a specific number of nodes, the inverse applies in relation
to the number of participating nodes. For all refresh frequencies, the raw power
consumption figure increases with the number of nodes. However, two anomalies
in the data trends exist relating to the lower refresh frequencies. Namely there
are almost similar power consumptions for: 10 nodes, 10 minute and 20 minute
refresh period; also for 20 minute refresh period, 3 and 5 nodes. Elaboration on
theories for these aberrations appears later in the section.
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iii There is an average power consumption difference of 40mW between handsets
being in ‘standby’ state and participating in a 5 node overlay network. This
figure does increase markedly with the doubling of node numbers from 5 to 10.
iv The trend for average processor activity follows a downward path as the refresh
frequency drops, most likely contributing to the reduction in power consump-
tion. The largest rate of decrease, for the two larger network sizes, is the initial
switch from 1 minute to 3 minute refresh delay period. A reducing trend contin-
ues for the other readings taking into account some minor variation such as the
convergence of reading for 5 and 10 nodes at the 20 minute refresh delay test.
This perhaps may indicate that the extended time delay period itself has more
significant impact than the number of participating nodes.
Considering the conducted experimentation further, whilst each graph shows different
parameters, in fact each has an effect on the others. For example, the reduced power
consumption results remarked upon in statement i. translate to an increase in average
operating time for a node as the handset battery power source capacity is finite. There
is also a link between lower processor activity (and refresh frequency) as highlighted in
statement iv. that correlates with the reduced power consumption readings. A lower
processor activity could be the result of power saving techniques employed both solely
on the handsets and in conjunction with the operator GSM telephone network.
All the handsets utilised in the test configuration were configured with the power
saving function activated. After a defined period (1 minute) of user inactivity (i.e. no
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keyboard interaction), the screen backlight was disabled and other power saving func-
tionality instigated. In addition to this, a GSM power saving function called Discontin-
uous Reception (DRx) could be activated through coordination between the operator
network and the transceiver control circuitry [153]. In essence, the approach involves
turning the radio receiver off for a defined period of time (milliSeconds order of magni-
tude) and then re-activating for a synchronised short period to probe for any applicable
messages from the network. This activity occurs autonomously, outwith the control
or knowledge of the handset operator. For this reason, it is not directly attributable
to the user settings for the Bushfire Framework. However, it should be included as
a likely reason for some of the witnessed power consumption reduction, due to lower
refresh frequencies being more likely to offer opportunity for this mode to be used.
Considering further the processor activity in relation to handset hardware, all the
telephones utilised a device from the ARM 11 microprocessor series - a low power de-
sign component that has become extremely popular in the mobile sector [154, 155]. All
computational work done by the handset processor will result in power drawn from the
battery. When not performing an operation (user or network defined) the microproces-
sor is capable of switching to a lower power standby state [156]. Reasonably assuming
the Nokia handset designers made use of this microprocessor function, Figure 6.4 likely
indicates that refreshing the routing table 60 times per hour (1 minute refresh delay)
severely restricted the handsets opportunity to cease operational activities so that it
could enter a standby state. Reducing the refresh frequency would have reduced the
demand on the processor and thereby given more opportunity for power saving modes
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to be automatically employed. Furthermore, the effect of selecting a lower refresh fre-
quency will not only impact on nodes making the queries but also those nodes answering
the ‘status request’ messages, thus reducing energy consumption elsewhere in the over-
lay network. Again this autonomous aspect of the handset operation, although not
solely attributable to the Bushfire Framework configuration, could be argued at least
influences power conservation by establishing the correct environmental circumstances.
It is noted that the previous statements are broadly inline with expectations; in
essence more participating nodes implies more entries in all routing tables which have
to be maintained through more ‘power consuming node queries’. Therefore whilst it is
straightforward to accept that the base level power consumption will increase for more
participating nodes in an overlay network, it is not so clear why the data shows the
following 2 anomalies:
i With reference to Figure 6.2, the readings for 10 nodes, 20 minute refresh delay
period (or lowest refresh frequency) shows an anomaly of a very slightly higher
power consumption than the 10 nodes, 10 minute refresh delay period test.
ii With reference to Figure 6.2, data shows a ‘convergence of curves’ between 5 and
20 minute refresh delay period (i.e. a refresh event frequency reducing from 0.2
to 0.05 times per minute or 12 to 3 times per hour) applicable to all network sizes
tested.
A possible explanation of these anomalies is that as the number of nodes increases this
becomes more dominant than the refresh frequency. The recording of a slightly higher
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power consumption for 10 nodes, 20 minutes refresh delay period could indicate there
is an ‘optimum refresh frequency’ between 0.05 and 0.16 (or 6.25 to 20 minute refresh
delay period) regardless of participating node numbers. Obviously a lower optimum
delay period (or higher refresh frequency) would have a positive effect on improving
the routing table accuracy. This theory is supported by the fact that Kademlia has
a maximum routing table size associated with it, meaning it becomes independent of
overlay size for larger networks. This theory could only be investigated further with
greater numbers of nodes participating in the overlay network in order to establish
more substantial trend data.
6.3.3 Experiment 2: Energy Consumption Affected by Node Join
Sequencing
As introduced in section 6.3.1, the focus of this experiment was to observe the impact of
node routing table refresh sequencing within the overlay upon the energy consumption
of a handset. This could be done in reference to either a node’s initial registration in the
network or its continued participation. For initial investigations discussed below, the
experiment assumed a network of nodes was already in place so it was the sequencing of
routing table refreshes that was under scrutiny. The motivation for conducting the test
was to uncover further niche information relating to the correlation between handset
energy consumption and ongoing routing table maintenance. The focus on refresh
sequencing as a means to reduce energy consumption is through the principles of batch
processing. Calder et al. [157] highlight in their work that there are ‘significant energy
savings’ when using their batch processing recurrent software framework at the handset
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application level. As with experiment 1 (section 6.3.2), the impact of churn was not
assessed within this experiment.
6.3.3.1 Experiment 2: Configuration and Results
The practical configuration of the experiment was as discussed in section 6.3.1.1 and il-
lustrated in Figure 6.1. The main variable for modification during this experiment was
the timing of a node’s routing table refresh activity. 10 nodes were utilised (5 handsets
and 5 emulators) and the refresh frequency was configured as 20 minutes across all
nodes. The experiment consisted of 3 tests designed to highlight the impact of refresh
sequencing, if there was one. For test 1, all 10 nodes were configured so that their rout-
ing table refresh happened at approximately the same time. (The practical limitations
of performing the experiment resulted in a period of approximately 30 seconds across
which all nodes joined the overlay.) Test 2 was a staggered approach where each of the
10 nodes was started at 5 minute intervals. For test 3, an approximation of random
routing table refresh requests was investigated to mimic more natural P2P overlay be-
haviour. All tests ran for a period that would allow 4 routing table refresh actions to
be completed on each node once the overlay network was fully established and stable.
The measurements obtained for each of the 5 handset nodes in the 3 tests focused on
an 80 minute window to allow a fair comparison of results. Figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7
visually illustrate the time intervals where the table refresh tasks were conducted in
the tests.
As conducted in experiment 1 (section 6.3.2), measurements were recorded for an av-
erage of each handset for the experiment window and also averaged across all handsets
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Figure 6.5: Experiment 2 - Test 1: Timing Diagram Illustrating a Synchronised Refresh
of All Node Routing Tables Within an Overlay Network
to obtain a general trend result that was independent of hardware configuration. The
results obtained from the 3 tests within experiment 2 are shown in table 6.2.
6.3.3.2 Experiment 2: Interpreting the Results
Interpreting the average measurements presented within table 6.2, purposeful stagger-
ing of refresh activities (test 2) on the peer nodes is not the best strategy to employ
for handset energy reduction. More curiously the ‘synchronised’ (test 1) and ’quasi-
random’ (test 3) strategies had very similar average power consumptions which may
be the result of coincidental behaviour or evidence of more repeatable results.
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Figure 6.6: Experiment 2 - Test 2: Timing Diagram Illustrating a Staggered Refresh
of All Node Routing Tables Within an Overlay Network
Given the small number of participating nodes within this experiment, it is likely
that all nodes were included in each other’s routing tables and therefore a single refresh
activity involved all nodes. For the staggered refresh approach (test 2) shown in Figure
6.6, this arrangement likely explains that none of the 10 nodes had an opportunity to
‘rest’ from a refresh activity and therefore consumed higher levels of energy throughout
the whole 80 minute measurement period. Conversely, most likely for test 1 and also
for test 3, there were potential opportunities for a node to reduce its level of refresh
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Figure 6.7: Experiment 2 - Test 3: Timing Diagram Illustrating an Approximated
Random Refresh of All Node Routing Tables Within an Overlay Network
processing activity with associated power saving gains.
To conclude, more extensive research would be required to determine if there is any
significant benefit to be gained from the software coding effort and commitment of
handset resources required in implementing a synchronised routing table refresh policy.
This would be in contrast to leaving nodes with the random approach which repre-
sents normal P2P overlay operation. Comparative benefits of the ‘standard’ random
approach includes less complex routing table maintenance logic within each node.
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Table 6.2: Telephone Handset [9–13] Measured Data for Investigating the Impact of
Routing Table Refresh Synchronisation Upon Energy Consumption
6.4 Conclusions and Recommendations of an Energy Op-
timised Framework
Concisely described by Edwards [158] as a ‘tug of war’ between battery life and band-
width provision, the results of experiments discussed in sections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 reveal
that this description remains valid for the Bushfire Framework P2P overlay. Focusing
solely upon data and behaviour that is independent of the user has allowed analysis of
parameters that when optimised will be applicable to all application scenarios of the
framework. The following sections detail conclusions and recommendations for future
work relating to energy consumption.
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6.4.1 Conclusions
As was noted in the results of experiment 1 (section 6.3.2.1), the general trend was that
power consumption by the handset was lower for a longer routing table refresh period.
Some justification has been offered for this observation as well as a possible direction
for further investigation in section 6.3.2.2. However, the power saving potential of
this investigation may also be limited by another influencing factor; the operating
mechanism employed SysProxy.
As discussed in section 4.4.6, SysProxy, in common with other ‘always connected’
applications, employs a ‘keep alive’ signalling method in order to maintain the TCP/IP
network connection to the handset. The amount of telephone network signalling data
traffic produced by an application is determined by the number of ‘connection states’ a
handset will transition through in supporting the flow of application data. Connection
states are an intrinsic part of the telephone network operating design and a handset
will always be in a particular state when registered on a network. Each state transition
for a handset consumes energy through the use of the radio transceiver and can result
in 1 to 3 seconds of signalling effort. Estimates of current consumption for different
states vary, but with a difference of 195mA given between the lowest and highest values
in one report [141] it can be understood the significant contribution this control traffic
switching has on battery charge depletion. In essence, there is a ‘base level’ of energy
consumption within a handset that cannot be reduced. The optimisation techniques
discussed in this chapter would only lower energy consumption to a defined minimum.
With reference to tests done in this report [141], it eloquently quantifies the direct
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impact that polling techniques such as ’keep alive’ signals make on the handset energy
resources: ‘An application that sends one ’keep alive’ message every minute uses the
same battery power in only eight hours as keeping the handsets back-light on for a full
hour.’
The alternative viewpoint on the limitations imposed by using ‘constantly main-
tained’ handset network connections is that effort will now focus on reducing the power
consumption in other, more intuitive, ways. Since 2008, there has been an understood
power budget within Nokia for mobile handsets of 3 Watts total with a maximum al-
location of 0.6 Watts for the application processor [145, 159]. This limit has also been
considered more recently in relation to Android OS handsets [160], indicating a com-
monality of constraints across platforms. This 0.6 Watt power budget would cover all
applications running on the processor. Minimising the consumption associated with
the P2P overlay would give more overhead to the application(s) running on top of the
framework. Another example method of reducing power consumption was investigated
in experiment 2 (section 6.3.3). Indicative results were obtained that a coordination of
node table refresh activities may possibly save energy across all participating handset
nodes. It is acknowledged that experiment 2 was highly simplified and further investi-
gation would be required. Furthermore a mechanism would be needed for wide scale
synchronisation, the network operator or GPS time signal being obvious candidates.
However, implications of this alternative approach to routing table maintenance would
need to be fully considered as the network traffic would ‘spike and dip’ due to the syn-
chronous actions (unlike within a standard P2P network operating with ‘quasi-random’
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routing table refresh activities).
6.4.2 Recommendations
Recommendations to extend the performance evaluation could take two approaches:
minor enhancements to the existing framework design in order to optimise performance
or a re-evaluation of the ‘design trade-off’ that exists when mobile telephone and P2P
parameters combine. Considering enhancements, experiment 1 (section 6.3.2) could
be extended by investigating the optimisation of data transfer necessary for a routing
table refresh. This further work could be performed using networking tools such as
Wireshark [118] and a Nokia S60 platform variant IPTrace [161] to conduct data band-
width measurements in unison with modification of the framework routing table data
protocol. Experiment 2 could be extended by full integration of the functionality that
was rudimentarily tested in section 6.3.3 if it were deemed of sufficient benefit.
Examining other aspects of research related to the experiments conducted intro-
duces a compromise to be determined between desired routing table accuracy, refresh
frequency and node churn. In essence, fixing a desired level of routing table accuracy
will depend upon a refresh frequency that is linked to the observed level of node churn.
According to Stutzbach et al. [162] with a study of churn across different classes of
P2P systems ‘peer inter-arrival times follow a Poisson distribution’. The study also
observed that in their networks ‘a large portion of participating peers at any point of
time are highly stable while the remaining peers turnover very quickly’. These findings
give an indication that it may be possible to characterise churn within a ‘typical mobile
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scenario’. More accurately predicting churn would allow the other parameters to be
optimised. To determine optimum refresh frequency would need churn data from the
PC P2P network as well as connectivity data for the ‘average’ mobile user. Connec-
tivity data is important, as unlike PC-based networks, a user’s mobile telephone is
subject to more external usage influences. For example, making/receiving telephone
calls (which disconnects the data channel), the changing physical environment and be-
ing in constant close proximity to the user all contribute to varying levels of churn.
Academic background research such as reports [163] and extended surveys (such as a
‘Mobile Life Study’ conducted by TNS [164] with 34,000 people across 43 countries)
help to illuminate usage habits in more detail. However questions on what influences
user churn in the mobile sector, such as those listed below, may only be answerable
with data from mobile telephone operators or P2P network development teams.
• Does user age influence churn? (e.g. influence on daily / weekly usage patterns
such as school, work, etc.)
• Does a majority or minority of users turn their phone off at night? (e.g. possible
impact on content availability in a network unless users are located worldwide)
• Do daily work patterns affect connectivity on a large scale? (i.e. most people
work Monday to Friday in a town / city where coverage is generally better)
• Do seasonal variations affect anything? (eg. national holiday plans impacting on
usage)
• Will the negative impact on battery life promote ‘free riding’ behaviour? (i.e.
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Where users turn on an application only to get the data they need.) Studies
have indicated ‘free riding’ has been as high as 85% on standard P2P networks
(Gnutella) where resources are less constrained [165]. Can this conduct be coun-
teracted by promoting ‘stable node’ behaviour through either rewarding longer
or punishing shorter connection times?
The sections within this chapter have presented many considerations on the subject
of energy usage optimisation. However from emerged themes, it is clear that scope
exists for further research to aim for a ‘longer than a day’ target charge cycle (even if it
appears to be beyond the current hardware technology). Recent statistics predict that
smartphones are expected to rise to a 45% contribution of the total mobile telephone
market shipment in 2015 [38]. Therefore it could be assumed that technology will likely
improve and energy usage optimisation will remain active as a research topic.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
This chapter discusses the technologies, results and verdicts presented in this thesis to
present a concise summary of the Bushfire P2P Framework. The conclusions drawn
from this work include highlighting its positive attributes and those aspects requiring
further investigation.
7.1 Achievements of the Approach
This thesis has presented a software development framework as a means to incorporate
P2P applications into handsets operating on mobile telephone networks. Smartphones
have reached both a level of user acceptance and technical capability that the use
of P2P-oriented handset applications has become feasible. The system (code-named
Bushfire) was constructed in two constituent parts comprising a handset component
and a proxy server (code-named SysProxy). Established techniques for both aspects
were combined and optimised in a novel approach to overcome technical constraints
imposed by the telephone networks. To promote adoption with third party applications
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ease of integration was prioritised (through a straightforward API) and the applicability
of the underlying transport protocol was modified and broadened.
Throughout the research process, design decisions have been required to bring to-
gether a P2P framework system that uses established techniques to form an innovative
approach to overcoming notable obstacles. The selection of P2P overlay was derived
from a thorough process to evaluate available options (refer to sections 3.1 and 3.2)
resulting in the choice of Kademlia as a suitable protocol meeting all of the desired
criteria. An existing implementation of Kademlia for the chosen development mobile
platform, Nokia / Symbian S60, was selected for evaluation, dissection, enhancement
and ultimately integration with the other integral component of the system, SysProxy.
In order to overcome networking constraints imposed by the operator networks, a proxy
server, dedicated to the Bushfire P2P traffic, performs NAT traversal function. Loca-
tion on a computer with a public internet IP address is the only requirement for this
application to allow communication between participating handset nodes. The result-
ing architecture of combining these two systems is the logical ring of a Kademlia P2P
system running atop a star topology with Sysproxy at the centre (section 4.3). Chapter
6 has focused upon discussion of optimising performance; for P2P on mobile devices
this was targeted at power consumption as it ultimately dictates node operating time.
Experimentation discussed in section 6.3 gave direction on configuration for the de-
veloped system and also for further research. Whilst this research did achieve many
positive outcomes from combining and enhancing current technological approaches in
P2P overlay networks and NAT traversal, there were also limitations and opportunities
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for further research (as discussed in sections 7.3 and 7.4 respectively).
7.2 Aligning Aims with Achievements
Mapping the aims of this work as detailed in section 1.2 to the achievements attained
produces the following account:
• Provide an appropriate P2P framework that operates on ‘smartphone’
handsets using an internet connection across the mobile telephone net-
work.
Chapters 3 and 4 present the technology decisions, optimisations and design ar-
chitecture (section 4.3) for constructing a P2P framework that operates on the
mobile telephone network. The system was constructed in two constituent parts:
the handset component (section 4.4.5) to interface with third party applications
and a proxy server (section 4.4.6) to implement NAT traversal of the encountered
networks.
• Provide an appropriate P2P framework within which third party ap-
plications could be easily developed using a clearly defined application
programming interface (API).
Chapters 3 and 5 discuss the review, evaluation and design process employed in
selecting, implementing, modifying and optimising a suitable P2P technology for
the framework. Elements of the API created and adapted for the framework are
discussed in sections 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. Chapter 5 presents the applications that
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have been developed to either help test (Bushfire Test Engine, section 5.1) or
work with the Bushfire P2P framework (Buddy Net, section 5.2; SupportNet,
section 5.3).
• Provide observational data, analysis and guidance on operating be-
haviour both for the implementation discussed within this thesis and
for further research effort.
Elements of chapters 4 and 5 in addition to the entire contents of chapter 6 are
dedicated to the analysis and evaluation of the Bushfire framework. Chapter 6
in particular offers guidance on the subject of energy optimisation, a topic of
importance when operating mobile devices. This is subject is explored deeper
through experimentation (sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.3) investigating a configuration
parameter and operating sequence connected with the Bushfire framework to
seek optimum power consumption.
To summarise, all of the original aims of this thesis have been met by the work produced.
7.3 Limitations of this Work
Given the varied technical environment within which this solution had to operate, there
were a number of limitations in the scope and implementation as well as assumptions
made regarding the research conducted. A list of the most significant limitations is
presented below:
• System architecture: The star topology configuration of SysProxy represents a
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potential weakness in the design (although counter arguments have been pre-
sented in section 4.5). Although SysProxy does not store any network data, its
presence to route data between nodes is essential and therefore it presents a re-
striction point for data flow and a significant weakness in the resilience of the
complete system.
• Limitation with design of SysProxy application: Currently only a finite number of
supported users (14535) can be supported through a single SysProxy application
(refer to section 4.4.6). The IMEI recording mechanism employed by SysProxy to
help reduce the impact of network disconnects prevents this number being viewed
as ‘simultaneous users’. This will be a significant limitation to achieving large
scale adoption that aids P2P overlay operation. Alternative strategies such as
multiple, linked SysProxy applications would be essential to achieve node numbers
equivalent in size to the desktop computer overlay counterparts.
• Limitations with knowledge of mobile networks: Assumed connectivity variations
amongst operators have attributed to differences in operating practices and NAT
/ firewall techniques. The current design has no NAT traversal optimisation
techniques incorporated due to lack of accurate operator information.
• Limitations of P2P systems that are ‘amplified’ within the mobile sector: Estab-
lishing a network with enough nodes to become self sustaining can be challenging
when there are so many potential hardware platforms to support. The practi-
cal work produced for this thesis focused on the Symbian / Nokia S60 platform.
Whilst acknowledged as a popular smartphone OS, any wide scale adoption of
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this P2P framework would require porting the code across to (potentially many)
other mobile platforms. Node churn and data longevity within the overlay are two
other key parameters that impact the effectiveness of the mobile P2P network.
• Limitations with mobile handset technology: Current practical working con-
straints meant that units under test could only be operated for periods under 12
hours when operating on battery power. To run tests longer than this, connection
to a power supply was required - but then mobility was obviously compromised.
In addition to those limitations listed above, section 6.3.1.2 discusses the drawbacks
and reservations acknowledged with the energy optimisation experiments. The most
fundamental of these could be summarised as difficulty in achieving total control in
a realistic experiment scenario. This was primarily due to many influencing variables
being beyond manual manipulation such as telephone network operating parameters.
However, the knowledge gained from trend data, even with these limitations, has been
useful in understanding the operation of the Bushfire framework.
7.4 Further Work
Due in part to the limitations indicated in the previous section (7.3), there are a number
of opportunities where the current research could be extended with further work. A
list of the most noteworthy suggestions for future research is shown below:
• Continuation of energy optimisation experimentation themes as indicated in chap-
ter 6. Research focus could be targeted towards processor effort or bandwidth
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(data consumption) optimisation on the handset as both would have an effect on
power consumption and therefore the node participation times.
• Improved design for the SysProxy application. A re-design could remove its
perceived weakness of a low participating node limit by coordinating the activity
of multiple SysProxy servers. For example an additional hierarchy layer could
be formed of a ‘ring of SysProxy servers’. Assuming the SysProxy application
location at the centre of the network topology is understood as a bottleneck to
data flow, then this design modification would alleviate any concerns as well as
increasing the network resilience. Furthermore, through the addition of data
packet inspection functionality into SysProxy, message routing priority or access
control mechanisms could be implemented within the Bushfire framework P2P
overlay.
• With the hierarchical segmentation of the SysProxy network, further implemen-
tation decisions could be taken to aid likely routing paths between mobile nodes.
SysProxy servers could be arranged to minimise ‘inter-SysProxy’ communication
and thereby minimise message latency. For example mobile nodes could be allo-
cated to a SysProxy server based upon their physical location (such as a city or
country) or a conceptual location (such as mobile operator network or work organ-
isation). The multi-SysProxy approach could be extended in another direction
by transferring the server functionality onto selected mobile nodes themselves.
This approach would remove the need for separate physical server infrastructure
but assumes that the mobile node has a public IP address, spare processing ca-
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pacity, constant power source and a high bandwidth internet connection. This
is a demanding set of assumptions that are unlikely for a truly mobile node but
feasible for a scenario where a handset is charging overnight at a user’s home. In
this instance, ‘sleeping’ mobile nodes in one world time zone could provide the
SysProxy routing resources for ‘awake and mobile’ nodes in a different time zone.
Less demand could also be put on the handset resource by reducing the number
of nodes it acts as a SysProxy server for.
• Further research into the NAT traversal techniques employed within the Bushfire
framework and those NAT systems used in the mobile telephone networks. A
line of research under consideration is to reduce the workload on the SysProxy
application by modifying its behaviour from a proxy server to a communications
‘broker’. SysProxy could be used initially to establish direct connections between
two nodes and then remove itself from the communications path letting the nodes
communicate directly. Two previously published techniques would be used with
this approach: NatTrav [166] for brokerage services logic and Hole Punching for
the direct communications link [167]. Work by Haddad [168] in combining these
techniques would be a suitable starting point for this research topic. Further-
more, is the (eventual) change to an IPV6 address structure for mobile devices
likely to bring benefits to the Bushfire framework or cause problems? The offi-
cial exhaustion of available IPV4 addresses during early 2011 will ensure IPV6
compatibility and usage become increasingly prevalent within all future internet
connected devices [169]. This subject represents an area of future research for
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reasons of interoperability between IPV4 and IPV6 equipment as currently the
two versions only interact via specialist translation mechanisms. Ultimately this
aspect of future research is desirable to promote mass future adoption through
more efficient integration.
• Extension of the deployed test (or beta) network to include much larger numbers
of nodes. A wide scale deployment exercise would yield much more useful data
about the practical usage of P2P overlays within the mobile domain. In order
for this to happen it needs to be application or content driven so that users both
have the desire to use it and it is under a realistic scenario. In the first instance,
a suggested target audience could be conference attendees (e.g. 60,000 attended
the 2011 Mobile World Congress [170]) who offer a constrained test environment
/ timetable and are likely to be receptive if there is an incentive.
• To achieve the above action, it is likely that the developed code will have to
be ported to other hardware platforms to increase probability of adoption. The
most obvious first candidate for software coding effort would be the Android OS
platform as it has a supported development environment and is available on a
wide choice of handsets. Furthermore predicted adoption rates for Android based
devices look healthy as they were calculated at approximately 15 million units
per quarter worldwide in 2010 [171].
• Further research is needed into security related matters applicable to the Bushfire
Framework and those applications that would interface with it. Building upon
the suggestions given in sections 4.4.7 and 5.4, it would be necessary to imple-
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ment a minimal set of functionality within the framework prior to any extensive
deployment test (as discussed above). This would meet the user’s likely expec-
tations for a mobile handset networked application whilst minimising the risk of
incurring any undesirable consequences as a result of a user data privacy breach.
A minimal functionality set could be defined as meeting the criteria laid out in
section 4.4.7: ensure secure communication (using encrypted data packets), know
your peers (by requiring user registration or logging a phone number) and access
control (using password protection).
Considering the first list item above, energy consumption relating to P2P network
operation is a parameter that has been seriously considered only with respect to the
mobile domain. In an era where the environmental impact of every action is to be
considered, optimising traditional P2P networks which are typically installed upon
desktop computers could yield significant power savings when scaled up across many
thousands of users.
7.5 Summary
This chapter has highlighted the primary aspects of the research conducted for this the-
sis. Implementation of P2P derived systems has become a mainstream technology in
the traditional computing sector. The system produced for this thesis employs a novel
approach to translate this across to the mobile telephone domain. Key developments
included producing an optimised handset application framework (creating a Kadem-
lia protocol based P2P network) working with a specialised proxy server to convey
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messages across multiple network boundaries (NAT traversal). The crucial advantage
of this framework approach is to permit third-party applications to function on the
restricted mobile telephone network with a P2P network as the underlying data trans-
port / storage infrastructure. This, coupled with a simple API, lowers the barrier to
feasibility for an application as it removes the requirement for centralised ‘server style’
infrastructure (along with its associated costs and maintenance overheads).
Given the findings reported from this work, there is an opportunity for handset
applications to be developed to meet real use cases or further research to be conducted
for a growing commercial sector where mobile application downloads in general are
predicted to reach approximately 48 billion in 2015 [38].
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